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ABSTRACT

Legal harmonisation is an integral aspect of regional integration and the desire to promote regional and sub-regional economic integration in Africa is exemplified by the establishment of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) in 2018. The 2012 decision of the AU to create the CFTA by 2017 was reiterated in Aspiration two of Agenda 2063. The legal harmonisation of non-tariff barriers has been a vital instrument in the achievement of EU economic integration and the Organisation for the Harmonisation of Business Laws in Africa (OHADA).

The study seeks to critically examine the theoretical and conceptual underpinnings of regional integration and legal harmonisation of non-tariff barriers by the AU and RECs. It also analyses the current political, economic, and legal reinforcements to regionalism in Africa and practices needed to advance intra-regional trade within the framework of Agenda 2063. This was done by evaluating the key legal frameworks of the AU (the Abuja Treaty, the Constitutive Act of AU, 2007 Protocol on relations between AU and RECs and Agenda 2063) with the aim of identifying best practices, gaps and impediments pertinent to strengthening Agenda 2063 CFTA. At the end of the study, the abilities of three selected RECs (SADC, COMESA and EAC) were assessed to drive home the AfCFTA. This was done by identifying flaws in existing treaties of RECs, while advancing a model of legal harmonisation of NTBs between them.

It was found out that the AU and RECs have not vigorously considered the significance of legal harmonisation in their integration agendas. This resulted in the lack of unambiguous and concrete provisions for the legal harmonisation of NTBs in their guiding policies. Where some attempts are evident, such as in the EAC, they have been implemented unsatisfactorily with lack of a compliance mechanism. This study contended that if legal barriers to free trade are not eliminated, even if all other barriers were to be removed, the effective realisation of the AfCFTA would still be hindered. Hence, this study recommends the principles of direct applicability and direct effects of regional laws to addressing the legal harmonisation challenge underscored.
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1. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and outline of the research problem

From the time African countries started achieving their independence, they had welcomed the idea of regionalism. This quest for regional integration led to establishing the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) in 1963. For Africa to assume its economic space in the international arena, she had to change from the OAU to the African Union (AU). The OAU Assembly adopted the Constitutive Act in July 2000, and it finally came into effect on the 26 of May 2001, making the AU a political and legal personality.

It is assumed that Africa’s economic and social advancement will be quickened if there is closer cooperation between Africa’s Regional Economic Communities (RECs) and the AU. RECs have been considered pillars of the AU since the 1991 Abuja Treaty; thus coordinating and harmonising their rules and regulations, which are of great importance. Article 28 made the idea of strengthening the RECs vital. The AU has so far recognised eight RECs, three of which have been analysed in this research.

The AU has promulgated several legal instruments intended to enhance the harmonisation and coordination of rules, principles, and practices within the RECs. The normative frameworks regulating this relationship are: the Abuja Treaty of 1991, the AU Constitutive Act of 2000, the 2007 Draft Protocol on Relations between the AU and RECs, and AU’s Agenda 2063 of 2015. The AU’s principal approach to the legal harmonisation of policies, principles, and practices within the RECs is articulated in these four policy documents.

---

1 On strengthening Regional Economic Communities, Article 28 of the 1991 Abuja Treaty requires: ‘1. Member states to strengthen the existing RECs and create new ones where necessary to ensure a progressive institution of the community; and 2. The member states to take all steps required to foster closer cooperation between the communities, principally through coordination and harmonisation of their activities in all fields or sectors to ensure the realisation of the objectives of the community’.

2 Arab Magreb Union (UMA), Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), Community of Sahel–Saharan States (CEN–SAD), East African Community (EAC), Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS), Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD) and Southern African Development Community (SADC).
The Abuja Treaty of 1991, ratified in 1994, established the African Economic Community (AEC). Following article 88(1) of the Abuja Treaty, the AEC was to be progressively realised by harmonising, coordinating, and integrating Africa’s RECs activities. Out of the fourteen RECs existing in Africa, eight have been selected as AEC building blocks. The Treaty envisioned the creation of a Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA) in 2017 and the RECs amalgamation into one customs union with a single currency, parliament, and central bank by 2028.

Harmonisation of the guiding principles of the present and prospective RECs is one of the AU’s goals to ensure the ongoing achievement of its aims. The AU adopted the 2007 Protocol on Relations between itself and RECs to define its relationship with RECs and their activities towards the AEC’s achievement. Like the 1998 Protocol, it has, among others, the goal of formalising, consolidating and advancing close cooperation between the RECs and the AU. This has to be achieved by harmonising and coordinating their programmes, policies, standards, activities, and practices in all arenas. A harmonised framework was developed for the AEC and the RECs. The Arab Maghreb Union (UMA) did not, however, sign the Protocol. This could be as a result of the political crisis between Member States that paralysed UMA, for example, there is the dispute between Algeria and Morocco over Western Sahara (the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic). According to article 7 of the Protocol, the Coordination Committee, among others, has undertaken the duty of harmonising and observing how the RECs evolved in attaining the regionalism objective elaborated as a priority in the Abuja Treaty (article 6).

The objectives laid down in the above legal frameworks are yet to be achieved. There are no established concrete and clear-cut measures/procedures for achieving these goals, nor has any of them clearly defined the legal relationship between the RECs and how they will eventually lead to a supranational continental union of African States. One of the significant problems that the AU is still facing is the rationalisation of multiple memberships of regional organisations among the Member States.

---

4 Ibid.
5 Article 3(1) of the Constitutive Act of AU 2000.
6 1998 Protocol on Relations between the AEC and the RECs.
In May 2013, during the semi-centennial anniversary celebrating the OAU/AU’s golden jubilee, the AU Member States and leaders recognised their previous accomplishments and flaws, thus re-consecrating themselves to the Pan-African dream of

‘An integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing a dynamic force in the international arena.’

In doing this, they promised to commit themselves to Africa's progress in eight strategic areas, and this culminated in the development of Agenda 2063. Agenda 2063 is, therefore, a renewed commitment by African leaders to correct past mistakes and follow a reviewed trajectory of African economic integration.

A decision to establish a CFTA by an indicative date of 2017 was taken at the eighteenth Ordinary Session of the AU’s Assembly of Heads of State and Government in Ethiopia in January 2012. Furthermore, the Summit authorised the Action Plan on Boosting Intra Africa Trade (BIAT), pinpointing seven clusters. The CFTA will comprise 54 African nations, with a total populace exceeding one billion and a joint gross national product beyond US$3.4 trillion.

The creation of a CFTA by 2017 was reiterated in Aspiration 2 of AU Agenda 2063. The core aims of the CFTA are to build a distinct African marketplace for services and goods, with investments and liberal movement of commercial individuals, and hence accelerate the formation of the customs union. This will augment intra-regional commerce via the coordination and harmonisation of trade practices within the RECs and AU. Predictably, the CFTA will augment competitiveness at the commercial businesses and industry level by utilising continental market access opportunities, large-scale production, and improved resource rationalisation. However,

---

11 Trade information, trade finance, trade policy, productive capacity, trade-related infrastructure, trade facilitation and factor market integration.
these aspirations cannot be achieved without the harmonisation of non-tariff barriers at the core of the legislation governing the CFTA.

Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs) are measures that restrict international trade. Countries use NTBs devices such as quotas, embargoes, sanctions, and licenses as part of their political and economic strategy to curtail the amount of trade they conduct with other nations. In a World Trade Organisation (WTO) working paper series, Staiger classified NTBs into three categories.\(^{13}\) The first category includes NTBs such as import licensing, import quotas, customs procedures, administration fees and import prohibitions which are imposed on imports. Those imposed on exports fall in the second category which includes export quotas, export taxes, voluntary export restraints, export embargoes and export subsidies. The third category is those applied internally in the country. These internal measures or behind the border barriers are national legislation, subsidies and internal charges that prohibit trade. The first two categories are enforced at the border during imports or exports. For WTO to guard against undesirable NTBs, provisions were made against quantitative restrictions (the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) article XI (1)) and discrimination between Member States (GATT articles I (1) and III (1-5)).\(^{14}\)

---


\(^{14}\) GATT article XI (1) states: No prohibitions or restrictions other than duties, taxes or other charges, whether made effective through quotas, import or export licences or other measures, shall be instituted or maintained by any contracting party on the importation of any product of the territory of any other contracting party or on the exportation or sale for export of any product destined for the territory of any other contracting party.

Article I (1) states: With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind imposed on or in connection with importation or exportation or imposed on the international transfer of payments for imports or exports, and with respect to the method of levying such duties and charges, and with respect to all rules and formalities in connection with importation and exportation, and with respect to all matters referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article III,* any advantage, favour, privilege or immunity granted by any contracting party to any product originating in or destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for the territories of all other contracting parties.

Article III (1) states: The contracting parties recognize that internal taxes and other internal charges, and laws, regulations and requirements affecting the internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use of products, and internal quantitative regulations requiring the mixture, processing or use of products in specified amounts or proportions, should not be applied to imported or domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic production.*

2. The products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the territory of any other contracting party shall not be subject, directly or indirectly, to internal taxes or other internal charges of any kind in excess of those applied, directly or indirectly, to like domestic products. Moreover, no contracting party shall otherwise apply internal taxes or other internal charges to imported or domestic products in a manner contrary to the principles set forth in paragraph 1.*

3. With respect to any existing internal tax which is inconsistent with the provisions of paragraph 2, but which is specifically authorized under a trade agreement, in force on April 10, 1947, in which the import duty on the taxed product is bound against increase, the contracting party imposing the tax shall be free to postpone the application of
It is absolutely necessary for AU to harmonise NTBs used by Member States to prohibit trade with other members.

The concept of harmonisation is an integral aspect of regional integration. This study argues that for integration to be achieved, there needs to be legal harmonisation of rules, trade practices, and legal systems regarding NTBs. The term harmonisation involves the coming together of different legal systems, laws or rules, principles, policies, standard practices, or regulations, which institutions, governments, or states freely agree to make identical. For instance, within the EU, harmonisation of law relates to the creation of common standards across the internal market to achieve uniformity of laws in Member States. In the AU, the harmonisation of law, as elaborated in the Abuja Treaty, means creating common rules, principles and policies in all sectors of community activity. Specifically, article 6(2)(b)(i) of the Abuja Treaty aims at harmonising the NTBs of RECs and gradually eliminating the same for regional and intra-community trade.

1.2 Research problem

Agenda 2063 represents an important, ground-breaking, and innovative vision that could shape the future of Africa if developed to its full potential. It is Africa’s leading framework for the provisions of paragraph 2 to such tax until such time as it can obtain release from the obligations of such trade agreement in order to permit the increase of such duty to the extent necessary to compensate for the elimination of the protective element of the tax.

4. The products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the territory of any other contracting party shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of national origin in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use. The provisions of this paragraph shall not prevent the application of differential internal transportation charges which are based exclusively on the economic operation of the means of transport and not on the nationality of the product.

5. No contracting party shall establish or maintain any internal quantitative regulation relating to the mixture, processing or use of products in specified amounts or proportions which requires, directly or indirectly, that any specified amount or proportion of any product which is the subject of the regulation must be supplied from domestic sources. Moreover, no contracting party shall otherwise apply internal quantitative regulations in a manner contrary to the principles set forth in paragraph 1.*


16 Article 28(2) of the Abuja Treaty.

advancement within the next 50 years. It will be implemented via a series of medium-term programmes with the long-term development policies of RECs and Member States increasingly aligning with the continental framework. Regionalism, it is argued, is central to achieving Agenda 2063, and should be a priority for continental advancement. Being central components of the Union, the RECs are vital for executing, financing, observing, and appraising Agenda 2063 and its priority programmes (one of which is the CFTA). In other words, since regionalism is the basis for the RECs, Agenda 2063 appeals for an extra vigorous commitment of RECs while applying joint community agendas, together with the harmonisation of trade practices. The need for robust engagement of RECs, including synchronising the RECs’ primacies with those of the Union, cannot be overstressed. The AU (central level) and RECs (regional level) need to make substantial advancements in the integration project, their legal relations and the harmonisation of NTB practices for the achievement of the CFTA.

The harmonisation objectives of the AU’s legal frameworks have not been effective because the RECs have progressed unequally in meeting their own treaty goals and essential programs, such as establishing free trade areas. As a result, their integration agendas have advanced disproportionately. Presently, Member States of RECs trade and collaborate more with partners outside the AU than with fellow African states; for instance, Morocco and the USA signed a free trade arrangement in 2004, besides some other agreements with the EU on economic cooperation and one establishing a free trade zone for industrial goods. The intra-
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20 EAC is considered the most successful REC in Africa with a functional custom union and a common market. Some other RECs that have made significant progress in their integration agenda are ECOWAS, SADC and COMESA.
22 EFTA Global Trade Relations, Free Trade Agreement with Morocco – European Free Trade https://www.efta.int/free-trade/free-trade-agreements/morocco, accessed on 31 May 2020. Morocco has engaged in economic cooperation agreements with the EU, including the Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement entered
Africa trade level, presently at about 12 per cent, is the lowest compared to the world’s leading regional groupings. Intra-regional trade between these regions (Latin America, ASEAN, EU, and North America) is above 40 per cent. This and the poor integration of regional markets explain why African trade is dominated by the exportation of indispensable products. Practically, this is not in line with the ambitions of Agenda 2063, which calls for Africa’s development by Africans themselves. However, this can be accounted for by the influence of historical trade relationships and patterns established during the colonial era that continue to influence trade flows. These historical ties undeniably often shape trade preferences and relationships, leading to a preference for trading with non-African partners; the established specific economic specialisations that align with the demands and markets of non-African partners. African country XB which is rich in natural resources, for example, may have established strong trade relationships with resource-importing countries outside Africa; and the fact that non-African markets may often offer larger consumer bases and more significant economic opportunities compared to individual African markets thus enticing member States of RECs in Africa to prioritise accessing these larger markets to expand their trade and economic activities.

Also, the RECs priority sectors are nonaligned with those of the Union, as set out in its relevant legislation, leading to conflicting priorities. This status quo requires greater rationality and harmonisation between RECs and the AU to achieve the CFTA. Knowing that the Agenda 2063 target is to provide answers to various current developmental challenges irritating the continent, together with the harmonisation of NTBs, it is crucial to address these legal challenges to facilitate the attainment of Agenda 2063.
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25 Ibid.
Paradoxically, African countries’ supposed commitment to integration has created overlapping membership, a key barrier to implementing the integration programmes. Despite the numerous rationalisation programmes instituted by the AU, REC Member States are still struggling with multiple and confusing memberships, creating duplication of efforts and competing activities. This overlap is even more pronounced among the eight selected RECs envisaged as the Union’s backbone and which are presumably going to merge to form the AEC. However, there is no enough evidence of all the RECs having the ultimate objective of African regionalism on their agenda or a radical zeal to succumb to the AU’s community goals. They either belong to two or more of the selected RECs, those not officially recognised by the AU as RECs, or other trade arrangements. For example, Kenya belongs to four different selected RECs. Among the three RECs that have launched a Tripartite Free Trade Area, all EAC Member States belong to either COMESA or SADC, some of COMESA belong to SADC and vice versa. This is a key problem because strategic considerations weigh heavily in a decision to join an REC. Different RECs have conflicting goals and incompatible timetables, which impede their efforts to achieve the AU’s overall objectives, such as implementing trade agreements or regional protocols. Others like CEN-SAD and AMU have not met their FTA objectives despite more than twenty years of existence and have serious policy lapses, indicating they were unprepared for such engagements.

Another major problem affecting the harmonisation of NTBs between the RECs is that RECs are not members of the AU following the Treaty. RECs stand on their own as legal entities. Although the 2007 Protocol has attempted to legalise this relationship, it does not create
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27 The following are the RECs which are not recognised by the AU but are still operating: Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa (CEMAC), West African Economic and Monetary Union (UEMOA/WAEMU), Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL), Indian Ocean Commission (IOC), Mano River Union (MRU), Southern African Customs Union (SACU).
28 Kenya is a member of: the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), the Community of Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD), the East African Community (EAC) and the Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD).
29 COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripartite Free Trade Area launched in June 2015. They are: the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), the East African Community (EAC), the Southern African Development Community (SADC).
any legally binding obligations.\(^{31}\) The momentum attached to Agenda 2063 by the African heads of state indicates that more needs to be done in this respect,\(^{32}\) even though this vision has nothing to do with legal relations between the stakeholders and key actors who are supposed to realise it.

Following the Commission’s background note,\(^{33}\) Agenda 2063 will be executed in stages,\(^{34}\) beginning with the First Ten-Year Implementation Plan.\(^{35}\) This plan, part of the fifty-year programme, acquired its legality from the Agenda 2063 Technical Document. The document covers the eight Priority Sectors of the Solemn Declaration, all the seven Ambitions for 2063, Continental Agendas, and National Strategies.\(^{36}\) Some areas of focus that fell within the first ten years are: creating the CFTA by 2017,\(^{37}\) instituting the African passport, eliminating visa requirements for African citizens by 2018,\(^{38}\) and silence all guns by 2020,\(^{39}\) among others. There were, however, no succinct provisions on how to achieve these aspirations within the limited timelines set. More so, none of these aspirations were achieved by the due dates set.

In summary, the key challenges addressed in this research are the failure to meet the AU and RECs legal harmonisation objectives, which have hindered and continue to impede the achievement of priority programmes, including the CFTA. The failure of the AU to meet the CFTA stated establishment date of 2017, like many other priority programmes, indicates that it is practically impossible to efficiently implement the CFTA given the present status quo. Across many countries in Africa, there are no technological and regional infrastructures like roads and rail transport networks, no free movement, and insecurity challenges. Another major problem is the overlapping and confusing membership of RECs, which creates a duplication of efforts, conflicting goals, and heavy financial burdens suppressing the achievement of the AU’s overall objectives.
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\(^{31}\) 2007 Protocol on Relations between AU and RECs


\(^{34}\) Phase 1 is the first 10 years, phase 2 is the next 25 years and phase 3 is the next 50 years.


\(^{36}\) Ibid.


This research builds on the premise that the CFTA is achievable through the legal harmonisation of NTBs between the African RECs. Until a model of legal harmonisation of NTBs is adopted and consolidated, it would be extremely challenging, if not impracticable, for the AU to follow through with the CFTA within the perspective of Agenda 2063 proficiently.

It is, therefore, imperative to: first examine the theoretical and conceptual underpinnings of regional integration and legal harmonisation, and attempts at harmonisation by the AU and RECs; secondly, analyse the current political, economic, and legal reinforcements to regionalism in Africa and practices needed to advance intra-regional trade within the framework of Agenda 2063; and thirdly, ascertain the abilities of three selected RECs to drive home the CFTA while advancing a model of legal harmonisation of NTBs between them.

1.3 Key questions to be asked

This research work focuses on the following research questions:

- What are the conceptual and theoretical underpinnings of regional integration and legal harmonisation?
- Have there been attempts at legal harmonisation by the AU and RECs?
- What lessons can be learned from the current political, economic, and legal keystones to regionalism in Africa and the advancement of intra-regional trade within the framework of Agenda 2063?
- To what extent are the three selected RECs (COMESA-EAC-SADC), in their current form, the best vehicles to deliver the CFTA?
- Can the legal harmonisation of NTBs assist in the achievement of Agenda 2063 CFTA?

1.4 Literature review

As the continent takes the trajectory of advancement and relentlessly forges ahead, scholars will continue to appeal for rigorous joint efforts to rethink and redesign Africa’s future.\(^40\) There is a need to do the following: first, examine the theoretical foundations of regionalism and legal harmonisation. Secondly, interrogate the political, economic, and legal reinforcements for
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regionalism in Africa and practices needed to advance intra-regional trade within the framework of Agenda 2063. Finally, ascertain the abilities of the three selected RECs to drive home the CFTA and advance the harmonisation model proposed by this thesis. It is on this basis that this thesis reviews related writings on the subject.

Salami looked at the level of legal stumbling blocks in Africa’s regional integration laws, which include: the ambiguous nature of some RECs’ treaty requirements and the weak regional enforcement mechanisms. Salami therefore called for an improvement in the regulations for both community and domestic spheres. Among the reforms proposed is clarification of the position of community laws in the REC treaty proviso to the Member States. More so, Member States should recognise the higher position of RECs legislation in their administration and introduce African integration law at the national legal and institutional framework. This thesis identifies disruptions and lapses in the law and clarifies them by including other legal aspects of integration, like the harmonisation of NTBs measures and restrictive legal relations for achieving the CFTA within the context of Agenda 2063. Member states have to surrender economic sovereignty to build a free trade regime.

Fagbayibo posits that there has been a poor record of commitment to realising African integration goals and objectives by Member States. The author suggested a way forward through a commitment to constitutionalism in the Member States, a framework for ensuring observance of universal directives, improved cooperation between national and regional institutions, and strengthened collaboration among legal stakeholders throughout the continent. This thesis has done a trade-related legal study to identify other legal hurdles to enhance the CFTA for Africa’s Vision 2063. Cooperation and collaboration can only be improved when there is physical integration. There is free movement of goods and persons in the European Union (EU) because of regional infrastructure and an extraordinary transfer of sovereignty.

According to Oppong, the main challenge in regional economic integration is enforcing regional regulations and making them applicable in domestic legal systems. The author suggests, among others, that community laws should be translated into national legal systems of Member States. This thesis argues that regional community regulations can only be legally binding and applicable within national legal systems when there is harmonisation and proposes a new legal, economic harmonisation model between African regional integration players, especially concerning the CFTA, to enhance Agenda 2063.

According to the AU Constitutive Act adopted in 2000 at Lome, Togo, the AU’s main objective is to attain more unity and harmony among Member States and African people. Also, it has to fast-track the continent’s economic, social, and political integration. Furthermore, it aims to enhance security, peace, and stability on the continent, and promote sustainable development. Synchronising and coordinating guidelines among the current and upcoming RECs to achieve the AU’s ambitions is another goal. It is evident that these goals have not been met. Economic, political and legal reasons have often slowed down the realisation of these goals.

Based on the AU’s Issue Paper on Governance, these legal challenges to regional economic integration are because most key protocols, instructions, guidelines, undertakings, and decisions of the AU Assembly are not endorsed, ratified sluggishly, or not executed. One of the reasons for the poor execution of these protocols is that the main structures of the AU, for instance, the Parliament, Commission, and Court of Justice, are not empowered enough to move economic integration forward. African countries are still tied to state sovereignty at the expense of achieving community goals and objectives. This thesis purports that the arrival of the AU Vision 2063, with vast ambitions, should be interrogated because the long-standing legal

44 R F Oppong Legal Aspects of Economic Integration in Africa (2011) 5.
46 Ibid art 3 (a).
47 Ibid art 3 (c).
48 Ibid art 3 (f).
49 Ibid art 3 (j).
50 Ibid art 3(l).
52 Ibid.
challenges are yet to be resolved. The AU needs to be more practical now than ever. This can be done by synchronising the priority programs of the RECs.

Fagbayibo argues that establishing the AU in 2001 was viewed to be a momentous epitomic move towards Africa’s integration.\textsuperscript{53} The different facets of the AU structures, like some of its bodies, and the goal of harmonising the plan of action of RECs beneath the Union’s authority, could be referred to as supranationalism. The author sees normative supranationalism as one of the AU’s goals because the designers of the AU intended to form a system whereby AU regulations and guidelines supersede domestic and sub-regional laws. To realise that after two decades of the AU’s existence, there has been an insignificant or no advancement necessitates solemn reflection. Consequently, the author explored some of the reasons that challenged the actual process of AU supranationalism while advancing suggestions to handle the limitations. This thesis adds that the trade sector is another sector where no progress has been made. Harmonisation of NTBs has been proposed as a means to enhance the CFTA within the sphere of Africa Union Vision 2063.

Further, Fagbayibo postulated that the remarkable exploits of the EU have not only influenced Africa’s integration agenda but also implanted in them unchanged traditional methods of evaluating regional integration.\textsuperscript{54} Because the traditional assessment methods are based primarily on the objectives, goals, and time frames that have been agreed upon by the Member States, there is an inclination to misjudge or disregard other measures proficient enough to accelerate the integration process. This thesis complements the views of Fagbayibo regarding the trade sector, particularly on NTBs. Presently, the EU is facing capital and labour movement, and its economy is becoming less competitive. It would be erroneous for Africa to implant EU methods without considering Africa’s trade realities. Therefore, there is a need for a significant continental shift from imported paradigms.

Rettig et al. 2013 have argued that in contrast to the ambitious strategies to create a CFTA, RECs struggle with profuse legal impediments.\textsuperscript{55} Although RECs and the Member States are responsible for implementing Resolutions and Treaties, the duty of tracking Africa’s

\textsuperscript{54} B O Fagbayibo ‘In search of nuanced methods of assessing African integration’ (2013) 32(1) \textit{Politeia} 59–73.
\textsuperscript{55} M Rettig, A W Kamau & A S Muluvi 2013 op cit note 3.
economic integration process rests with the Union’s Commission. The economic integration process has not moved forward, although the AU’s working committees have made tremendous efforts to organise the RECs, signifying that a lot still needs to be done.\textsuperscript{56} Many RECs have failed to meet individual timelines to achieve customs unions and common market objectives.\textsuperscript{57} For economic integration objectives to be met, especially achieving the CFTA, after missing its target date of 2017, the RECs and AU may have to do some more work. This thesis reveals that even if other challenges to the effective achievement of the CFTA disappear, the state of existing laws and their implementation will hinder its proper implementation within the context of Agenda 2063. It is also practically impossible for the CFTA to commence effectively because the AU has not laid the groundwork for it.

This thesis suggests the reinforcement of the CFTA Secretariat to ensure the implementation of NTB principles. It should be empowered to enforce and interpret all CFTA principles and practices to the RECs to avoid different practices across the AU. With some degree of shared sovereignty with the AU, the CFTA Secretariat will safeguard consistent penalties for infringement of NTB principles and ensure no discretion among Member States to avoid different enforcement cultures.

Following UNECA,\textsuperscript{58} as one of the leading initiatives of Agenda 2063, the African CFTA is vital to enhance African trade. It will bring together regional markets and strengthen economic integration. It is argued that if this is done, then the CFTA would have the potential to contribute immensely to sustainable economic growth, poverty reduction, infrastructural development, and job creation. So far, heading toward the ambitions of Agenda 2063 in the direction of ‘the Africa we want’ will depend on a paradigm shift from the present manner in which African Member States trade among themselves. This can be changed by harmonising the RECs NTB principles and practices. The CFTA Secretariat should also monitor Africa’s trade itself.

\textsuperscript{56} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{57} UMA, CEN-SAD and IGAD have not achieved the FTA and customs union. All the others have not achieved customs union apart from EAC.
\textsuperscript{58} UNECA ‘Colloquium on the Continental Free Trade Area: Internal Challenges and External Threats and Civil Society Strategy Meeting on Advocacy Around Africa’s Trade and Development Challenges’ 2015 Accra, Ghana.
According to Kolbeck,\textsuperscript{59} the presentation of the current legal framework for Africa's integration process shows that it does not allow for effective and coherent governance of the relationships between the different institutions entrusted with the continent's integration. Kolbeck posits that the lack of well-defined relations between Africa's integration actors slows down the whole Pan-African integration project. However, adopting the different legal documents that are supposed to clarify, strengthen, and speed up the continent's integration process demonstrates that Africa is never short of new ideas. The ambitious objectives clash with reality when it comes to the realisation and application of new agreements, protocols, and declarations. Kolbeck suggests that reforms are certainly recommendable; however, true political will from the African leaders to internalise reforms into national laws is also critical. This thesis adds that if African countries could relinquish some degree of sovereignty to the AU as a supranational entity, ensuring the harmonisation of NTB practices between RECs, the achievement of the CFTA will be an accomplished project.

In the view of Oppong,\textsuperscript{60} RECs are not members of the AEC although they are chosen to be the AEC's backbone. However, the different African countries are members of the AEC, and these countries are also members of the treaties establishing the RECs. The author then questions the extent to which the RECs are tied to the decisions of the AEC. He goes on to ask: what makes it legally binding for RECs to join and form the African Economic Community, now that the RECs are legal persons and not members of the AEC Agreement? The author concludes that the Protocol on Relations does not adequately address these questions. Even the treaties creating the RECs do not throw any light on these concerns. Although the REC treaties were drawn after those of the AEC, it may be assumed at the onset that they would address the concerns raised regarding the relations of these RECs with the AEC and what became of them after the establishment of the AEC, but RECs have not done so. However, this is a moot argument because the AEC has been subsumed into the AU legal framework, and all structures under the AU are bound by it. This thesis proposes a protocol for harmonising NTB principles and

\textsuperscript{59}B Kolbeck Legal Analysis on the Relationship between the AU / AEC and RECs: Africa Lost in a “Spaghetti Bowl” of Legal Relations? (LLM dissertation, University of Cape Town, 2014).

practices whereby the newly established CFTA Secretariat will ensure that what is practised by one REC is unanimously adopted to achieve the CFTA.

Maluwa points out that the AU strives to attain its objectives by approving and implementing the agreements signed by the Member States.\textsuperscript{61} Still, it is deficient in obliging member countries to ratify them and act per the treaty's requirements. The author looked at the constitutional and legislative processes through which the AU Member States ratify these treaties, factors that hinder swift ratification, and identified the types of treaty policy areas and the level at which the AU members commit themselves. He recommends, among others, that the legal and all vital data accessed during the debate of these treaties may offer insight into future treaty success within the AU. It will also help them to forecast policy sectors with the kinds of accord that would be completely or partially agreed upon by the member countries. He concludes that where regulations do not generate friction with prevailing domestic legislation, but only require slight modification, there is a bigger opportunity for endorsement. This thesis posits that the above problem is caused by the liberal model of agreement practice by many regional groupings. It is suggested that if a free trade regime is built, the successes will have a spillover effect on political sovereignty.

Tanyi studied the gains of inter and intra-regional trade in Africa.\textsuperscript{62} He looked at trade liberalisation, the progressive stripping off of tariff obstacles throughout Africa and its effects on state sovereignty, including the multiple trade agreements. This was done to address the current challenges impeding effective African regional integration, including sustainable growth. To ease trading activities for youths and businesswomen in Africa, there is a need to harmonise trade rules between RECs to access Africa’s prospective market, anticipated at 2.8 billion people by 2063.\textsuperscript{63} He concludes by indicating that Africa will reap the enormous benefits of regional markets if the different stakeholders are involved in mobilising efforts towards an all-inclusive approach for Africa’s emergence by 2063. This thesis further theorises that there is a need for harmonisation of NTBs measures, principles and practices between the AU and RECs and among RECs themselves. Given that there are eight selected RECs, the AU must set up a

\textsuperscript{63} Ibid at 8.
permanent structure to ensure the actual application of uniform NTBs-related legal practices in each of them and their Member States.

UNECA estimated the economic impacts of the waves of trading rules for the envisioned Pan-African CFTA. It found out that abolishing tariff obstacles predominant within African borders and creating African free trade could increase regional trade exports by US$25.3 billion (a 4 per cent upswing) by 2022. There will be an eventual rise in the overall continental exports amounting to US$17.6 billion (a 2.8 per cent upswing) from nothing during the period of an absence of free trade. Exports outside Africa will plunge in amount of about US$9.4 billion. This means that there will be a boost of US$ 34.6 billion (52.3 per cent) by 2022 for regional trade. The assumptions of the CFTA showed that there would be a net trade creation outcome. It also revealed that there would be a significant increase in trade and industry benefits with the establishment of the CFTA. UNECA did not look at the practical legal trade hurdles of NTBs that would hinder the achievement of the benefits outlined above, and this is the subject of this thesis.

Sara asserts that eliminating extreme poverty in Africa is crucial to the AU’s Agenda 2063. However, the International Futures forecasts posit that several Member States will not achieve the MDGs mark by 2030, even if they display a collection of fast-growing poverty alleviation performances. This thesis seeks to establish that one of the targets that have not been met is the establishment of CFTA by 2017. Although it was established in 2018 and launched in 2019, it is yet to go operational. In addition, the advent of COVID-19 has also affected the operational phase of this project. Therefore, it is not only necessary for complex objectives to be set, but the feasibility of their implementation is of paramount importance. This thesis proposes a new model of harmonising NTB principles and practices between RECs, which will go a long way to contribute to poverty alleviation in Africa, and thereby enhance Agenda 2063.
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64 UNECA ‘Assessing Regional Integration in Africa (ARIA)V: Towards an African Continental Free Trade Area’ 2012 ECA publication; Addis Ababa Ethiopia.
65 Ibid at 40.
66 Ibid at 42 see also UNECA ‘Assessing Regional Integration in Africa (ARIA) VIII: Bringing the Continental Free Trade Area About’ 2017 ECA publication; Addis Ababa Ethiopia at 65.
68 To be discussed in chapter three.
For the AUC 2015, looking at the vital aims of the AU’s Agenda 2063, the CFTA proffers a device necessary to help Africa access the abundant business opportunities available to transform African economies. Following this transformation, the CFTA should contribute to providing African citizens with rewarding employment opportunities, thereby contributing to poverty eradication. However, this cannot be achieved without the legal harmonisation of trade principles and practices (trade in goods and services, rules of origin, rules on competition policy, investment, intellectual property rights and disclosure of information, among others) between RECs.

DeGhetto et al. examined some critical issues related to Agenda 2063, such as institutional arrangements challenges, the diverse nature of African States, comparative cost advantage, regional identity, and ownership of Agenda 2063. They see these as issues that need to be addressed if Agenda 2063 is to succeed. In addition to the above issues, NTB practices and their enforcement are further obstacles to achieving the CFTA. The above issues will be tackled with the adoption of a legal harmonisation model of NTB practices between RECs and ensuring that the CFTA Secretariat monitors its implementation.

Sahra and Faten, in a briefing note, looked at the challenges of financing Agenda 2063, its priorities and action plans. They presented the different financing sources that Africa could tap into to finance its initiatives and underlined the need to go beyond a ‘demand-side’ to a ‘supply-side’ narrative. The briefing note also identified the need to move from merely identifying and developing trustworthy mechanisms to looking into their relevance and investment returns. Further, the note highlighted the need to build a process that provides space to look back and reflect on the opportunities through which the major challenges to internal financing could be addressed concretely. Harmonising NTB principles and practices within AU and empowering the Secretariat could go a long way to augment continental financing, thereby enhancing Agenda 2063.

Abdoulahi presented an overview of the numerous exploits made at stimulating intra-regional trade envisioned in several accords, regulations, or laws enacted at different regional
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70 K DeGhetto, Jacob R Gray & Moses N Kiggundu 2016 op cit note 40.
71 El F Sahra & A Faten ‘Implementing African Development Initiatives: Opportunities and challenges to securing alternative financing for the Agenda 2063’ 2014 ECDPM, Briefing Note No. 65.
72 Ibid.
phases. He also examined the institutional framework for liberalising intra-community trade. The author further analysed the progress made so far for trade liberalisation in the different RECs. Also, he considered the effect of business liberalisation rules on trade, the impediments to intra-continental commerce, and proposed actions and instruments that can encourage business expansion. This forms the backdrop of this thesis, although it envisions protocols and new structures within Agenda 2063.

For the 18th AU General Assembly 2012, Africa must vigorously pursue comprehensive and harmonised regional trade policies as part of their collective transformative approach to development. African leaders’ commitments to boosting intra-African trade can be seen through the momentous pronouncement by COMESA, EAC, and SADC establishing a common FTA. The Tripartite Free Trade Area (TFTA) is a key stepping stone towards the CFTA and, thus, the AEC, as further elaborated by UNECA, 2013. The launching of this TFTA project involving 26 African states, which constitute almost half of the Union members with about 530 million inhabitants (57 per cent of the African population) and a total GDP of $630 billion (53 per cent of the total GDP in Africa) has stimulated concerns about a bigger African FTA. According to the Assembly, the CFTA has immense benefits. This includes more comprehensive marketplaces for products and services, eliminating the intersecting memberships in RECs. In addition, it will promote harmonisation, coordination of trade mechanisms and vocabulary, fast-tracking the realisation of the African common market and, eventually, the AEC. This thesis work is therefore positioned in this sphere although adopting a legal perspective.

Closely related to the above, Albagoury and Anber investigated the possible gains and obstacles to the COMESA-EAC-SADC tripartite FTA. They found out that although the Tripartite FTA will significantly increase intra-trade within the region, trade barriers, inadequate infrastructure, administrative procedures, high costs from domestic policies, and regulatory
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73 M Abdoulahi ‘Progress report on regional integration efforts in Africa towards the promotion of intra-African trade’ 2005 UNECA.
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environment while crossing the border will impede intra-regional trade. This thesis investigates the effective realisation of the TFTA as a stepping stone to achieving the CFTA. The TFTA agreement is yet to meet its 14 Member States’ ratification threshold, while the CFTA Agreement entered into force on the 30th of May 2019. As it stands now, eleven countries have ratified the TFTA,78 with three outstanding to reach the required threshold of 14 for the Agreement to go operational.79 This is not surprising because the three RECs are in different stages of integration. COMESA, for example, launched an FTA in 2000 and a common market in 2009, parallel to negotiations of TFTA.80 Trade negotiations within COMESA are still to be completed, as Uganda and Ethiopia joined the FTA in 2014. The TFTA region has multiple RECs with different rules of origin and trade agreements, and Member States belong to more than one of them, making it challenging to facilitate trade. Therefore, there is greater urgency to harmonise the trade regimes of Member States.

Sodipo and Luke explored the ambit of the CFTA and the standards guiding the negotiations, which are the principle of ‘variable geometry’, ‘RECs Free Trade Agreements as building blocks for the CFTA’, ‘flexibility’, ‘special and differential treatment’, ‘reservation of acquis’, and ‘transparency and disclosure of information’.81 They analysed the complexity of the exercise and the challenge of distributing the gains from the CFTA among the participating countries. This thesis complements the above issues with the legal harmonisation of NTB practices to ensure effective implementation of the envisaged CFTA across Africa.

AUC’s first-ever report on African regional integration within the context of Agenda 2063 shows that RECs need to do more to push the continental free trade agenda forward.82 REC programmes and action plans differ from the Abuja Treaty and Agenda 2063. In their current

78 Burundi, Egypt, South Africa, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, Botswana, Namibia, Eswatini, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
format, it is argued that RECs serve the various interests of the regions and not continental concerns. There are no coordination, monitoring, and evaluation mechanisms, including robust institutions and regulations. The report recommends statutory and institutional structures to safeguard projects, harmonise, and implement resolutions. This thesis examines the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) agreement, which finally came to light on 21 March 2018 in Kigali, Rwanda and went into force on 30 May 2019. The operative stage of the AfCFTA\(^\text{83}\) was launched on 7 July 2019,\(^\text{84}\) and trade was scheduled to begin on 1 July 2020,\(^\text{85}\) but it only started on 1 January 2021 as a result of the COVID-19 delay.\(^\text{86}\) Although trading began on 1 January 2021, no trade has occurred under the AfCFTA system.\(^\text{87}\) The AfCFTA will be governed by five functioning mechanisms,\(^\text{88}\) and Mr Wamkele Mene was appointed as the first secretary-general to head the AfCFTA Secretariat.\(^\text{89}\) One of the AfCFTA Secretariat’s major objectives is to supervise and appraise the level of execution of the AfCFTA.\(^\text{90}\) The AfCFTA will be governed by five functioning mechanisms,\(^\text{88}\) and Mr Wamkele Mene was appointed as the first secretary-general to head the AfCFTA Secretariat.\(^\text{89}\) One of the AfCFTA Secretariat’s major objectives is to supervise and appraise the level of execution of the AfCFTA.\(^\text{90}\) The RECs are the execution and enforcement arm of the AfCFTA, while the AfCFTA Secretariat oversees, monitors and ensures the evaluation of the provisions of the CFTA.\(^\text{91}\) Undoubtedly, this will not be effective without the legal harmonisation of NTB practices. The fact that the Secretariat lacks autonomy like other AU institutions shows that Africa is not yet ready for the strong institutions and laws needed to enhance economic integration.

---

83 The acronyms CFTA and AfCFTA will be used interchangeably in this research work. The CFTA was used during the period of conception from the 1991 Abuja Treaty to the 2015 Agenda 2063 while the AfCFTA came to the lamplight in its final agreement established in 2018.
84 Launched during the 12th Extraordinary Session of the Assembly of the AU in Niamey, Niger, on July 7, 2019.
87 Ibid.
88 They are: the monitoring, reporting and elimination of non-tariff barriers; Rules of Origin; the AfCFTA trade in goods protected system; the Dashboard African Trade Observatory and a digital payment and settlements system.
89 One of the outcomes of the 12th Extraordinary Session of the Assembly of the AU held in Niamey, Niger, on July 7, 2019 was the hosting of the AfCFTA secretariat by Ghana. The 33rd Ordinary Session of the Assembly of the Union held on the 9-10 February 2020 at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia appointed H.E. Mr. Wamkele Mene as it first Secretary General.
90 Tralac op cit note 86.
91 UNECA ‘Assessing Regional Integration in Africa (ARIA)VIII: Bringing the Continental Free Trade Area About’ 2017 ECA publication; Addis Ababa Ethiopia at 121.
1.5 Objectives of the study

Cognisant of the challenges highlighted above, it is imperative to examine the theoretical and conceptual underpinnings of regional integration and legal harmonisation. Similarly, the thesis explores the current political, economic, and legal reinforcements to regionalism in Africa. It considers the practices needed to advance intra-regional trade within the framework of Agenda 2063 and attempts to harmonisation by AU and RECs. It further evaluates the abilities of the selected RECs to drive home the CFTA and proposes a model of legal harmonisation of NTBs between them.

A proposed model of legal harmonisation of NTBs among RECs could explore ways and means of trade consolidation.

1.6 Methodology

This thesis is a qualitative review of literature already in the public domain. The review rely mainly on the archival search of documents, content analysis of data accessed from political, economic, legal and international instruments and a detailed study of AU’s governing laws and the selected RECs in Africa. The thesis context was accessed through the internet, official gazettes of the AU, and selected RECs. COMESA, EAC and SADC are used as case studies as their establishment of a Tripartite Free Trade Area (TFTA) is considered a key stepping stone towards the AfCFTA. Academic commentaries and lessons are drawn from the experiences of other RECs and FTAs outside Africa (MERCOSUR, NAFTA, ASEAN-FTA and EU).

The theory is that an effective legal harmonisation of NTBs practices in Africa significantly impacts the achievement of the CFTA. This research argues that it is practically impossible to achieve Agenda 2063 CFTA given the status quo.

This thesis maintains that without effective harmonisation of NTBs rules, it will be impossible to achieve a functioning CFTA. It concludes that with an effective CFTA, the vision of a complete African economic integration will be clear and facilitate the realisation of Agenda 2063.

1.7 Limitation of the thesis

This thesis has some limitations. Although there are numerous scholarly writings on legal harmonisation, intra-regional trade and regional integration, literature on the legal harmonisation
of NTBs measures for the AfCFTA is scarce. Existing literature dwells on the benefits of intra-African trade without necessarily connecting the legal harmonisation of NTBs to the achievement of AfCFTA. Scholarly work on legal harmonisation and regional integration is far-reaching and covers diverse areas of regionalism. Even within the legal harmonisation of NTBs adopted for this thesis, there are various subjects that shape the philosophies and realities of the integration process. This thesis is confined to the legal harmonisation of NTBs to achieve the AfCFTA. The motivation behind this is that developing a legal harmonisation model of NTBs will provide the required momentum to address the complex hurdles of Africa’s economic integration barriers.

The scope of this thesis is time-based, with a cut-off period of 31 December 2022. African economic integration and the operationalisation of the AfCFTA are at a thought-provoking stage, with alterations taking place continuously. Consequently, important events and documents circulated post-cut-off time, specifically impacting the subject matter, may cause the recommendations to become obsolete or immaterial.

1.8 Structure of the thesis

Chapter one provides an introduction to the thesis, including the background, research problem, objectives, methodology, limitations and structure of the thesis.

Chapter two provides the conceptual and theoretical framework of regional integration and legal harmonisation. The chapter outlines the political, economic, and legal theories underlining this thesis and then proceeds to define the principle of legal harmonisation, stating its features, and importance in this context, and presents a case for and against (with advantages and disadvantages of) legal harmonisation.

Chapter three presents an overview of regionalism in Africa. The chapter examines current political, economic, and legal keystones to regionalism in Africa. In addition, there will be an appraisal of the Abuja Treaty, the Constitutive Act of AU, the 2007 Protocol on Relations between AU and RECs, and the AU Agenda 2063, which are defined legal frameworks for the advancement of African regional trade within the framework of Agenda 2063.

Chapter four examines the abilities of COMESA, EAC and SADC among the selected RECs to drive home the CFTA. It analyses the unaddressed issues of legal harmonisation among RECs in Africa, emphasising on the three selected RECs. These issues are: the rationalisation of
overlapping membership, aligning RECs priorities to that of the AU, the non-implementation of community regulations and surrounding part of states sovereignty. It argues that, to a large extent, there has been no legal harmonisation of NTB practices within Africa’s RECs for achieving the CFTA. It draws lessons from other RECs outside Africa (Asia, Europe, Latin and North America).

Chapter five suggests a model of legal harmonisation of NTBs and assesses the feasibility of implementing this model within the AfCFTA Member States.

Chapter six provides the conclusion and recommendations for further research.

1.9 Conclusion

This chapter underscores the introduction and background of the study, research problem, objectives, methodology, limitations and structure of the thesis. It examines existing literature on African regional integration, legal harmonisation, RECs FTAs and AfCFTA.

The next chapter will examine the concepts and theories that highlight legal harmonisation and regional integration.
CHAPTER TWO: CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF REGIONAL INTEGRATION AND LEGAL HARMONISATION

2.1 Introduction

The desire to reap the benefits of global trade through forming regional trading communities and efforts to harmonise supranational and domestic legislations are among the major developments in contemporary global endeavours.\(^2\) Several industrialised and emerging economies worldwide belong to regional groupings, and several are affiliated to more than one.\(^3\) A considerable amount of international trade occurs within these regional arrangements. This is the prevailing norm, as the world becomes increasingly interconnected, motivated by the need for countries to collaborate in a macro-regional context. With this world phenomenon of a global village, the harmonisation of NTBs is gradually becoming customary practice and will eventually form a source of international uniform legislation. A foreword to an economic policy report on regionalism in Africa by the AU former chairperson, Alpha Oumar Konare, noted that:

It is reasonable to assume that the most significant trend in this new millennium is global competitiveness. In the face of opportunities and challenges posed by the new paradigm of the ‘global economy’, nations are moving towards integrating their economies with those of their neighbours, to create larger and more competitive regional economic blocs, and to engage in international trade; not just as individual states but as regional powers.\(^4\)

The past years have experienced a notable advancement among emerging nations to attain regional integration. This effort coincides with new and deepened regional integration among industrialised nations, exemplified and evidenced by the success of the European Union (EU). As a result, the EU continued to be the world's most prominent outward investor in 2017,

---

\(^2\) Some of these regional trading communities include: ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA), Central European Free Trade Area (CEFTA), North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Southern Common Market (MERCUSOR), European Economic Area (EEA), Latin American Integration Association (LAIA) and European Free Trade Area (EFTA).


accounting for more than two-fifths (41 per cent) of the world’s outward investment positions. The argument is that when emerging countries compete in regional markets, they will be equipped to participate fully in the global economy. This has been exemplified by the EU legal harmonisation processes of creating common standards across the internal market.

The shift in regional integration is even more relevant in Africa due to the low levels of intra-continental trade, comparatively small economies, and the impact of imperialism, poor governance and conflicts that have ensured Africa’s peripheral status in the global political economy. Africa has, therefore, incorporated regionalism as an imperative constituent of its development approach and established multiple regional integration groupings, with some countries belonging to as many as four different organisations.

To stimulate development and reap regional trade gains, there has been a gradual movement toward economic integration through the legal harmonisation of trading principles, standards and practices. Also, Africa’s colonial legacy of foreign legal traditions and the random balkanisation of its frontiers make it the most fragmented region in the world. This unique phenomenon makes the issue of legal harmonisation even more crucial. Chapter one reviewed related writings on Africa’s economic integration, legal harmonisation, and efforts to advance intra-regional trade to realise the CFTA. Therefore, this chapter analyses the different conceptual and theoretical perspectives of regional integration and how legal harmonisation enhances regionalism.

2.2 Conceptual framework

A general and segmented definition of regional integration and supranationalism would be included in this conceptual framework, as both have benefited from multidisciplinary research and inputs from international organisations. However, it is adequate to define the concept of

---

96 UNECA 2004, op. cit, note 94 at ix.
97 H Trudi (2011) op cit note 93. Also article 28 of the 1991 Abuja Treaty supported this move of belonging to and creating many regional groupings as possible.
98 For example, Kenya belongs to the following four regional groupings: the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), the Community of Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD), the East African Community (EAC) and the Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD). In the same vein, the Democratic Republic of Congo belongs to four recognised REC’s (SADC, ECCAS, COMESA and EAC).
national sovereignty at the outset as it greatly impacts the success or failure of any integration agenda. The rationale is that if states intend to practice total sovereignty, they need not engage in economic integration, which requires opening to other economies and mutual liberalisation of trade.

2.2.1 National sovereignty, regional integration and supranationalism

   a) National sovereignty

The principle of sovereignty of States is as old as the Peace Treaty of Westphalia of 1648 for the reciprocal recognition of sovereign nations.\textsuperscript{100} The Peace Treaty of Westphalia marked a significant turning point in international relations by establishing the concept of state sovereignty and the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of other states. This has been established as an international law principle recognized by the UN Charter 1945\textsuperscript{101} and the AU Constitutive Act 2000 in Article 3(b). The legal dictionary defines sovereignty as the uncontrollable absolute and supreme power where an independent nation is governed and from which all specific political powers are derived, the deliberate independence of a nation with the right and power to regulate its internal affairs without external interference.\textsuperscript{102} It is also the power of the nation to govern itself by making, executing and applying laws, declaring war and peace, imposing and collecting taxes, signing treaties and engaging in trade with other nations. For any regional economic arrangement to succeed, it will require its affiliates to partially transfer national sovereignty to the regional entity. One of the most significant impediments to economic integration has been the issue of sovereignty. As Keller puts it, for nations to integrate, some of their authority, especially control over external affairs and trade, must leave national rulers to regional powers.\textsuperscript{103}

\textsuperscript{100}P R Almeida ‘Sovereignty and regional integration in Latin America: a political conundrum?’ (2013) 35(2) Contexto Internacional 471-495.

\textsuperscript{101}Chapter 1, articles 1 and 2.


\textsuperscript{103}R Keller ‘Building Nuestra América: national sovereignty and regional integration in the americas’ (2013) 35(2) Contexto Internacional 537—564.
b) Regional integration

Regional integration, on the other hand, can be legal, political, economic, social or cultural.\textsuperscript{104} Haas posits that regional integration is a process of combining different economies into larger political communities.\textsuperscript{105} This refers to the level where political and economic strengths are integrated into any debate on the economic and political components. As Deutsch and other early theorists have expounded, genuine regional integration enjoins the whole “system”.\textsuperscript{106}

Politically, regional integration has witnessed peaceful establishment in a more extensive logical political structure from formerly distinct entities (independent states). Each of them will willingly relinquish a fraction of its sovereignty to a supranational power and forsake the use of force and violence in resolving disputes among stakeholders.\textsuperscript{107}

Economically, it is a process whereby the Member States unavoidably seek, amongst others, economies of scale, improved business undertakings, and free movement through institutional integration and policy integration, all of which add to the evolution of shared decision-making and the allocation of responsibility for policies.\textsuperscript{108} It is the formation of closer ties among countries geographically close to each other, especially by forming preferential trade areas and economic blocs to enhance competition and diversification of commodities.\textsuperscript{109} It can equally mean a practice whereby a group of States freely accesses each other's markets following different stages of integration\textsuperscript{110}, and creating instruments and methods that reduce conflicts and make the best use of internal and external benefits of their interaction.\textsuperscript{111}

According to the Department of Comparative Regional Integration Studies of the United Nations University (CRIS UNU), regions are territorially based subsystems of the international

\textsuperscript{111}K Govender & Y Ngandu ‘Towards enhancing the capacity of the African Union in mediation’ (2010) ACCORD at 52.
system, which may give rise to micro-regions, cross-border regions, macro-regions and sub-regions.

The term ‘regional integration’, is a modern process of amalgamation or fusion, or bringing together two or more sovereign entities, within a given geopolitical zone, into one unit, for the greater or enhanced protection and promotion of their political, economic and legal priorities or interests. Hence, regional integration may be political, economic, legal, or a combination of the above interests or priorities.

It is possible to define regional integration in terms of the depth of integration. The depth of cooperation is demonstrated by the range of activities performed by Member States. Therefore, joint projects and programmes are conducted to formulate policies and form institutions. The Member States will facilitate it all by ceding some degree of their sovereignty to a supranational body.

One of the simplest and most relaxed forms of integration is cooperation. Here, countries may cooperate on a joint development project. They may also do so to facilitate the exchange of information and best practices while retaining complete control of such arrangements. If needed, they may leave the arrangement at any time. It effectively addresses common issues like joint developmental projects that entail regular exchanges, conferences and sessions. However, this does not require a supranational entity to make a decision. "Sub-regional common goods" would typically be the subject of joint development and management schemes. An example is the River Nile Basin Initiative, where the main objective was to ensure cooperation and joint action between riparian countries to eradicate poverty and promote economic integration. It could also be for specific sub-regional initiatives like combating epidemic diseases, conflicts, and sharing technical expertise and best practices like technology from Europe to Africa.

112 Centre for Regional Integration Studies of the United Nations University (CRIS UNU), 2001. Regional Integration, publication, p. 2.
Harmonisation and coordination constitute the other form of integration. 118 The two imply a higher and more formalised degree of cooperation and commitment,119 hence a more effective lock-in arrangement than mere cooperation.120 Typically, harmonisation is intended to address the inconsistencies in policy content, whereas coordination seeks to solve time-consistency issues. Harmonisation can best be applied to economic and trade regulations, such as taxation121 and tariff policies, as well as rules and procedures for quality control in the business law discipline. Although this means a higher degree of joint commitment, harmonisation does not necessarily need joint administration or a supra-national entity. For instance, countries may opt to harmonise tariffs like in the case of customs unions, and consent to use a common legal framework like the OHADA Member States 122 but continue to retain their custom and traditional legal system.

The last form is integration, which can be considered a higher degree of cooperation resulting in the loss of part of state sovereignty. It applies to a wider scope of cooperation (political and economic), such as that which is intended for the AU and more united markets but could also be limited to a particular market.123 Notably, the steps necessary to achieve the higher degree of cooperation intended for the AU as outlined in Aspiration 2, goal 1 of Agenda 2063, are deliberated in this thesis.124

Regional integration in the context of this thesis may be defined as a ‘process of social transformation, characterised by the intensification of relations between independent sovereign states,125’ illustrated by different types of regional cooperation, which are meant to improve the political, socio-economic and cultural status of stakeholders. The experience of most regional institutions has shown that the integration agenda can only be achieved if Member States

119 No 169 January – February 2003 the Courier ACP-EU. Towards a more effective development cooperation: the EU’s coordination and harmonisation initiative at 18—20.
120 L Kritzinger-van Niekerk 2005 op cit note 114 at 6—7.
122 A Mouloul 2009 op cit note 118 at 8—25.
123 This form of integration is discussed in detail in the subsequent sections of this chapter.
relinquish an aspect of their national sovereignty. Hence, it is argued that they cede it to empower regional organisations to make binding decisions and execute them.\textsuperscript{126}

Some of the characteristics of regional integration are: supranationalism, unity and partnership. Unity among Member States plays a significant role in the integration process. It indicates the extent to which the system forms an integrated part through its relation to the environment and management of its internal affairs. Externally, a system demonstrates unity if it can act like one vis-à-vis its physical and social environment. It concerns the actual capacity of the group to effectively mobilise, use and coordinate the efforts and resources of its members. Unity also consists of the system's ability to steer its members' behaviour to resolve their differences. This is particularly important for the African continent, which has historically been fragmented.

Regional integration is also about partnership. Ruben Balock supports the concept that the promotion of partnership stems from the idea that, faced with a persistent crisis, the notion of ‘everyone for himself’ gives way to ‘everyone for all’, and the victory of one member in the partnership means the victory of the others.\textsuperscript{127} In other words, a partnership is a moral obligation that touches the mind of each member to feel for the other, share in each other's failures, and join in its benefits equitably. Thus, states may decide to overlook the confines set by territorial barriers and work together to enhance the region's agenda. This has not been the case with the African continent. The RECs in Africa are still struggling with territorial barriers.

c) Supranationalism

At this point, it is necessary to discuss supranationalism as a concept. It is a multinational political union where some power is delegated to a higher authority by the governments of Member States. The concept of supranational union is sometimes used to describe the EU as a new political entity.\textsuperscript{128} Practically, supranationalism is a legal term that originated in Europe after the horrors of World War II. As a legal concept, it appeared in an international treaty (the Treaty of Paris,\textsuperscript{129} signed 18 April 1951) for the first time and created the first supranational

\textsuperscript{126} T Ladan 2004 op cit note 113 at 2.
\textsuperscript{127} B Ruben ‘La notion de partenariat en Droit Communautaire’ (2001) 2(2) Revue Africaine des Sciences Juridiques 164.
institution – European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), presently the EU. The legal meaning of the concept laid down a model for the European Coal and Steel Community.

Weiler stated that, there are two main constituents to European supranationalism. The two are not unique to European supranationalism, as they are also present in other supranational systems. The first one is normative supranationalism which is the hierarchical relationship between community policies and legal measures on the one hand and the competing policies and legal measures of the Member States on the other (the executive dimension). The second one is decisional supranationalism which has to do with the institutional framework and decision-making, by which such measures are initiated, debated, formulated, promulgated and, finally, executed (the legislative-judicial dimension). It can be deduced from the partition above that the separation of powers has been condensed into just two branches. This is because the decisional arm of supranationalism performs the functions of the legislature and the judiciary.

It suffices to say that supranationalism and legal harmonisation are intertwined. Again, reference to the EU process is relevant. The EU, the most successful supranational entity globally, has, as one of its overarching goals, the harmonisation of private law as part of the development of the internal market. Thus, upon joining the EU, each member state must adopt the Acquis Communautaire. The conditions for joining the EU are: a steady democracy, a free market economy, the rule of law, human rights and adherence to EU law and its currency (euro). These are commonly called the ‘Copenhagen criteria’. Unlike the AU, the conditions of membership have nothing to do with its legislation, legal harmonisation or supranationalism. For a state to become a member of the AU, it must be an African state, a simple majority of

131 Such as North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) and Asean Free Trade Area (AFTA)
133 Acquis Communautaire is a body of the EU law that must be adopted by each Member State upon joining the EU. It contains 35 chapters of major harmonisation areas, such as: free movement of goods, services, capital employees etc. the greater section of the Acquis uniform commercial law is a tool used for developing the internal market. Harmonisation of contract law has succeeded because of the passage of directives and regulations.
134 These membership criteria were laid down at the June 1993 European Council in Copenhagen, Denmark, from which they take their name.
135 See Article 29(1) of the AU Constitutive Act. Haiti application to become an associate member was denied on 17 May 2016 on grounds of it not being an African country. It should be noted that Haiti has had Observer Status since 2 February 2012.
Member States shall decide its admission,\textsuperscript{136} and the applicant shall sign and ratify the Constitutive Act.\textsuperscript{137}

\textbf{2.3 Theoretical framework}

This section will examine legal, political science and economic theories of regional integration using a legal harmonisation perspective.

\textbf{2.3.1 Legal harmonisation theories of integration}

Legal integration seeks to harmonise the legal systems of different Member States through substantive rules and procedures. As articulated by Weiler, any regional integration practice is a creation of the law because once Member States have concluded the political negotiations, the process of integration then begins with an agreement on legal instruments.\textsuperscript{138} The rights and responsibilities of Member States, including action plans, are clearly outlined in these instruments in the form of treaties or conventions.

Weiler distinguishes legal from political theories of integration by asserting that:

\begin{quote}
Political theories of … integration [are] largely wedded to a certain notion about the outcome of the process and embodied a certain predictive element about continued progress. In addition, political theory laid great emphasis on the social, political and economic substantive achievements and less emphasis on the ways and means.\textsuperscript{139}
\end{quote}

The above extract explains that political theories focus on the hypothesis and conclusion of the cooperation agenda. On the other hand, the legal analysis explores the modus operandi, course of action, progression and the outcome of the integration agenda for the Member States.

Looking at the EU, legal harmonisation is an essential model for establishing common standards across the Member States. For example, there must be unanimity in the harmonisation of national laws following the 1957 Treaty of Rome.\textsuperscript{140} The EU has stated principles regarding

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{136}Ibid, art 29(2).
\item \textsuperscript{137}Ibid, art 27(1).
\item \textsuperscript{139} Weiler 1981 op cit. note 130.
\item \textsuperscript{140} W Palk ‘Harmonization of the Laws of the European Common Market Countries’ (1967) 2(2) \textit{Manitoba Law Journal} 173-189.
\end{itemize}
legal harmonisation in most of its treaties,\textsuperscript{141} which is generally what occurs in the present-day EU.

The situation in the AU is different. Despite the clear-cut indication in its legal instruments that harmonising principles and practices is a \textit{sine qua non} process to supranationalism,\textsuperscript{142} its effective implementation is far from reality. Articulating on this, Pougoue notes that legal integration, as portrayed by OHADA, constitutes a real epistemological break in Africa, which had primarily known economic integration following independence.\textsuperscript{143} To Pougoue, economic integration merely mitigates investment, as it induces the harmonisation of some common legal principles and commercial agreements.\textsuperscript{144} Legal integration results from a great sacrifice of legislative and judicial sovereignty to facilitate exchange, investment, and security in business and overcome the hurdles of conflicts of laws.

Contemporary African jurists, as Ladan notes, argue that it is impossible to sustainably achieve any meaningful economic integration agenda without legal integration.\textsuperscript{145} Legal integration is realised through the harmonisation of trading rules in the area. Ladan points out that legal integration is an indispensable foundation of economic integration, while Pougoue argues that it is a \textquoteleft\textquoteleft technical tool\textquoteright\textquoteright{} and an impulse for economic integration.\textsuperscript{146} Mouloul affirms this and further enumerates the advantages of this \textquoteleft\textquoteleft technical tool\textquoteright\textquoteright{}.\textsuperscript{147} Legal integration (harmonisation) will provide a comprehensive and efficient legal text to each state that will ease intra-regional trade and formulate guidelines for competitiveness, eliminate conflicts of laws in the legally harmonised area and strengthen African unity, among others. It can therefore be said that legal harmonisation is the substratum of supranationalism.

\textsuperscript{141} Qualified majority voting was introduced by the Single European Act in 1987 for harmonisation in the internal market. The Maastricht, Amsterdam and Nice treaties have given the EU more authority and extended areas for majority decisions at the supranational level. The Lisbon Treaty (2009) also harmonised complex political areas of the EU law through a qualified majority voting. Essential harmonisation from the EU court has also been carried out via ground-breaking verdicts. A radical verdict was passed in the case of Cassis de Dijon in 1979. The Court applied higher standards of Member States and obliged other members to do same. This was to ensure harmonisation of standards and practices while avoiding lower models of standards from being accepted as law.

\textsuperscript{142} Article 28(2) and 88(1) of Abuja Treaty and article 3(l) of the Constitutive Act of AU.

\textsuperscript{143} P G Pougoue \textquoteleft\textquoteleft OHADA, Instrument d'Intégration Juridique\textquoteright\textquoteright{} (2001) 2(2) \textit{Revue Africaine des Sciences Juridiques} 11.

\textsuperscript{144} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{145} T Ladan 2004 op cit note 113 at 13.

\textsuperscript{146} Ibid at 13, 29, 30, 31 and 32. See also P G Pougoue 2001 op cit note 143 at 12.

\textsuperscript{147} A Mouloul, 2009 op cit note 118.
Constitutionalisation or international constitutionalism is another aspect of the legal harmonisation theory of integration. These two legal concepts aim at the same outcome in regional integration. Constitutionalism outlines standardised or harmonised actions, allocation of powers and execution of shared values.\textsuperscript{148} The impact of inter-state pacts or agreements is the drawing-up of international legislation that act as national constitutional instruments.\textsuperscript{149}

Constitutionalisation, as defined by Aoife, is a process where a legal system goes from an \textit{ad hoc}, decentralised and consent-based order to a system where the law controls the use of power and governance.\textsuperscript{150} Constitutionalisation requires that legal order moves from an arrangement where national actors are not accountable to the people to a structure that gives room for checks and balances. This means that supranational legislation will be transposed to domestic legislation giving the supranational entity a greater influence over domestic constitutions. Here, constituents of constitutionalism will become part and parcel of supranational legislation relieving the state from its tasks while recognising actors within the supranational system. In this process, states are seen as dynamic actors during constitutionalisation since their role will and is potentially already becoming less significant within a constitutionalised universal order, however below total dissipation.\textsuperscript{151}

Another significant component of the legal theory of integration is the concept of ‘conservatory principles’ rooted in constitutionalism.\textsuperscript{152} This denotes that states are the original custodians of power from which some power is relinquished to supranational authorities. Thus, the conservatory principles aim at maintaining the equilibrium of power between states and supranational bodies. Since these international organisations derive their authority from Member States, there must be regulatory instruments aimed at preserving national interests. In the EU, the legal bases of conservatory principles have been established in the treaties governing the EU\textsuperscript{153} and are enshrined in article 5 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).

\textsuperscript{148} Fagbayibo 2010 op cit note 138 at 22.
\textsuperscript{149} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{152} Fagbayibo 2010 op cit note 138 at 22.
\textsuperscript{153} Subsidiarity principle was initiated by the Maastricht Treaty, which included a reference to it in the TEC. The Single European Act (1987) previously put a subsidiarity criterion into environmental policy. While maintaining the reference to the principle of subsidiarity in the renumbered Article 5(2) of the EC Treaty, the Treaty of Amsterdam
There are four models of conservatory principles: subsidiarity, proportionality, attributing powers and flexibility.\textsuperscript{154} The subsidiarity component prescribes that unique issues that do not fall under the exclusive competence of the supranational entity and cannot be effectively and efficiently handled at the national level, but can be handled by the supranational authority. Following article 5(3) of the TFEU, the subsidiarity principle allows the EU to exercise a non-exclusive competence only if the required goal cannot be realised appropriately by the Member State’s action alone but can aptly be achieved at the level of the Union owing to the outcome of the suggested action.\textsuperscript{155} Thus the EU may only intervene if its actions are more effective than those of the member state. The demand for subsidiarity would mainly arise where there are overlapping competencies and in cases of delegation and pooled sovereignty.\textsuperscript{156}

Proportionality is fact-finding on whether the activities carried out by international organisations are relevant for achieving stated objectives. For instance, it ensures that any action taken by the EU should not exceed what is required to achieve the goals of the applicable treaties. Elaborating on the EU as our model for specimen, the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality govern the exercise of Member State competencies where the EU does not have such exclusive authority.\textsuperscript{157} In the AU, the AfCFTA Committee on NTBs is expected to intervene only on NTBs inter RECs complaints and when the NTB measure is beyond RECs national monitoring committees and national focal points.\textsuperscript{158}

Concerning the attribution of powers, supranational bodies can only exercise power surrendered to them by the Member States. This means the EU can exercise only those powers given to it by the treaties. This can also be referred to as the principle of conferral as enshrined in Article 5 of TFEU. Therefore, the EU cannot exercise competence where the legal basis of the annexed to the EC Treaty a ‘Protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality’. The Lisbon Treaty incorporated the principle of subsidiarity into Article 5(3) TEU and repealed the corresponding provision of the TEC while retaining its wording. The Lisbon Treaty later replaced the 1997 protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality with a new protocol of the same name (Protocol No 2).

\textsuperscript{154} Fagbayibo 2010 op cit note 138 at 23.
\textsuperscript{155} A Von Staden, 'Subsidiarity in Regional Integration Regimes in Latin America and Africa' (2016) 79(2) Law and Contemporary Problems 27-52.
\textsuperscript{156} Ibid at 31.
\textsuperscript{157} See Article 5(3) of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and Protocol (No 2) on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality.
\textsuperscript{158} Article 12(4) of Annex 5 of the compiled annexes of the ACFTA signed 16 May 2018.
treaty is not found. However, it is argued that this principle is not straightforward, and actors must apply it on a case-by-case basis.

Finally, the principle of flexibility represents a legal understanding under which some Member States may decide to pursue a shared interest outside the institutional framework. When an action is not provided for in a treaty, article 352 of TFEU provides that the EU may act if the desired goal of the action is necessary to achieve the treaty’s objectives. Nevertheless, this clause is surrounded by strict processes and restrictions as far as its application is concerned.

There is no clear policy on the principle of flexibility in the AU. This explains why some Member States have resorted to coup d’états even when the AU frowns at such an unconstitutional change of government.

2.3.2 Political science theories of integration

a) The federal theory

According to Babarinde, there are three widely acclaimed alleyways to regional integration. The first school of thought maintains that the best approach to regional integration is establishing a superior supranational body, whereby Member States will ‘surrender’ part of their sovereignty to the higher entity. In these circumstances, there must be legal harmonisation of major NTBs for the supranational organisation to be successful. This path, known as the Federalist Strategy advocates for a federal configuration whereby political power is officially allocated between the state and the supranational levels of government. One of the deepest forms of integration is a federated union, such as the United States, involving political and economic integration, including infrastructure-related services such as telecom and air transport. Secondly, a higher degree of economic interaction, such as trade, and investment, among others, could make integration more cost-effective than simple harmonisation and coordination because it is easier for a State to quit the arrangement. Following the federalist approach, the main source of supranational regionalism, the state will have to cede a fraction of its sovereignty to the novel
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established supranational authority. \(^{164}\) Thirdly, harmonisation will handle the problem of diverse legal cultures in federal systems.

Federalism theory seeks to explain the evolution, organisation and management of federations without a normative bend. \(^{165}\) Two leading schools of thought of the federalist theory have been identified: the liberal and the realist schools.

i. The liberal school

It is linked with 20th-century authors like Spinelli, \(^{166}\) Burgess, \(^{167}\) Elazar, \(^{168}\) and Wheare. \(^{169}\) Elazar sees federalism as a structure and a process where structures and processes create federal systems. The process of federation centres on the legal harmonisation of Member States’ principles, standards and trading practices, especially on NTBs measures. Wheare’s classical liberal approach also centres on harmonisation aspects of federalism. Wheare handles the question of how federations are created, saying that there has to be a desire to be under a single independent government for some purposes and, at the same time, a wish to have regional governments responsible for some matters. \(^{170}\) For states to be under a single independent government for any purpose, legal harmonisation must occur. In other words, they must desire to be united, semi-united but not unitary. This argument distinguishes between harmonisation and unification. Harmonisation strives to coordinate diverse legal systems by removing the main inconsistencies and establishing minimum principles and practices, making the states united or semi-united. At the same time, unification aims to replace different legal systems with one main, unitary legal system. Any process of unification begins with harmonisation.

There must also be a capacity to operate a general government and independent and regional governments that are not submitted to the general or federal government. According to Wheare,
people wish to unite federally because communities desire security.\textsuperscript{171} The issue of military insecurity and the consequent need for a common defence, a willingness to be independent of foreign powers, and the understanding that independence can only be secured through a group or union of a political nature and the economic advantage of cooperation. Politically, the community will associate with the federal union as part of the same empire or as a loose confederation. Though operating at varying degrees, all these factors were present in the United States, Switzerland, Canada and Australia, and these produced a desire for a union in these communities.\textsuperscript{172}

The above-mentioned factors leading to federation point to the fact that integration will be successful where there is legal harmonisation of NTBs to build a robust supranational union. This is undoubtedly similar to neo-functional theory, but Wheare’s federalism does not contain the ‘spill-over’ concept, making natural development less ‘automatic’. Wheare continues to write about the significance of producing comparable social and political institutions.\textsuperscript{173} He concludes his discussion by arguing that states that produce similar social and especially political institutions are the ones that can best build a union. It should be noted that according to Wheare, the need for a union among those who are looking for it has never been present in reality or anticipation unless they have similar political institutions (political harmonisation). This represents one of the most substantial aspects of integration that make states want to work together as one formidable force. If states want to work together towards integration, according to Wheare,\textsuperscript{174} they must share some fundamental values, such as having the same economic form and must be organised in the same way considering the goals of their integration arrangement. These are the significant objectives of harmonisation.

However, the liberal school of thought has not expressly indicated that federalism theory equally refers to the regional integration theory or legal harmonisation. No allusion has been made to that, but their agendas have prompted reference to it in this thesis. For example, federalism theory focuses on the creation of new states and new international players as a result of a voluntary resolution to merge more formerly ‘sovereign’ states into a new one under a
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higher body; a supranational authority makes it logical to treat it as a regional integration theory. Furthermore, the aspect of states wishing to be united, having the same economic form and been organised in the same way means harmonisation of NTBs principles, standards and practices.

ii. The realist school

Among the proponents of the realist school of federalism are Riker and McKay. Following Riker’s rational choice approach, federalism is one means of resolving the challenges of growing and expanding governments. This can only be realised with the legal harmonisation of NTBs. With the increasing advancement in technology, it is possible to administer a bigger geographic area, accumulate more finances, maintain a larger system of government, and ensure security to protect the citizens and an army to guard against aggression. The result is that neighbouring communities will feel insecure or threatened once one community enlarges itself and is forced to expand too. Riker then discusses the successful creation of empires in the ancient period. Empire as a form of state was utterly outdated in the 20th century. So what do newly independent sub-units of former empires do when liberated? Standing alone renders them vulnerable, but some federal agreements allow these states to keep some sort of political self-control and use the larger unit's resources to compete with neighbours. Even though Riker’s point refers to former colonies, he does not rule out federal solutions for other groups of countries.

The main component of integration that deals with the topic of theories of regional integration is what Riker describes as ‘the federal bargain’. There are two essential elements that Riker identifies as the reasons why political leaders would want to embrace federal bargaining. First, the desire of some political leaders to expand their territories through peaceful means will make them offer the bargain. They will do this because they want to combat an outside diplomatic or military threat or to equip themselves for diplomatic or military aggression of others to enlarge the territory. For those who offer the bargain, their inclination for
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this is that federalism is the only peaceful means available to achieve the goal of expansion. In all these, the bargain must integrate the legal harmonisation of NTBs to succeed. Secondly, other political leaders will accept the bargain and give up some independence for the sake of the union, which requires harmonisation to concretely establish a supranational union. In this way, they will voluntarily do so because of certain exterior military-diplomatic menaces or prospects. Aspirations for either security or participation that states may have prevail over any desire for self-governance.

According to Riker, federations will fail at the beginning when the two provisions are not met. ¹⁷⁹ Still, he outlined that the need for security and participation overshadow the advantages of independence. Riker’s theory lays down clear and practical ways to achieve integration realistically and not just on liberal premises. Riker explains why states think in a particular way at a given time, but his examination does not include the inability of states to predict the effects of actions they take. ¹⁸⁰ This thesis considers that leaders in decision-making positions would not be fair with others if legal harmonisation is ruled out.

McKay rejects the initial elements for integration as identified by Wheare above. It is, however, important to recognise the basic elements necessary for a successful integration project and for the project to continue to exist without interruption. ¹⁸¹ If Riker had used a particular case of a failed federation to make his point, his analysis would have made more sense. A glaring case in point is India’s separation from Pakistan. It should be understood that it is practically difficult for states who do not share the same basic culture to form a supranational organisation and stay together. This basic culture is the basis on which future rules and laws would be made and accepted by those directly affected by the laws. A common culture will facilitate understanding fundamental notions such as human rights, the rule of law and democracy. As already mentioned by Wheare, this will help cement the federation and smoothen it. ¹⁸²

¹⁷⁹ He did not find out what keeps federations alive and active which is harmonisation of NTBs principles and practices, but he outlined the fact that the need for security and participation overshadows the advantages of independence.
¹⁸¹ Unlike Wheare, Riker and McKay are more explicit in their approach of leaving out the cultural element considerations, thus making the analysis deficient.
¹⁸² Deutsch 1971 op cit note 106 at 191.
Riker, in his theory, does not account for the role of institutions of the federation in the integration project. For example, in the case of the EU, institutions like the Court of Justice are understood to mean specialised organs. The Court of Justice's main task is to ensure the uniform application of EU law, thereby preventing the federation from dissolving. There are two or more levels of government in a federation, and it is important to highlight the strength between the levels of government in the federation. The federal institutions need to be sufficiently empowered to prevent the federation from dissolving, but they are not robust enough to compete with the strength of the Member States. A further task of the Court is to be a guardian of the federal initiative. In the United States of America, the US-Federal Court of Justice assumes this role with the federal government and administration, and logically to the president. In this model, everyday activities strengthen the integration process and facilitate new decisions. The federal institutions try to further the integration project but on their own cannot direct the federation's development. There are no routine and quick steps to the integration process; it all depends on the states promoting it. However, one can not underestimate the role of the federal institutions as the guardians of the integration agenda.

Further, Riker and McKay have not been able to explain the step-by-step integration process by States, which has nothing to do with an all-out decision to integrate or federate on this or that date. The theory does not explain the move from a free trade area to a customs union, which is a progressive process, a point considered in this thesis.

As is always the case, federations depend on the voluntary choice of states to integrate and form a new state or a new international body like in the USA and Australia or the federations of Switzerland, Germany and Austria in Europe. Since federations, in some cases, are the end product of regional integration processes, it would be a significant oversight not to consider the theory of federalism as a regional integration theory. It is acceptable that McKay’s evaluation of Riker’s theory of federal bargaining in the revised version was a positive examination. It extended the identified menace from that on the exterior and interior diplomatic or military coercion to add economic and social perils also. But as already highlighted above, Riker’s theory is short of reasons why factors such as a common culture and institutions promoting the federal
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initiative to enhance the integration process and maintain the federation together are not present. The position adopted by this thesis is that it is important to consider culture as a necessary variable when establishing a new federation. This is so because integration is easier within states having the same or a similar culture.

Overall, federal theories present an ‘all out’ situation, where all sovereign states at a particular time accept a federal bargain and form or adhere to a federation. It is difficult for Riker and Wheare to discuss a natural or step-by-step establishment of a federation. That notwithstanding, it can be concluded that the federal theory disregards and pays no attention to the step-by-step creation of a federation, where there is a sluggish or gradual shift of autonomy from the Member States to a higher body. This implies that the federal theories can adequately explain only one kind of regional integration process and not the other, which has significantly informed African regional integration. This was the integration approach adopted by Nkwame Nkrumah of Ghana, who is considered the founding father of the idea of ‘a united Africa’, which he presented in a Pan-African Assembly held in Cairo in 1960.\textsuperscript{184} He took a ‘radical’ (federal) stance on how Africa should unite. In his opinion, African integration could only be achieved through political means, and economic growth would follow. Nkrumah believed the federal bargain was imperative for Africa because Africa had to first equip itself in defence, international affairs, diplomacy, and the economic sphere.\textsuperscript{185} Here, two processes possibly lead to the same goal: a new state or international body. He was not in favour of Nyerere’s gradual approach to unity which, according to him, had colonial affinities.\textsuperscript{186} However, Nkrumah’s model was later opposed by ‘gradualists’ or ‘confederals’ such as Thabo Mbeki of South Africa and Umaru Musa Yar’Adua of Nigeria,\textsuperscript{187} who aligned with Nyerere. They believed that the ‘United States of Africa’ should be built gradually through RECs. However, this gradual approach has not yielded the desired results as Africa is yet to integrate economically. This thesis posits that the federal model is best suited for Africa.

\textsuperscript{185} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{186} Julius Nyerere of Tanzania is one of the founding fathers of African integration, an advocate of Pan-Africanism and African unity. As mentioned/alluded to earlier, Nyerere is the father of the “gradual” and intergovernmental approach to African integration.
\textsuperscript{187} Okhonmina 2009 op cit note 184 at 86.
Further, in the African regional integration project and Nkrumah’s view, the political leaders of African governments are not willing to surrender a fraction of their state sovereignty to a supranational authority like the AU. From its creation, the OAU has guarded the sovereignty of African States, and the AU followed on a similar trajectory, although the Constitutive Act moves power from States to a supranational organisation.\(^{188}\) This apparently nullifies the theory of federalism since the political leaders of African States do not intend to form a federation type of supranationalism to which they will relinquish their sovereignty.

\[\text{b) The functionalist theory}\]

The functionalist theory posits that Member States are involved in a functional collaboration. The path to regional integration does not require Member States to give away their autonomy. It simply entails and encourages inter-governmental cooperation.\(^{189}\)

The main objective of functionalist authors is to develop an interdisciplinary theory of development based on a different international economic order, different from federalism.\(^{190}\) The main characteristics of the functional approach are: awareness of the complex reasons behind the disappointing results of the integration processes (not only the economic processes), more realistic definitions of the benefits that developing countries could obtain when integrating each other, and meticulous development of alternative strategies and instruments for integration.\(^{191}\)

Mitrany, the principal author of functionalism, postulates that any community's primary purpose is to provide basic welfare and security to its people.\(^{192}\) Therefore, if the citizens have a good share of what they need and are supposed to have, there will be no protest. He further argues that integration should start with socioeconomic concerns such as sanitation, communication, health, trade and technology.\(^{193}\) By this proposition, the functionalists argue that a peaceful international community can only occur if countries collaborate through seminars, practicum, and trade instead of signing treaties and conventions, which are more political. This also requires that power be given to the new international body, which performs the functional

\(^{188}\) Article 4 (h) of the Constitutive Act 2000.

\(^{189}\) J Lodge 1994 op cit note 107.


\(^{191}\) Ibid.


duties that will benefit all stakeholders of the integration project, and they are encouraged to display commitment.\textsuperscript{194} Thus, cooperating is more beneficial than being alone. As Rosamond has pointed out, the functionalists see states as an impediment to the functional organisation that serves humanity.\textsuperscript{195} Therefore, states cannot completely satisfy humankind, but some of these needs can best be met by disregarding national treaties and conventions. Undoubtedly, functionalists reject the idea of states being the centre of the most functional form of an organisation to fulfil human needs. Thus, state-like entities, such as supranational bodies, should not drive the integration process.

Consequently, classical functionalism believes that regional integration should progress slowly but surely from the socioeconomic aspects rather than political because “form” follows “function”.\textsuperscript{196} Functionalists believe that creating a supranational institution should happen accidentally and not be a conscious action.\textsuperscript{197} They also posit that international organisations focused on their functional tasks would increase the people’s well-being, interest, safety and happiness more than the state would.\textsuperscript{198} They equally assume that the benefits will be far more if the organisation works from small beginnings. The functional approach could eventually entangle national governments in a dense network of interlocking cooperative ventures.\textsuperscript{199} The significant outcome of functional integration is that the good results of international cooperation in functional spheres will take away the people’s confidence in the state.\textsuperscript{200}

Some scholars have attributed the issue of weak integration in Africa to stakeholders’ poor socio-economic situations and the multiple numbers of regional bodies which are dysfunctional.\textsuperscript{201} This particular school of thought posits that functional regional bodies are the backbone of economic integration in Africa. Mitrany argues that power should be attached to a
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particular task so that the intrinsic connection between authority and a specific territory should be cut off. However, Member States are the major players in international relations in Africa—they are unwilling to relinquish their sovereignty to functional units of the AU, especially when they do not directly benefit from doing so.

Dissenting from the arguments of neo-functionalists like Haas, Schmitter and Leon Lindberg, AU, a more neo-liberal supranational body, was intended to integrate the African continent. The functionalist assumption that socio-economic cooperation is required to stop political conflicts and wars ravaging the African continent is a sharp contrast to the existence of eight approved ‘functional’ regional economic communities in Africa. In the West African subregion, for instance, which began a process of economic integration in 1975, warfare and all sorts of bloody conflicts have emerged within and often between states.

The SADC, built on the functionalist approach to regional integration, has dysfunctional units of its regional economies. Systems theory assumes that units within a system will perform specific ‘functions’ for the system to function properly. The problem with SADC is that, as evidenced by the sectoral division of functions for each country, the units are dysfunctional. Hence, the organisation itself is also struggling to function properly. However, SADC needs reforms such as eliminating the repetitive and circular use of “function”.

c) Neo-functionalism
The third regional integration approach synthesises the two theories analysed above. This approach asserts that while the federalist theory may be demanding far too much too fast, the functionalist theory is too weak and half-hearted. Hence, a common ground is proposed, a hybrid of the theories above.

Haas, the father of neo-functionalism, has been critical of Mitrany’s functionalism theory since the 1940s. He disagrees with Mitrany that the regional integration process should not be political. Haas understood that the integration process is political and not just a simple,
functional or technocratic process. Haas combined functionalism with inspiration from Jean Monnet’s pragmatic approach to European integration. Following neo-functionalism, the society comprises diverse people with diverse interests, and only integration will provide a meeting point. The major assumption of neo-functionalism is the issue of spillover, which is an integration process that moves in stages. The process will move from economic to political integration, and states will end up uniting in one international body and, as a result, automatically acquire the status of national political systems. The main focus of Haas’ neo-functionalism theory is the concept of ‘spill-over’, which stipulates that integration in one economic or social sphere will, after some time, cause the other economic or social areas to be integrated so that the overall benefit of integration can be guaranteed in the first policy area. As time goes on, the political aspect of integration will be achieved.

Another key element is the existence of a high authority (above the nation states), which would point the integration process the right direction. The integration project would be headed by professional leaders who would mean that the union’s administration stands on a practical foundation and not in theory to satisfy the interests of the people. Haas based his initial thesis on the idea of loyalty. To this extent, political spillover would be accomplished through loyalty transference from the nation-state to the high authority. The neo-functionalist strategy posits that regional integration can best be achieved by creating specialised organs of the supranational body, and these organs have the task of promoting integration in the member countries. If they perform their duties well, the spillover effect will occur because the stakeholders will see their effectiveness and accord them more authority.

Haas’ initial stipulations for regional integration were that the organs should be economic, have pluralistic social systems and be industrialised. There should be a common pattern of ideology within the organisation's units. This approach explains integration in an all-inclusive social organisation. However, the neo-functionalist theory was closely tied to the case of EU integration. Haas revised it to make it applicable to all other integration projects. As seen in
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the concept of pluralism, culture was considered in Haas’ theory, and it has an impact in their examination of the probable unity of Latin America, though not as a focal point.211

This shows that Haas also agreed with the step-by-step integration process, unlike his federalist counterparts. Again, based on the views of Tranholm-Mikkelsen,212 Haas understood that it is necessary to put more political effort into achieving integration. It was also important to create a higher body to pilot the affairs of the integration project to meet common integration interests. The motives and driving forces of integration would be the pursuit of politics. The transfer of loyalty towards the new ‘unit’ was another key issue for Haas. Thus prompting him to note that:

‘Political integration is the process whereby political actors in several distinct national settings are persuaded to shift their loyalties, expectations and political activities to a new centre, whose institutions possess or demand jurisdiction over pre-existing national states. The result is a new political community, superimposed over the pre-existing ones.'213

According to this approach, integration is an intrinsically sporadic and conflicting project. With the democratic and pluralistic principles, states will see that they can no longer withstand the regional pressure and demands of integration and will relinquish more of their authority to the supranational body they established.214 Over time, the nationals will also start looking at regional organs for satisfaction. If this is done, there is a likelihood that economic and social integration will ‘spill over’ into political integration. According to Schmitter,215 the spillover could happen if certain changes occurred. There should be increased interdependence between Member States, the development of a robust regional bureaucracy and the development of independent, regional interest organisations capable of acting in the region.

Haas and Schmitter did their primary studies on European integration and the Economic Community/EU. Schmitter’s interpretation of neo-functionalism’s distinctive maxims is
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exemplary, and it is a central contribution to the ‘new generation’ of neo-functionalists. The maxims state that:

- States are not exclusive and may no longer be the predominant actors in the regional/international system. \(^{217}\)
- Rather than common ideals or identity, interests are the driving force behind the integration process. \(^{218}\)
- Decisions next to integration are normally taken with an imperfect knowledge of their consequences and frequently under the pressure of deadlines or impending crises. \(^{219}\)
- Functions or issue areas provide the usual foci for the integration process (at least in Western Europe), beginning with those initially considered the least controversial and, hence, easiest to deal with. \(^{220}\)
- Since actors in the integration process cannot be confined to existing national states or their interest groups and social movements [...], a theory of it should explicitly include a role for supranational persons, secretariats, and associations whose careers, resources and expectations become increasingly dependent upon the further expansion of integrative tasks. \(^{221}\)
- [Actors] Strategies about integration are convergent, not identical.
- Outcomes of international integration are neither fixed in advance by the founding treaty nor are they likely to be expressed exclusively through subsequent formal agreements. \(^{222}\)
- This shows that Schmitter is aware of the need for national leaders who are politicians acting in the supranational setting to advance the process of integration. This goes a long way to buttress the fact that Schmitter is more pragmatic in his analysis of the concept of regional integration.

\(^{216}\) Ibid.  
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The main theoretical underpinning of neo-functionalism is that the integration process involves all the different aspects of integration, such as those of the functionalist ideology and political areas. Therefore, countries should follow all these areas of integration, beginning with “low politics”, which are also “strategic economic sectors.” States are therefore advised to create a supranational entity that will serve the common interest and not the interest of selected individual countries who are stakeholders in the integration project.

States are not the only participants in the integration agenda and may, in future, not be the leading participants because of the spill-over notion. This notion, primary in the neo-functionalist theory states that, integrating one aspect in the integration process will pressure other similar sectors to integrate. As a result, Member States would slowly begin to get entangled and gradually become interdependent from one sector to the other. In the end, their citizens will rely on the supranational authority to satisfy them. If this is done, it will increase the possibility of economic and social integration to ‘spill over’ into political integration.

The fact remains that neo-functionalist theories do not empirically explain the growing role of the states in Africa and the over-protection of their sovereignty and territories despite the need to build a continental union. Also, the market integration model (the African common market), which the AU relies heavily upon, expects the African integration process to follow the economic integration stages from a free trade area to a political union. However, this belief is not working because the continent’s share of intra-regional trade has traditionally been low.

Neo-functionalism has received varied criticisms. One of the most criticised ideas is the decreased role and authority of the Member State. The concept of spillover was criticised by scholars like Hoffmann, and this brought about the theory of intergovernmentalism. This was mostly based on the argument that economic integration would eventually lead to political integration.
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d) The theory of intergovernmentalism

The theory of intergovernmentalism was first proposed by Stanley Hoffmann. According to this theory, Member States have authority and control over the extent to which European integration can go. Also, the degree to which the spillover concept restricts the liberty of government actions was limited by the logic of diversity conceived by the theory. The logic of diversity means that on essential matters, the loss of one state cannot be compensated by the gains of other areas. Hoffmann considers that any progress in the integration agenda, especially at the supranational level, is driven by Member States and governments. Intergovernmentalism rejects the notion of spillover upheld by neo-functionalist theorists and the thought that supranational entities have the same influence and authority (political authority) as Member States governments.

Intergovernmentalism drew inspiration from neo-realism, a classical international relations theory. Neo-realism shares the realist belief that acting on the international political stage is a decision that the Member States willingly take in an environment where there is anarchy without any superior influence. Based on Kenneth Waltz, the theory of intergovernmentalism comes from an international system where anarchy is the order of the day. The system is also made up of officially and practically identical components. Thus, international bodies are forums for the continuation of power politics.

The most widely referred to version of intergovernmentalism, is Moravcsik’s liberal intergovernmentalism view. It is influenced by the works of Keohane on neoliberal institutionalism. Moravcsik posits that the integration project can only progress as far as the national governments want it to go. He based his assumptions on the rational behaviour of states.
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that the states’ actions are based on the achievement of their goals.\textsuperscript{236} His approach emphasises the preferences and power of the states. The politicians present their states' preferences in policy development, meaning that all decisions made by the EU result from bargaining among states. Moravcsik regards the EU integration as a pattern of commercial advantage, the relative bargaining power of governments and the incentives that take care of the credibility of inter-state commitment.\textsuperscript{237}

There are two dimensions to liberal intergovernmentalism, namely: supply and demand. There is a demand for cooperation from the national government and a supply of integration from inter-state negotiations. This has been exemplified by the EU integration. The relationship between demand and supply dimensions of liberal intergovernmentalism is explained by economic interest, relative power and credible commitments.\textsuperscript{238} He argues that European institutions exist because it is the will of European member countries to use these mechanisms to achieve their objectives, thereby satisfying their interests. The EU is a forum where the Member States strategically bargain their interests, defined by domestic-level negotiations.

Following Rosamond,\textsuperscript{239} intergovernmentalism proceeds with the basic assumption that the power exerted by international organisations comes from the national governments and rules are made by their unanimous decisions. Therefore, the international body is unquestionably empowered by the Member States. It is the integration of unequal partners, and its benefits are polarised. Thus, integration, driven by states, is based on their interests, and the domestic political and economic issues of the day. It also dismisses the thought that supranational organisations are on an equal level or higher (in terms of political influence) than states.

The theory of intergovernmentalism, especially Moravcsik’s view, was seen to strengthen neofunctionalist beliefs somehow. Lindberg, for example, states that the actions of member countries during negotiations at the European stage are based on their national interests as seen
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in the European Commission, where Member States are key actors. The commission attends to policy items selected by Member States as issues to be considered for integration.

Liberal intergovernmentalism has been criticised by many scholars as being an idea and not a theory, based on the fact that Moravcsik falls short of identifying the conditions under which his ‘theory’ could be experimentally contested. This is a similar argument that was advanced in the case of neo-functionalist theory. The liberal intergovernmentalist approach did not account for what goes on in the day-to-day policy-making at the organisation where there is no bargaining. He did not consider the fact that institutions interact among themselves, which has an impact on membership.

In line with African integration, the intergovernmentalism approach to integration was buttressed by Julius Nyerere. He promoted a step-by-step and intergovernmental confederal methodology to unity which permits Member States to retain their sovereignty. Intergovernmentalism theory adequately elucidates why Morocco initially withdrew from being a member of the AU. This is because the supranational body took decisions that did not serve the national interest of Morocco by accepting the disputed Sahrawi Arab Democratic as an independent state.

e) Interdependency theory
The interdependency theory of Nye and Keohane accepts Haas’ contributions related to institutions but simultaneously seeks to defy the realist leading theory of the 70s. In its earliest formulation in 1977, the “complex interdependence theory” aspired to contest realism with the
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presentation of two ideas: realism and complex interdependence which can be regarded as a range where realism can be placed.247

Keohane and Nye noted that international relations in the 1970s were characterised by an increasing interconnection between domestic and international affairs, termed “intermestic”. From this perspective, the realist definition of states as billiard balls motivated by rational choice and national interest is not useful anymore.248 Following this idea, they advocated for trans-governmental networking and interstate relations outside formal channels. Notably, this theory was influenced by the implications of the 1973 economic crisis, which showed the interconnection between national economies and the interdependence of all states on resources, notably oil.

Remarkably, a decade later, Keohane and Nye, in Power and Interdependence Revisited, reduced their level of criticism against realism and assumed some realists' claims and tried to collaborate with realism to create a broader realism or at least, complement it.249 Also, the increase in international relations and the second phase of the Cold War seemed to give force to realist interpretation despite complex interdependence theory formulations.

In the end, Keohane and Nye are repositioned between realism and liberalism and in their own words:

Our analysis linked realist and neorealist analysis to concerns of liberals with interdependence. Rather than viewing realist theory as an alternative to liberal interdependence theory, we regarded the two as necessary complements to one another.250

Knowing the argumentative stronghold of neo-realism but conscious of its lack of explanation, they reformulated a modified form of neo-realism that emphasised exchanges. According to Keohane, they viewed their structural models as efforts to advance the realist analytical ability to explain the international system change. They saw themselves adapting realism and attempting to go beyond it rather than rejecting it.251 These exchanges would

248 Ibid.
249 Ibid.
generate a mutual dependency until weaving an interdependent network in which national and regional aspects were blurred. In any case, the thin line between national and regional integration kept getting thinner because of the growing international institutions and their importance as they began talking in an “intemestic” way.\textsuperscript{252}

Besides the limitations of Nye and Keohane’s formulations, announced ten years after their \textit{magnum opus}, there have also been concerns about the complex interdependence consequences. The optimism showed in 1977 about unleashing cooperation processes among states has been constrained. This is because cooperation is no longer understood as a fundamental consequence of interdependence. Realising their shortcomings, Keohane and Nye went on to write:

In analysing the politics of interdependence, we emphasised that interdependence would not necessarily lead to cooperation, nor did we assume that its consequences would automatically be benign in other respects. The key point was not that interdependence made power obsolete far from it, but that patterns of interdependence and patterns of potential power resources in a given issue-area are closely related.\textsuperscript{253}

From a neoliberal institutionalist point of view, the regional/inter-regional mechanisms are seen as channels for the collective solution to common problems – for example, obstacles to investor socialising frames within which errant members can be brought into line with the dominant rules. This approximation emphasises the role of state agency and understands regionalisation as a means to negotiate intrastate demands in the context of external forces in transformation.

It can be concluded that African regional integration cannot be explained with the interdependence theory because most African states are presently cooperating more with foreign countries than their peers, especially regarding trade. For example, African states that were former colonies of France trade and cooperate more with France than other African states.\textsuperscript{254} The same applies to former British colonies such as Nigeria and Ghana.

However, to some extent, COMESA members depend on one another for trade, although the existence of barriers to this interdependence under the guise of regulatory frameworks imposed

\textsuperscript{252} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{253} R O Keohane & J S Nye 1987 op cit note 250 at 730.
\textsuperscript{254} For example Cameroon, Gabon, chad, Senegal, Mali and Central African Republic trade more with France, their colonial master.
by member countries makes the issue of interdependence complex. In the event of an effective operationalisation of the AfCFTA, trade between African States can be said to be interdependent.

f) Structuralism theory

Structuralism explains regional integration from a sociological and economic perspective, in line with Marx’s materialism theory. The Cold War realist justification was criticised and replaced by the political theories of the global economy, which became dominant with writers such as ‘Wallerstein of the core-periphery theory’ and ‘Raul Prebisch, president of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) of the dependency theory.’

According to neorealism, disputes are part and parcel of the structure of a system or an organisation. In contrast, Marx’s materialism theory sees it as what causes the system’s structure to change. Both theories agree on organisational conflicts but differ on how they arise. Neorealism holds that dispute is a natural inborn attribute of a human being. It shows up because of their power-seeking nature with other system players in the political structure. On the other hand, Marx theorises that dispute is a way through which constant change arises in human personality and the need to change laws and policies in the system for growth, progress and better social relations. With this philosophy, new kinds of conflict are bound to arise. Therefore, neorealism views disputes as a result of an existing system, while materialism views them as a cause for structural change. Consequently, structuralism contradicts multilateralism and neoliberal institutions because it promotes disparities and partial structures; nonetheless, they recognise that it is only in a multilateral world that this unfair system set-up can be fought. Still, multilateralism is seen globally as a ground for the battle between the centre and the periphery. On this avenue, the complaints of the periphery may be united as common requests to the centre for structural change in the global economy.

South American academics have used structuralism to describe the course of the South American regional integration scenario. In this line of thought, the writings of Helio Jaguaribe

257 Ibid.
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and Aldo Ferrer justified regional integration as a protective response to global side-lining spawned by the international economy. Concurrently, their socio-cultural inter-regional uniqueness was given great significance above economic preferences. Jaguaribe opined that ‘Mercosur is the main tool for its members to protect their international interests and, in the long term, to preserve their identity and national autonomy.’

Although Ferrer shares related views with Jaguaribe, his claims are redirected to the differences concerning the ‘ideal Mercosur and the possible Mercosur’. The ‘ideal Mercosur’ has been distinguished by the EU to buttress its frustration with its inability to form a supranational entity. On the other hand, the ‘possible Mercosur’ is an assessment of how South America was, in the 80s alongside the state of affairs twenty years on, confirming acceptable results and encouraging outlooks after earlier mutual agreements with ‘Sarney and Alfonsín.’

Needless to say that Ferrer’s designation for ‘the possible Mercosur’ denotes recommended standards for the future and concurrently points toward criticisms of several previous occurrences. However, South American structuralism has been criticised for its neoliberal trade and industry policies of the 90s, illustrated by the Washington Consensus.

To an extent, the structuralism theory can be relied upon to explain integration in Africa. However, factors impeding African integration are both political and economic. These range from political will to low levels of inter-regional trade and inequalities.

g) Organisational theory

All of the above theories can be incorporated into the organisational theory, which encompasses a vast field of research. The richness of the organisational theory concepts allows for a better

259 Ibid.
260 Ibid at 16.
261 Ibid at 17.
262 Ibid. Alfonsin and Sarney, signed 11 protocols that would increase trade between their two countries (Argentine and Brazil). This was a program of economic integration that was geared towards the long-awaited Latin American common market. The agreements grant mutual preferences in purchases of industrial and agricultural goods over goods from third countries and stress greater integration of energy, communications and transport.
264 In July 2020, 26 of the 55 African States updated their trade figures. Intra-Africa trade for 2019 was estimated at US$69 billion; 5 per cent less than in 2018. Intra-Africa trade accounted for 15 per cent of Africa’s total trade in 2019; the same as for 2018. Over the last ten years intra-Africa trade has remained low; the highest was recorded in 2015 and 2016 with 19 per cent and 20 per cent of total trade. See Tralac Summary of intra-Africa trade 2019, See also UNCTAD, Economic Development in Africa Report 2019.
understanding of the AU integration processes and functioning using the EU model. Organisations exist because they can assist members in achieving their development and other goals – which they would not be able to achieve individually. The stakeholders have an interest and a share in the organisation, in everything the organisation does and how well it executes its tasks.\textsuperscript{265} As such, the members are inspired to get involved and play an active role in the organisation if the benefit they receive is more than the contribution they make to the organisation.

Different groups of stakeholders use different organisations, and their reasons and individual objectives differ.\textsuperscript{266} An organisation’s effectiveness varies for each group, as each group evaluates the organisation by looking at how it best accomplishes its aspirations. Stakeholders' aspirations are sometimes conflicting, and as such, they debate over their benefits.

Stakeholder groups engage in continuous and simultaneous competition and collaboration, which is the essence of the organisation.\textsuperscript{267} This is a characteristic of the AU. All members want the organisation to continue to exist as a basic requirement for pursuing their ambitions, and because of this, they work together. They bargain over the allocation of benefits to safeguard their interests. As Bacharach and Lawler have argued, stakeholders operate in two dimensions in an organisation.\textsuperscript{268} Stakeholders are either in cooperation or in competition. They compete when they feel the need and cooperate when they see the importance. No stakeholder works against another but, at the same time, none of them will give up their interests to work together on every matter for the sole purpose of an organisational agreement or for the benefit of the entire organisation.\textsuperscript{269}

h) Relating global regional integration theories to AU integration
Attributing the theory of intergovernmentalism to the African regional integration case demonstrates that the heads of states and governments pursued the integration project. The roles played by former presidents Thabo Mbeki of South Africa and Olusegun Obasanjo of Nigeria

\textsuperscript{266} A Ujupan ‘Reconciling theories of regional integration: a third way approach’ 2009 University of Ulster Available at: www.jhube.it/ecpr-instabul/virtualpaperroom, accessed on 28 January 2021.
\textsuperscript{269} Ibid.
illustrates this point.\textsuperscript{270} Therefore, the AU, like the OAU, remained the captive of competition for national interests with rulers focusing on national benefits through integration or even unification under the canopy of Pan-Africanism.\textsuperscript{271} Therefore the assumption was that the formation of the AU was originally the desire of some national leaders and many other African states who were unwilling to abandon their leadership positions.\textsuperscript{272} These relate to the realist view that in an international system of anarchy, there is room for order since states will want to cooperate to survive, which makes it possible for the AU to lessen anarchy.\textsuperscript{273} This means that as much as a supranational body has been created to strengthen integration, African countries will continue to direct the process to meet their national interests. Some of these significant interests are national survival and preservation of sovereignty.

It can be said that the major reason for the failure of the OAU was its attachment to the policy of non-interference in Member States’ internal affairs. This implies that the OAU Member States cling to their national sovereignty to the detriment of the organisation. As already stated, the Member States of the integration project must be willing to relinquish some part of their sovereignty for effective integration. The OAU could not manage disagreements and civil wars, which were prevalent at the time. Following the views of Abdalla Bujra,\textsuperscript{274} the OAU attempted to restore peace among African countries, but since it did not have an army, it could not successfully manage the civil wars. This does not accurately capture the situation, because even if the OAU had an army, the policy of non-interference in the internal affairs of Member States would have prevented them from doing so. That notwithstanding, there remains hope as this policy of non-interference in the affairs of the member states, which limited the powers of the OAU from realising its objectives, has been addressed by the Constitutive Act of the AU.\textsuperscript{275} The reaction of ECOWAS and the AU to suspend the Republic of Guinea from AU activities due to

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{272}Ibrahim et al 2015 op cit note 197at 475.
\textsuperscript{273}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{274}A Bujra Transition from the OAU to the AU. Being Lecture delivered at ACARTSOD Tripoli, Libya on 23 September 2002 P.1.
\textsuperscript{275}Specifically, Article 4(h) of the Constitutive Act provides for ‘the right of the Union to intervene in a Member State pursuant to a decision of the Assembly in respect of grave circumstances, namely war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity.’
\end{flushright}
the military coup that overthrew a sitting president, President Alpha Conde, is an indication of hope.\footnote{276} 

Following the lessons learnt from third-world integration processes, especially in Africa, the structuralist approach deals with regional integration from a social perspective.\footnote{277} Accordingly, the factors that determine the successes and/or failures of regional integration processes among developing countries are both economic and political.\footnote{278} Economically, the region’s global development level notes the developmental inequalities between states and the existing level of economic interdependence account for some of the failures of the AU. For example, since some states rank their development better than others, opening their borders to other African states will hamper their economy. On the other hand, the complementarity of resources, production factors, the chosen integration model and the applicability of integrating policies will facilitate the AU's success if reinforced. Politically, if the level of political willingness and institutional stability is strengthened, free trade in Africa will be a reality. The level of political equality within African states, notably the socio-political systems in force and the efficacy of national and common institutions and their capacity to adapt to ongoing changes, will contribute to the success or failure of the AU project.

Exploring why organisations are created provides a logical response to how such a space is best able to satisfy collective interests instead of individual needs. Individual interests are not necessarily pragmatic; they could also be ideological.\footnote{279} In reflecting on the creation of the OAU, the interests that the founding fathers and the African states portrayed were: to liberate Africa from the yoke of colonialism, co-ordinate and intensify the cooperation of African countries to attain living conditions for Africans, defend the territorial integrity, maintain sovereignty and independence of African countries and ultimately form a united state of Africa.\footnote{280} Individual actions become challenging if the focus is not on being highly interdependent. From the

\footnote{276} President Alpha Conde was ousted on the 5\textsuperscript{th} of September 2021 by a military coup.
\footnote{278} Ibid.
\footnote{279} A Ujupan 2009 op cit note 266.
\footnote{280} Kwame Nkrumah \textit{Africa must unite} (1963) London: Heinemann at 142. The Ghana-Guinea-Mali Union formed in January 1960 known as the Union of African States (U.A.S.) was to form the nucleus of the United States of Africa. It had a Charter which was declared open to every state or federation of African States which accepted its aims and objectives. Articles 3 and 4 of the Charter contained the aims and activities of the Union. See also the objectives of the OAU Charter 1963 article 2.
organisational point of view, this explains the emergence of the African integration project whereby national leaders convened and ‘seemingly’ placed their political will and resources under the jurisdiction of a higher authority (AU). These synergises with all theoretical perspectives for the emergence of the African Integration project.

Every member country, by joining the organisation, is intentional in their engagement. From its inception in 1963, the name itself (OAU) reflected the relevance of the word ‘organisation’, which organisational theory itself depicts. In time, Member States joined the AU for the same reasons as the founding fathers – they knew their aspirations could only be attained considerably within the organisation. Member states are organisations since they comprise different groups who negotiate their interests until common ground is reached. It is accepted that Member States, as shareholders, have different shares. This distinction is confirmed by Bacharach and Lawler (1980) who maintain that Member States are categorised according to their strength and authority. Therefore it can be inferred that the most powerful will follow their priority goals.

Like any organisation, membership of the AU is governed by norms and procedures, and in this instance they are embedded in the Constitutive Act and the African Charter. One of the significant areas of divergence between theories of regional integration is the status, importance and power of supranational institutions. Here the situation is similar to that in an organisation. In any organisation, stakeholders transfer power and control to a system of management which decides and implements policies for the organisation. The management system of every organisation influences its choices and priorities but still considers the aspirations of stakeholders to guard against loss of position by the affected member. The AU Summits, on the other hand,

---

281 The word ‘seemingly’ is used here to denote that African leaders disguised their individual interest to make the citizens believe that they were working for the advancement of their common good. See also Udombana 2002 op cit note 271 at 1257.
283 The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights existed since 1986 and is established under the African Charter on Human and peoples’ Rights (The African Charter) rather than the Constitutive Act. It is the supreme African Human Rights body with the responsibility of monitoring and promoting compliance with the African Charter. A Protocol to the African Charter also provided for the creation of the African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights which was established in 2006 to supplement the work of the Commission.
284 A Ujupan 2009 op cit note 266.
are similar to stakeholder meetings in the organisation, which have decision-making and delegation powers where necessary.\textsuperscript{285}

The integration process is another contentious aspect among integration theorists, mainly neo-functionalism and intergovernmentalism. Neo-functionalists promote gradual integration and spill-over. This concept could not explain stagnation in the AU, especially in most of its RECs.\textsuperscript{286} Intergovernmentalists contend that Member States control the extent to which integration can go and delegate power where necessary for the supranational institutions to accomplish their goals. The organisational theory has implications here, as it is within an environment and continuously adapts both externally and internally. Causes of changes can also vary, such as economic factors at an intra-African trade level or social or technological ones. The AU has to boost trade between states within RECs and adopt the harmonisation of NTBs for Africa to start experiencing negative integration. This will ultimately strengthen the role of the AU.

The need for political change is vital. For the AU to effectively achieve its integration goals, there is a need for leadership change in Africa at the national and continental levels. Integration stagnation is a phenomenon of resistance to change. There is an assertion that the main vital element of change is people, and they react to it in three different ways. First, some resist it; secondly, some follow it; and thirdly, some play a leadership role and orchestrate it.\textsuperscript{287} The

\textsuperscript{285} For example, the Assembly of the AU decides on the AU’s guidelines, determines its priorities, approves its annual programme and oversees the execution of its policies and resolutions. The Assembly is supposed to speed up the integration process of the African region both political and socio-economic. It has the prerogative to give directives to the AU Executive Council, Peace and Security Council to manage war and conflicts, terrorism, emergencies and to restore peace. The Constitutive Act of AU gives the Assembly the right to sanction defaulting Member States in particular situations. The Assembly has delegated this duty to the Peace and Security Council. More so, the Assembly of the AU appoints the following category of persons, the Chairperson and Deputy of the AU Commission and the Commissioners. It is responsible for requests for AU membership, approves AU budget, and considers reports and recommendations from the other AU organs, establishes new committees, specialised agencies, commissions and working groups as it deems necessary. Under the Rules of Procedure, it may also: Amend the Constitutive Act in conformity with the laid down procedures, Interpret the Constitutive Act (pending the establishment of the Court of Justice), Approve the structure, functions and regulations of the Commission, Determine the structure, functions, powers, composition and organisation of the Executive Council. The Assembly may delegate its powers and functions to other African Union organs as appropriate.

\textsuperscript{286} Stagnation in RECs and AU especially in meeting their treaties objectives, The EAC for example that was originally founded in 1967, collapsed in 1977 and was only re-established in 2000. ECCAS that was formed in 1983, ceased being in operation from 1992 to 1998 and was only revived in 1999. The time frame for the achievement of the harmonisation agenda under article 6 of the Abuja Treaty has not been met. These points are elaborated in chapter four.

\textsuperscript{287} Jones 2004 op cit note 265.
failure of the AU to denounce dictatorial regimes and arbitrate in the numerous civil wars is an act of resistance to change. It includes, among other issues, the initial withdrawal of Morocco from the AU and the states’ refusal to release their sovereignty. It further involves the failure of many RECs to meet their target dates for implementing customs unions and common market objectives and the inability to effectively resolve the problem of overlapping membership within the RECs.  

Jones posits that organisations strive to be independent and not rely on others to provide scarce resources and explore necessary avenues to influence them to make resources available. This is another justification for the expansion of the AU. The question that would arise when the AU fully integrates is how, when and where it will comprehensively expand. Relationally, organisational theory responds to the ultimate goal of the AU. Organisations are built up by various stakeholders and numerous interest groups that bargain and struggle for power or influence, and change goals. Stakeholders in organisations bargain with each other for the distribution of organisational benefits. Every stakeholder cannot be satisfied in the same way, and the most influential members usually define how benefits are to be distributed. Members do not possess the same strength, and their interactions are characterised by power-dependency variables. Within the AU, the one aspect that needs attention is the tendency of some states to dominate in leadership and authority, such as Libya, Nigeria, South Africa, other and states that follow their actions.

Goals change as the balance of power changes inside an organisation, which is also evident in the AU. There are old members and new members and states gaining influence, such as South Africa and Nigeria, and those losing influence, like Libya. Even inside Member States, governments change, hence changes of priority. Since the definition of the AU trajectory strongly depends on these internal shifts, the future of the AU cannot be anticipated to be similar to any other organisation. It is assumed that AU configurations will constantly adjust to the
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288 The above-mentioned points will be elaborate in chapter four.  
290 Ibid.  
aspirations and desires of Member States and those of its external environment. Therefore, the process of integration does not need to be conclusive, but continuous.\textsuperscript{292}

Lastly, the issue of identity, culture and preference change is worth noting. There is a large body of organisational theory that addresses the development of organisational culture.\textsuperscript{293} Large organisations usually develop an organisational culture where they cultivate the feeling of belonging to that organisation. Its informal internal environment forms organisational patterns, values, uniqueness and choices. Hence, the organisational theory can also account for the ‘sociological’ dimension of the AU.

In conclusion, the AU regional integration agenda can be viewed at a more concrete economic level, especially regarding trade which is the basis for this thesis. Does African integration involve the elimination of trade barriers or policy harmonisation? According to Laffan,\textsuperscript{294} the most-favoured nations (MFN), free trade areas, and customs unions, which entail the removal of trade barriers, are demonstrations of “negative integration.” Conversely, common markets and economic unions symbolise “positive integration,” a reason which more often does not require international organisational illumination and policy synchronisation. It can be established that organisations would experience a greater incidence of positive integration as they advance to a more comprehensive integration phase.

2.3.3 Economic theory of integration

Economic integration\textsuperscript{295} is the most common regional integration form in the world today.\textsuperscript{296} In the most general sense, economic integration (sometimes referred to as trade or market integration) denotes the process in which the economic barriers between two or more economies are eliminated or reduced. To some, it involves specific government policy decisions, designed to reduce or remove the obstacles that may impede the mutual exchange of goods, services,
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\textsuperscript{292} A Ujupan 2009 op cit, note 266.
\textsuperscript{293} Ibid at 8.
\textsuperscript{295} Economic theory of integration is a theory that explains how communities can integrate their economies while economic theories of integration deals with a number of theories under the same banner these theories are the theory of the free trade area, custom union theory, optimum currency area theory and common market theory. See Jacques Pelkmans, 'Economic Theories of Integration Revisited' (1980) 18(4) \textit{Journal of Common Market Studies} 333—354.
capital and people. In comparison, other scholars see it as emanating from the natural forces of proximity, income and policy convergence, and more significant intra-firm trade.\textsuperscript{297}

Economic integration is about the Member States of a regional grouping adopting and implementing measures that would lower the cost of doing business within the group by removing all impediments and taking steps conducive to intra-regional trade and investment.

The economic integration course is usually classified into stages. It begins with a preferential trade area and ends with complete economic integration. The process starts at one point and then creates a spill-over effect to the next level, making its implementation a \textit{sine qua non}. Balassa's theory distinguishes five stages of integration that demand the removal of discriminatory measures:\textsuperscript{298} Economic integration evolves from preferential tariff reductions through a Free Trade Area (FTA), customs union, a common market to an economic union where member countries integrate all economic policies and full integration or complete economic integration.

The first stage is the Free Trade Agreements, where tariffs and quotas are abolished against member countries, but individual tariffs and quotas are retained against third countries. Article (XXIV) paragraph 8 of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) defines an FTA as a group of two or more states where duties and other restraining regulations of commerce are removed on basically all trade between member countries in products originating from those countries. The main agenda for an FTA is to reduce to the barest minimum, if not abolish, import tariffs and import quotas among its members. This will liberalise trade between its members. The accord may include a formal or legal body to solve business disputes. An example is the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) which was founded in 1992 and had a preferential tariff system.\textsuperscript{299} The accord included a protocol on ‘Enhanced Dispute Settlement’ resolution of a robust inter-governmental nature, and states that failed to observe the rules also had to vote for the resolution.\textsuperscript{300} Another example is the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), formed in 1993 by Mexico, USA and Canada.

\textsuperscript{297} CRIS UNU 2001 op cit note 112 at 5.
\textsuperscript{298} B Balassa \textit{The Theory of Economic Integration} (1961) Richard Irwin, inc., Homewood, 11.
\textsuperscript{299} C H Vhumbunu, J R Rudigi & C Mawire ‘Consolidating African Regional Integration through the African Continental Free Trade Area: Lessons from the ASEAN Free Trade Area’ (2022)11(2) \textit{Journal of African Union Studies} 77-101.
\textsuperscript{300} S Dosenrode 2010 op cit note 165.
Secondly, there is the customs union, which is an extension of the FTA with the requirement of harmonisation of the external trade policies of the participating states and imposes a common external tariff on imports from non-participating states. It does not operate with a free movement of labour and capital among its members. According to Balassa, one of the primary forms of economic integration is the customs union. Based on the GATT definition, a customs union must meet the following criteria of substantially eliminating all tariffs and other forms of trade restrictions among the participating countries and creating homogeneous tariffs and other guidelines on foreign trade with non-members. One example is the Southern African customs union (SACU), consisting of five southern African countries. It runs a common external tariff (CET) received by South Africa and shared among members according to a revenue-sharing formula. In SACU, goods are exchanged freely among members, and the organisation comprises a council of ministers, a commission, a tribunal which works by consensus, and a secretariat which runs its daily operation or activities.\(^{301}\) These first two stages of integration can be regarded as negative integration because they only require the elimination of trade barriers without the need for a supranational institution.

Thirdly, there is common market which, according to Holden, “represents a major step towards significant economic integration.”\(^{302}\) In addition to the customs union, a common market requires the free movement of capital, labour and other resources. At this stage, there is greater interdependence, which calls for policy harmonisation. It makes it difficult for Member States to implement individual economic rules. A significant example is the European Economic Area between the European Union and EFTA states (excluding Switzerland) established in 1992. The EFTA states are permitted to participate in the Single European Market, although they are not members but are required to implement the same economic and legal rules as the EU members.\(^{303}\) Therefore, this severely limits their ability to carry out a self-governing economic policy.

Furthermore, there is an Economic Union. In addition to the components of a common market, there is a need to harmonise a number of the major policy areas, mainly monetary and
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\(^{301}\) Ibid.

\(^{302}\) M Holden ‘Stages of Economic Integration - From Autarky to Economic Union’ (2013) Government of Canada Economics Division, PRB 02-49E.

\(^{303}\) S Dosenrode 2010 op cit note 165 at E-7.
fiscal policies, including transportation, labour market, industrial guidelines and regional development. To ensure a uniform application of the rules, a supranational organisation will be necessary to regulate trade within the union. These same laws would be applied at the national level, but individual States would give up control in this area. The EU is a good example of an economic union, where the ability to act on monetary issues of the 28 European Monetary Union members,\textsuperscript{304} for instance, has been delegated to a supranational institution. More so, the internal market regulates, \textit{inter alia}, regional development, transportation, industrial policies and parts of the labour market. Member states within the EU have also relinquished their physical territorial borders. In Africa, the AU is still battling with implementing a Continental FTA. Even at the level of RECs, no REC has attained this level of integration. African countries are finding it difficult to open their physical borders to their fellow African nations. They are too tied to their national sovereignty for integration of policies to be implemented.

Finally, there is full integration which means ‘the unification of monetary, fiscal, social and anti-cyclical policies and requires the establishment of supranational authorities whose decisions are binding on the Member States’.\textsuperscript{305} Here, the Member States officially relinquish their ‘sovereignty’ to the new entity, and they are no longer directly subjected to public international law.\textsuperscript{306} The new entity formulates and implements economic policies. An example is the United States of America, an organised Federation, and the EU.

Below is a summary of the stages of regional integration.

\textsuperscript{304} Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and UK.

\textsuperscript{305} Balassa 1961 op cit note 298 at 2. See also M Eduard 2014 note 296 at 369.

\textsuperscript{306} S Dosenrode 2010, op cit, note 165 at E-7-8.
### Table 2.1: Forms/stages of regional integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Preferential trade area</strong></th>
<th>An arrangement in which members apply lower tariffs to imports produced by other members than to imports produced by non-members. Members can determine tariffs on imports from non-members.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free trade area</strong></td>
<td>A preferential trade area with no tariffs on imports from other members. As in preferential trade areas, members can determine tariffs on imports from non-members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customs union</strong></td>
<td>A free trade area in which members impose common tariffs on non-members. Members may also cede sovereignty to a single custom administration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Common market</strong></td>
<td>A customs union that allows free movement of the factors of production (such as capital and labour) across the national borders within the integration area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic union</strong></td>
<td>A common market with unified monetary and fiscal policies, including a common currency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political union</strong></td>
<td>The ultimate stage of integration, in which members become one nation. National governments cede sovereignty over economic and social policies to a supranational authority, establishing common institutions and judicial and legislative processes – including a common parliament.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### 2.4 The conceptual underpinning of legal harmonisation

Legal harmonisation is a multidimensional concept. Harmonisation of laws involves varied processes and implications that are defined by the concept. It is worth noting that there has been no official legal definition of harmonisation, most notably in the European Community treaty from which African economic integration takes its inspiration.\(^{307}\)

---

The legal harmonisation of rules, trade practices, and legal systems regarding NTBs is the viable option for integration. The concept of harmonisation is an integral aspect of regional integration. The term harmonisation can be defined as the coming together of different legal systems, laws or rules, principles, policies, standard practices, or regulations, which institutions, governments, or states freely agree to make identical. Regarding the EU, the harmonisation of law means creating common standards across the internal market to achieve a uniformity of laws in the Member States. Harmonisation strives to synchronise diverse laws and structures by eliminating key dissimilarities and crafting minimum principles. The EU aims to achieve a uniformity of laws among its members to facilitate trade and protect its citizens.

The harmonisation process includes identifying and establishing a shared legal framework, eliminating dissimilarities in handling and boosting cross-border businesses, securing deals thanks to modern laws, eliminating or limiting conflicts of laws, and creating an accessible and comprehensive legal system.

Regarding the harmonisation of EU private law, the purpose is to remove dissimilarities in the legislations of EU member countries that limit the free movement of people and goods and services. Conversely, this has not been an easy task as varied opinions compete on the issue of how a harmonised private European law should be. The diverse opinions range from minimum to maximum harmonisation. As Ferreira-Snyman and Ferreira put it, some prefer a European civil code regarded by others to be inhumane and destructive of other legal cultures. Others believe that the EU private law should protect the fragile parties, while others argue for creating
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a free market. These divergent opinions further create uncertainty about what should be harmonised and how. The depth of harmonisation is also debatable. Regarding the EU harmonisation process, Foster distinguishes between total or complete harmonisation, optional harmonisation and minimum harmonisation. By total or complete harmonisation (also known as exhaustive harmonisation), Foster refers to the process of ‘one rule being enacted for the whole Union and which precludes the Member States from legislating in the same area’.

Optional harmonisation stipulates that Member States should apply a harmonised rule only if they want to trade across the borders of another member country. On the other hand, minimum harmonisation can be seen as the creation of minimum standards in the Union’s legislation, however, Member States are permitted to apply a higher standard locally.

Within the AU, the Constitutive Act and the Abuja Treaty envisage a wider scope of harmonisation, but it is doubtful whether such aspiration could be attained especially as there is no area of economic integration in the AU where harmonisation has been attained. To this effect, the scope of harmonisation in the EU or AU, depends principally on the level of integration a region desires to attain. Where there is the formation of a unitary state through a merger, (uniting independent states into one region), it means there is exhaustive harmonisation, whereas converting some independent nations into a federal state means minimum harmonisation and a broader margin in appreciating the integral units. The choice of harmonisation therefore depends on the extent to which parties to the integration project are willing and ready to transfer some degree of national sovereignty to the supranational body to create a new community. The AU is neither a federal nor a confederal body where Member States have ceded some aspects of their sovereignty. This raises the question as to whether the AU’s Member States are indeed committed to their aspirations and commitments.
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2.4.2 Methods of legal harmonisation

This section of the chapter deals with methods of or approaches to legal harmonisation. Legal harmonisation is usually linked to business and commercial law because of the need to facilitate trade between members of a regional integration arrangement to reduce legal uncertainties associated with international commercial transactions. In practice, the CFTA will be enhanced if competition remains an undistorted and free movement of factors of production and services are not prohibited by prevailing discrepancies between national legal systems. For economic integration and regional trade to heighten, it is argued that creating common trade rules and practices is essential. This thesis identifies four methods of legal harmonisation that can be implemented in a regional economic integration project. They are treaties or conventions, directives and regulations, model laws and standardisation of business norms. They have been examined below.

The first method is when organisations introduce standards and norms formulated and expounded in an agreement. This usually involves adopting a convention to be implemented by community members as one of the methods of legal harmonisation.

The second method is through directives and regulations. Directives and regulations are also drawn up to approximate national laws. To attain rapid harmonisation that cannot be completed through the adoption of treaties, RECs in Africa have replicated the example of the EU by making provisions for directives and regulations in their instruments. The difference between a directive and a regulation is that a directive sets a common goal and standard indicating the expected outcome of a law which states are individually responsible for implementing to give effect to the directive within a stated time frame. A regulation, on the other hand, has the nature of general application and sets a common rule that has direct applicability in the Member States. While some RECs, like the EAC, employ community acts, the Economic Community
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of West African States (ECOWAS) uses supplementary acts, and the Organisation for the Harmonisation of Business Law in Africa (OHADA) adopts uniform acts. Supplementary acts, community acts or uniform acts and regulations have the same effect of direct applicability once the appropriate leading body, like the Assembly of the Heads of States and Governments of the particular REC, has adopted them. Therefore since directives, on the one hand, permit Member States to have some flexibility in the formulation of legislations and supplementary acts and regulations, on the other, are directly applicable, it can be argued that directives have the objective of legal harmonisation while regulations are aimed at legal unification. Direct applicability usually requires Member States to review their legal frameworks to allow supranational legislation to be incorporated into their local systems. Direct applicability in the OHADA Member States, for example, may not pose a problem as they follow the monist tradition of African civil law and regard international law as a source of law.

Nonetheless, it has been observed that some regulations adopted by some RECs are not directly applicable in the different jurisdictions of Member States as they require domestic formulation. This is mostly the case with countries that practice a dualist constitutional framework. For example, COMESA treaty in article 5(2)(b) requires the Member States to give legal effect to the regulations enactments. Even where the EAC treaty in article 8(4) provides for the supremacy of community legislation, some Member States have not implemented these provisions. It should be noted that the AU has not adopted any regulations or directives.

The example of some of the RECs in Africa indicates that the form of the harmonising instrument offers much variety and innovation. International treaties and conventions do not follow universal models. In the EU, there is an important difference between directives and regulations, but also, the regulations, which have a direct effect without any legislative
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transposition, often require different implementation measures to have effect in national law. Some main types of directives are minimum standard directives, maximum standard directives, framework directives, and directives in the process of the open method of coordination. The relationship to the fundamental freedoms in the EC Treaty is another issue. Generally, international treaties and conventions relate to customary international law and other treaties and conventions. This indicates that international treaties, at times, are derived from customary international law.

Transposition in national law takes a different form in national legislation, and the procedures also vary. Harmonisation has affected the form of national legislation and the sources of law in the national legal system. Court practice in applying harmonised law follows yet other principles and patterns. The response to case law as a new source of law that can assist in promoting uniformity, or in some fields, how the lack of such sources are compensated for, is of particular interest. One current issue is using judgments from other international or national bodies. Informal networks of judges cooperate across jurisdictional boundaries in the application of international instruments, assisting one another in finding sources and practical solutions to uniformity problems. Amendment and monitoring of the transposition and subsequent practice under national law in some areas are highly developed and, in others, practically nothing follows the adoption of a convention. Other methods of legal harmonisation, such as model laws, may require an independent international monitoring body, more judicialised institutions, or combinations of supranational monitoring and court institutions. Novel forms of institutionalised peer review have been developed over the last few decades. Enforcement and sanctioning provide other challenges closely related to monitoring and amendment. The experiences with harmonised regimes provide extensive material that is well-suited for research. In the EU, there is an emerging scholarship comparing the transposition of directives in different national laws. This provides a basis for the Review of the Consumer Acquis, which is another of the harmonisation projects of the European Commission, currently limited to eight directives, including the Consumer Sales Directive and the Unfair Terms Directive. These do not include
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other directives in the consumer field, such as the Consumer Credit Directive, the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive and the Product Liability Directive. Maximum harmonisation and the use of mandatory rules in the directives may have had a profound effect on the privacy of the Member States, which, if it has had such an effect, remains underexplored. The international conventions in the long-established tradition for harmonisation of commercial law provide another field of emerging scholarship. See, for instance, the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, 1980, the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration 1985, UNIDROIT’s Principles of International Commercial Contracts, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s (EBRD) Secured Transactions Project, and the ICC’s Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits. In comparative law, there is a current discourse about legal transplants. There is also a challenge to the idea of convergence between national legal systems and traditions. One issue is to link the theoretical models that have emerged here with the scholarship on harmonisation in different fields.

The third method of legal harmonisation involves formulating model laws, which will guide the adoption of home-grown principles and unvarying laws to be incorporated by states into domestic regulation. As adopted by OHADA, this approach allows for considerable consistency without demanding the exact equivalent as a convention does. The drawback here is that sometimes the uniformity established with more effort may be lost in the national implementation process. Further, there is the AU’s model legislation for the protection of the rights of local communities, farmers and breeders, and for the regulation of access to biological resources. Model laws can have a direct or indirect harmonisation effect.

The fourth method involves the standardisation of business norms and traditions based on the business locality practices. This could either involve formulating recommended standard
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practices or extracting minimum common rules from national laws to evaluate regional standards. Some examples of this approach are: the Incoterms 1953 and 1990, the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits prepared by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the various General Conditions of Sale and Standard Forms of Contract sponsored by the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE)\textsuperscript{341} and the Civil Conditions of Contract 1987 developed by the Fédération Internationale des Ingénieurs Conseils (FIDIC). \textsuperscript{342}

Legal integration seeks to harmonise the legal systems of Member States of each region to regulate NTBs measures. The law is essential in any institution to set out rules and procedures. When this is achieved, the fundamental principles for successful regional integration can follow. The trend of regional integration in Africa during the period of the OAU had been so deplorable for reasons such as the fight for independence, state sovereignty, inter- and intra-state conflicts, legal barriers, and low levels of intra-regional trade. In this era of the AU, however, these external and domestic factors that impeded Africa’s regional integration in the past have improved, giving grounds for cautious optimism. Greater harmonisation of macroeconomic policies, and the identification and establishment of a common legal framework would positively impact regional integration in Africa.

2.4.3 The case for and against legal harmonisation

Where harmonisation has occurred, there is certainty in the rules and principles needed to define the applicable laws to solve practical commercial cross-border transactional difficulties consistently. It implants an attitude whereby community citizens are legitimately protected and have access to free movement and intra-regional trading with calm and confidence about the applicable rules. It also facilitates the legal right to justice with redress and enforces the same rulings throughout the states within that regional grouping. This goes together with the objective of legal simplification of NTBs in the administration of justice, as courts will be spared the perplexing task of deciding which law applies.

Even where harmonisation has occurred, individual countries continue to maintain their legal system. The benefit of this move is that different legal traditions will come together, 
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supplementing the various legal systems. Moreover, it fosters the creation of the community court of law to offer an identical interpretation of various topics, notions, and matters that may come up from the community treaty. This will subsequently inspire autonomous jurisprudence from a cosmopolitan method to interpreting standards, tenets, and notions.  

The harmonisation of laws is necessary for regulating conflicts of laws in intra-regional transactions. There is the present regime of private international law inadequacy in resolving such disputes, traceable most especially to state sovereignty. Moreover, harmonisation of NTBs is necessary since most of the issues which arise in the intra-regional trade do not occur in domestic, commercial transactions. For instance, an agreement to sell goods, whose delivery may involve carriage by sea, air, rail, or road over several national territories, presents different issues from one where the parties are in actual physical contact. As Goldstein writes:

Une harmonisation régionale des politique, des projets d’infrastructures conjoints, permettront d’ouvrir plus largement l’accès aux marchés mondiaux, d’accroître les flux de capitaux et de stimuler les échanges entre pays Africains.

This means that regional harmonisation of policies and common projects allows greater access to the world market, increases capital flow, and eases trade between African countries.

Harmonisation could be justified as a public policy and social convenience concern. It is not proper for citizens of the same state or common market to be governed by different laws in their legal relations. An integrated legal system is more suitable to the people's needs than an inchoate and, to some extent, rules of indigenous heritage and esoteric received laws.

Choosing the harmonisation approach stems from the fact that full-scale unification has often been resisted as being too close to a complete political union until recently. Without the political will to thoroughly and efficiently support economic integration, it will be too much to expect African countries to support a closer political union. This could explain why neither the African Economic Treaty nor RECs in Africa contemplated integration beyond the economic realm.
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The case against, or one of the disadvantages of legal harmonisation has to do with the legal culture of Member States. To depart from a system rooted in a long-standing tradition and reinstate it with regulations new to the members may be less familiar with the local culture and environment. However, this may not be regarded as a disadvantage in the case of the African continent, as there is a need to depart from the colonial legal system and legislate in the spirit of the African renaissance to achieve Agenda 2063.

Another disadvantage of legal harmonisation is that there are limited exit rights. There is a limited possibility of leaving a harmonised legal system for another legal system since harmonisation is a combination of different legal systems.\(^\text{347}\) Harmonisation hinders the mobility between legal systems because of jurisdictional differences. With harmonisation, parties to the legal order usually request mandatory rules for their benefit.\(^\text{348}\) This creates inefficiencies because compulsory rules are essential where there is competition among legal systems, since parties can evade obligatory rules by switching legal systems. That notwithstanding, limited existing rights should instead be advantageous to the African continent as this would limit concerns regarding leaders' commitment to the integration project.

### 2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has defined and outlined the different theoretical underpinnings of regional integration, such as federalism, functionalism, neo-functionalism, intergovernmentalism, interdependence, structuralism and organisational theories. What became evident from the discussion is that although there is no grand theory of integration, the organisational theory, though not without its limitations, seems to be a more appropriate theory to explain the African experience of integration. This is so because the AU is regarded as an organisation where interest-driven and resource-interdependent members are its stakeholders.

The conclusion underscores the views of Rosamond that as a theory of integration, power in international organisations is possessed by the Member States who seek gains from the
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organisation, which serves as a vehicle to satisfy their interests.\(^{349}\) However, the power of each state is ceded to an organisation that is run by a system of management that decides and implements policies for the organisation. A challenge, though, is that African countries are still reluctant to relinquish their sovereignty to a supranational authority even under the Constitutive Act. Faced with this challenge, it becomes difficult to argue for a federalist model, where states are expected to surrender their sovereignty to a supranational. States may thus want to delegate power to the AU as this would best serve their interests. Therefore, it is suggested that whilst sovereignty resides with individual Member States within the AU, it would be in the interest of states to pool their sovereignty and delegate certain powers to regional organisations.

An assessment of the above theories also reveals that none of them aptly considers the fundamental nature of African integration. This is because most of the theories have an exclusive European foundation. Contrary to the EU, which has gone through a chain of historical stages of integration (which can be traced from the European Coal and Steel Community of 1951 through to the European Economic Community of 1958 and then to the European Community of 1993, up until its present form), African integration has remained a top-down approach, or what one may call integration from above. Thus, while going through a bottom-up strategy, the European community established a single market and lessened passport control inside the Schengen zone. While the EU has experienced the professed “spillover” effects by endorsing common foreign and security policies, “spillover” is largely an elusive phenomenon in African integration.

The concept of legal harmonisation has been examined in relation to regional integration bringing out the different methods/models of legal harmonisation, including advantages and disadvantages. The analysis of the models of harmonisation gives an idea of what model might be preferable for RECs in Africa.

Having examined the concepts and theories underlining this research, the next chapter will focus on the current political, economic, and legal keystones of regionalism in Africa. The chapter will focus on the AU and the CFTA, tracing its foundations from the OAU. It will appraise the Abuja Treaty, the Constitutive Act of AU, the 2007 Protocol on Relations between AU and RECs, and the AU Agenda 2063, which are defined legal frameworks to advance African regional trade within the framework of Agenda 2063.

\(^{349}\) Rosamond 2000 op cit note 195 at 139.
3. CHAPTER THREE: AN OVERVIEW OF REGIONALISM IN AFRICA

3.1 Introduction

The effects of colonialism, imperialism and colonial fragmentation of Africa stimulated the commitment to regionalism through Pan-Africanism. The Pan-Africanist cravings for independence from foreign domination and political unity of African nations through integration led to the creation of the OAU in 1963. The OAU was transformed in 2000 into the AU to accelerate the drive towards Pan-African political and economic integration. However, the new setup at the continental level led to the question of how the regional and sub-regional initiatives and the AU could become mutually reinforcing.350

In the last three decades, there have been some attempts to move towards economic integration on the continent. For example, efforts like the Regional Integration Facilitation Forum (RIFF) commenced in 1992 as a Cross-Border Initiative (CBI), a structure of harmonised policies to ease a market-driven notion of integration in Eastern, Southern, and the Indian Ocean countries in Africa.351 The main contention of this initiative is that if cross-border trade and investment are promoted, economic integration will be expedited because economic reforms are occurring in these countries. Unlike former regional initiatives, the CBI/RIFF is distinguished by its outward orientation, market-driven integration process, private sector involvement, and peer pressure to increase the speed of integration. The CBI/RIFF has been criticised for advocating a market-driven concept of regionalism contrary to the Economic Commission for Africa's developmental model of regionalism.352 However, its interest in private sector direct involvement is worth emulating by other African regional groupings as it encourages general participation.

The new hope and impetus for regional integration in Africa attract divergent opinions on operationalising integration arrangements. There is a widespread belief that the 'United States of
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Africa’s dream and the bottom-top type of integration should be rejected. Instead, Africa should focus more on straightforward, economic, creative, and gainful models of regionalism via projects to develop priority areas such as industry, power, transportation, and agriculture on a community basis. Another group supports the outward-looking orientation, which focuses on trade and effective private sector involvement with less restrictive institutional structures. Lastly, the traditional model of top-down African integration adopted by the OAU and supported by African leaders is symbolic of a substantial political connotation. Unarguably, this is the era where African regionalism should focus on a resilient economic and private sector involvement model of integration. This can only be achieved by harmonising trade principles and practices such as NTBs within the AU and RECs following Agenda 2063 and starting with the CFTA.

Therefore, this chapter focuses on the political development of African regionalism, the three selected RECs, Agenda 2063, and the CFTA. It also addresses the existing legal and institutional frameworks for harmonising NTBs practices of trade in Africa's effective CFTA achievement process. Finally, it provides an appraisal of the Abuja Treaty, the Constitutive Act of AU, 2007 Protocol on Relations between AU and RECs, which are defined legal frameworks for achieving the CFTA. This chapter seeks to establish the link between the theories of African regionalism and the political and legal developments that have shaped the debates on legal harmonisation.

3.2 The political development of regionalism in Africa

The sequential occurrences in African history commenced with pre-colonial empires, slavery and slave trade, and annexation. The haphazard and chaotic partitioning of Africa by the colonial powers paralysed Africa. This record of foreign dominance and imperialism laid the foundation for enlightened Africans at home and abroad to yearn for a common identity and purpose – Pan-Africanism. African citizens abroad viewed Pan-Africanism as the reinstatement of a connected bond, shared identity and the restitution of African dignity and freedom from oppression. Pan-Africanism was considered a strength for integration and a crusade for emancipation to liberate Africa from colonialism and gain independence. However, when
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African nations gained independence, they concentrated on consolidating their national sovereignty without emphasising integration.

The first idea of regionalism through Pan-Africanism can be traced back to the 1920s. A group of scholars from West African British protectorates (Gambia, Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Gold Coast – present Ghana) advocated for closer collaboration and integration of West African Nations.\textsuperscript{355} A request for the creation of a West African University and a Court of Appeal was sent to the colonial office in London by Joseph Hayford, one of the prominent advocates from the Gold Coast.\textsuperscript{356} Although the colonial authorities rejected the request as being `premature', it was the birth rock of political awareness that ushered some political activists such as Kwame Nkrumah to the activism of the 1940s. This period observed an enriched commitment to the integration agenda and an attempt to include other West African nations from the French protectorate. Kwame Nkrumah went to France to discuss this with his West African counterparts of the Francophone divide.\textsuperscript{357} As a result, Nkrumah and his cohort of the West African National Secretariat to the sixth Pan-African Congress\textsuperscript{358} of October 1945 held in Manchester settled on the idea of `a West African Federation'.\textsuperscript{359} This idea was considered a requisite instrument to attaining the absolute target of `a United States of Africa' at the West African National Secretariat conference held in August 1946. Thus, African integration became integral to the Pan-Africanism story, although the path to achieving this was divided between the federalists and those favouring the gradual functional approach.

Ghana got its independence in 1957. However, Nkrumah emphasised that its independence was pointless if Africa, in general, was not liberated from political and economic domination and the desire to embrace regionalism. During the Accra conference of the Independent African States of 1958, the eight countries that participated had, by this time, gained independence.\textsuperscript{360} They created a Joint Economic Research Committee for the promotion of intra-
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African trade and to consider the possibility of forming the African common market. The second conference of Independent African States was held in Addis Ababa in 1960 from 14-24 June and attended by eleven countries that had gained independence. During this meeting, Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia, while addressing the participants, emphasised the need to establish an African development bank to encourage cooperation in trade. The Ghanaian delegate proposed a Pan-African organisation, an association of economic cooperation to coordinate the economic policies of African nations, a customs union centred on eliminating barriers to trade (tariffs and NTBs) vis-à-vis African nations, among others. The Nigerian envoy contended that such a top-to-bottom administrative style was premature, although closer cooperation between them was vital. It was proposed at the end of the conference that forming a joint African development bank and a joint African commercial bank are other means of promoting an African economic union.

Nevertheless, the diverse opinions of the delegates to the conference created two factions with divergent approaches to African integration, namely, the Monrovia and the Casablanca factions. These two opposing groups shaped the politics of regional integration in Africa. The Monrovia bloc consisted of Nnamdi Azikiwe of Nigeria, Félix Houphouët-Boigny of Côte d’Ivoire, Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya, and Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, who were the gradualists. They called for functional cooperation where RECs will be constituted, uniting African nations from the grassroots and gradually leading towards a complete political union. They promoted a gradual, step-by-step approach to African regionalism, beginning with creating subregional communities. The Casablanca bloc (the immediate Pan-Africanists) consisting of Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana and his cohort Patrice Lumumba of the Congo, Ahmed Ben Bella of Algeria, Ahmed Sékou Touré of Guinea, and Modibo Kéïta of Mali were federalists. Their approach
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consisted of two vital aspects: political union and a functional relationship. Accordingly, they opted for an immediate political and economic union as charted in Nkrumah's *Africa Must Unite*, comprising African Committees on common market, monetary union, military base, and a continental government. All these debates finally paved the way for the establishment of the OAU in 1963. After decades of debates on the form and approach to African integration, the OAU united the different theories of African integration into one comprehensive banner. Based on mutual understanding, the divergent blocs later harmonised their opinions into a functional organisation. Nonetheless, Nkrumah reiterated that Africa deserves a more robust organisation than the OAU. Along similar lines, Baimu argued that Nkrumah made his last attempt to re-influence the creation of a stronger union in 1965 in Accra, Ghana, during the OAU summit, which created mistrust among some of his peers. A summary of the main political developments of African regionalism has been conceptualised and presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Summary of the main political developments of African regionalism.
A careful examination of the functionality of the OAU revealed that the achievement of political stability and economic freedom would not be possible. This is because the formation of the OAU, from its onset, resulted from African States' disinclination to relinquish part of their newly found sovereignty to a supranational body. This shielded standpoint is also reflected in the ill-formed RECs that emerged. For nearly six decades today, the gradual, step-by-step functional approach to African unity has been plodding, if not inexistent. The regional economic groupings have made insignificant progress on economic unity. It is contended that the revolutionary, radical approach proposed by Nkrumah would have yielded better results. The Abuja Treaty of 1991 followed the ‘gradualists’ approach of establishing the AEC with the RECs as building blocks. According to Adogamhe, the RECs have failed because they have functioned as independent units instead of incrementally coordinating efforts. The goal of legal harmonisation of trade practices by eliminating trade barriers (NTBs), as enshrined in OAU’s Abuja Treaty, cannot be achieved if RECs operate as autonomous and independent entities.

It is argued in this thesis that the ability to adapt the debates on political unity and regionalism to African realities and use them for the developmental benefit of the local population is essential. The daunting task, which is the core of this thesis, is to translate the OAU/AU idea of legal harmonisation of NTBs into a transformative agenda of the AfCFTA to fast-track Agenda 2063. To achieve this, efforts should be geared towards legal harmonisation as an integrative tool to foster the effective operationalisation of the AfCFTA.

3.3 Institutional frameworks for regionalism in Africa

3.3.1 OAU to AU

The OAU was created on the 25th of May 1963 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, by thirty-two African countries as the attainment of independence was the criterion to become a member. With time, more African states joined the organisation, with South Africa joining in 1994 as the 53rd state. As discussed above, differing opinions on African regionalism made the idea of full political and or economic integration unsustainable. This made the OAU Charter settle on some loose objectives such as: encouraging unity and solidarity, coordinating and building up states’
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cooperation, and determination to achieve an improved life for the African citizenry.\textsuperscript{372} Another major goal was to eliminate all forms of colonialism\textsuperscript{373} while defending the territorial integrity and sovereignty\textsuperscript{374} of their newly acquired independent states. To achieve the OAU objectives, there was a need to harmonise all policies in all spheres of cooperation, including education, culture, health, defence, politics, and economic cooperation.\textsuperscript{375} This fragile version of African unity was further watered down by the OAU’s principle of non-interference in the domestic affairs of countries and their overvalued sovereignty, territorial integrity, and the right to independent existence.\textsuperscript{376} Although the OAU emerged as a diluted vision of some of its founding fathers' ideas, it made significant strides in achieving some of its aims. For example, it successfully ended colonial regimes in Africa, fought against racism, the rise of an insurgency in post-independent Africa,\textsuperscript{377} and apartheid in South Africa. Furthermore, African states also agreed in Article 3(4) of the OAU Charter to settle disputes through peaceful means through negotiation, conciliation, mediation, and arbitration. The OAU resolved several border disputes resulting from the colonial legacy, for example, the Algerian and Moroccan dispute of 1963-67.\textsuperscript{378} It also settled disputes between Senegal and Guinea, Somalia-Ethiopia-Kenya, the Congo and Zaire, Uganda and Tanzania, and dealt with issues of refugees.\textsuperscript{379} In the economic domain, it encouraged the formation of RECs and subsequent efforts to create the AEC through a treaty signed in 1991 in Abuja, Nigeria. This treaty was a blueprint for the gradual step-by-step attainment of full economic integration within thirty-four years.

Despite the above achievements, it is observed that the OAU confronted many challenges. The divisive and dissimilar views of the founding fathers visible in the organisation that still shape debates on African regionalism today positioned the OAU albeit on a frail foundation. As a result of this confusion and turmoil, African states were not taken seriously on the world stage.
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as united people. The post-colonial period witnessed the advent of economic crisis due to political instability, resource deficiencies, dependence on foreign aid, and underdevelopment, irrespective of the developmental efforts of the OAU. The OAU Member States could not meet their financial obligations to the OAU and international financial institutions for debts owed to them. This made the OAU persistently underfunded, and the lack of enforcement ability by the OAU to enforce Member States' financial obligation made it rely uniquely on an irresolute and poor political drive.

An indispensable challenge created by the OAU was the overvalued and treasured sovereignty of states and non-interference in the affairs of independent states. This policy had a plethora of detrimental and undesirable implications. The RECs created did not act as pillars of the OAU, nor did they synchronise their objectives; instead, they advanced their interests, obstructing the continent’s socio-economic progress. The principle of non-interference in states domestic issues came at a considerable cost, emerging dictatorships, coup d’états, counter overthrow, intense political instability, and all sorts of internal conflicts. The OAU incredibly observed how some of its founding fathers, like Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, Sekou Toure of Guinea, Abubakar T. Belewa of Nigeria, and Haile Selassie of Ethiopia were overthrown and murdered, respectively. Similar coups, conflicts, and civil wars occurred in many Member States, like the Democratic Republic of Congo, Chad, Mali, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Gambia, Somalia, Mozambique, Angola, Rwanda, and the Central African Republic. It was predictable that the OAU would not record any significant scores on its peacekeeping mission as it made itself powerless with its concept of preserved state sovereignty and non-interference. The promotion of individuals against collective states' interests and factions in the OAU meant drawbacks on any cohesive attempt to respond to conflicts, uprisings, and civil wars.
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With the fall of Apartheid in South Africa and the attainment of independence by the rest of the African states, OAU’s most successful purpose of decolonisation was achieved, and the buoyant and resilient potency of the organisation was now a thing of the past.\footnote{386} In his speech at the OAU summit held in Arusha in 1992, Nelson Mandela affirmed that Africa had reached the end of the long terrifying moments of apartheid and colonialism.\footnote{387} Therefore, the necessity of focusing on African integration, which was pushed into the background at the inception of its charter, became relevant again. Accordingly, the thirty-fifth summit of the OAU held in Libya activated discussions on restructuring the OAU into a more inclusive and liberal AU.\footnote{388}

The changes in global politics in the 1990s as a result of the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the cold war meant the fall of the western world-leading role for conflict resolution in Africa. As a result, Africa was increasingly marginalised, and the OAU had to search for African solutions to African problems and equally assert herself on the new global stage to be relevant. In the words of Wubie & Zelalem,\footnote{389} the prominent discourse by Kwame Nkrumah, which says ‘Africa must unite or disintegrate individually’, turned out to be of great significance during this period.

i. Formation of the AU

The idea of establishing the AU was conceived and consolidated within the OAU. According to Evarist,\footnote{390} it was theoretically articulated in some OAU declarations, resolutions, and plans of action adopted between 1968 and 1980, and concretely in forming several sub-regional groupings. The development of the AU within the OAU was evident in some declarations, assertions, pronouncements, and decisions approved by the OAU Assembly to nurture the idea of economic regionalism.\footnote{391} For example, during the Monrovia Declaration of commitment to socio-economic growth, the African Economic Market was formed as a forerunner to the African

\footnote{386}{Ibid at 502.}
\footnote{387}{Ibid.}
\footnote{388}{Edo V 2012 op cit note 382 at 53.}
\footnote{390}{Baimu 2005 op cit note 369 at 302.}
\footnote{391}{See Wubie & Zelalem 2009 op cit note 389 at 11.}
Economic Community (AEC) and the Lagos Plan of Action (LPA).\footnote{Ibid.} The second extraordinary OAU summit in April 1980 adopted the LPA that envisioned the formation of AEC in 2000.\footnote{Ibid.}

On 3 June 1991, the OAU concretised the idea of Africa’s economic integration with the Abuja Treaty, which established the AEC. The Treaty became operational on 12 May 1994.\footnote{Ibid.} The OAU setup at the time, and the operation of the Abuja Treaty indicated that it was essential to create an entity that would combine the OAU’s political character with the AEC’s economic nature.\footnote{Ibid at 12.} At the same time, it was necessary to reform the OAU and put Africa through the new millennium’s route to peace and development. Following this urgent need, there was an extraordinary summit of the 44 African leaders of the OAU from 8-9 September 1999 in Libya to deliberate on establishing a ‘United States of Africa’.\footnote{Ibid.} During this meeting, OAU member countries approved the Sirte Declaration advocating the creation of the AU. The OAU legal unit was tasked with drafting AU’s Constitutive Act, considering the OAU Charter and Abuja Treaty creating the AEC. The draft Constitutive Act was to be fashioned on the EU model and was later deliberated upon in Tripoli from 31 May to 2 June 2000 during a ministerial conference.\footnote{Ibid at 13.} The OAU Assembly adopted the Constitutive Act in July 2000 at Lome, Togo, and the legal requirement of ratification was met on 26 April 2001. The Constitutive Act finally came into effect on 26 May 2001, giving the AU a political and legal character.\footnote{Ibid.} Adopting the Act meant a significant move to regionalism and supranationalism in Africa.

The AU, unlike its predecessor, was more inclusive in its objectives and principles. In addition to the OAU’s four relevant objectives,\footnote{Ibid.} strengthened in the AU Act, the AU aims to accelerate Africa's political, social, and economic integration.\footnote{Ibid at 13.} It also aims at upholding and

\footnote{Ibid. These are objectives that were carried over and strengthen in the AU Act. These are: (A) To promote the unity and solidarity of the African States (see article 2(a) OAU Charter and article 3(a) of the Constitutive Act of the AU) (B) To coordinate and intensify their cooperation and efforts to achieve a better life for the peoples of Africa (see article 2(b) of OAU and 3(k) of AU). (C) To defend their sovereignty, their territorial integrity and independence (article 2(c) of OAU and 3(b) of AU). (D) To promote international cooperation, having due regard to the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (article 2(e) of OAU and 3(e) of the AU).}
defending the common interest of Africans, promoting peace and stability in Africa, democracy, good governance and civil society participation, human rights, research, good health, and the suppression of avoidable diseases in Africa. It further aims to ensure that Africa plays an equitable role in the global economy, ensure sustainable socio-cultural and economic development and integrate the continent's economies. Finally, the AU aims to coordinate and harmonise the policies of RECs to achieve the Union’s purpose. Therefore ten novel objectives were incorporated into the Act. In the same vein, the AU's principles are extensive compared to those of the OAU. Four out of seven principles of the OAU were put back into the Act, while the Act itself has twelve novel principles, indicating the AU's scope had been expanded compared to that of the OAU (see Figure 3.2 below).

This thesis argues that embracing regionalism with the adoption of more inclusive objectives and principles will only have a sound positive continental impact if the AU affiliates transcend mere theoretical articulations and encourage applauded principles for effective integration in praxis. This bolsters the view that effective legal harmonisation of NTBs within RECs will ensure the effective operationalisation of the AfCFTA to enhance Agenda 2063 and African regionalism as a whole.

3.3.2 Regional Economic Communities (RECs) for regionalism in Africa

It is assumed that close collaboration between Africa’s regional communities and the AU will accelerate the continent's socio-economic development. RECs have been considered building blocks of the AU as enshrined in the 1991 Abuja Treaty, and coordination and harmonisation of policies between them are of great importance. Article 28 of the 1991 Abuja Treaty made the issue of strengthening RECs critical.
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406 These four principles are: 1. The sovereign equality of all member states. 2. Non-interference in the internal affairs of States. 3. Peaceful settlement of disputes by negotiation, mediation, conciliation or arbitration. See article 3 of the OAU Charter. 4. Unreserved condemnation, in all its forms, of political assassination as well as of subversive activities on the part of neighbouring States or any other States.
407 Article 28 Strengthening Regional Economic Communities:
1. During the first stage, member states undertake to strengthen the existing regional economic communities and to establish new communities where they do not exist to ensure the gradual establishment of the community; and 2. The member states shall take all necessary measure aimed at promoting increasingly closer cooperation among the
The AU was intended to be a medium that would accelerate sub-regional economic integration, which would, in due course, fuse to create the African Economic Community (AEC). To achieve this expectation, the AU has recognised eight RECs and is collaborating with them to create an integrated Africa in the future.\textsuperscript{408}

Inter-governmental Authority on Development (IGAD) came into existence in 1996. It began as the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD), founded in 1986. It was initially established to develop a regional approach to drought control in the region. It has eight member countries in the East and Horn of Africa.\textsuperscript{409} The IGAD was established to address the frequent and harsh droughts and other natural disasters that caused severe famine, ecological degradation, and untold economic hardship in the Eastern African Region.\textsuperscript{410} Its members felt that a collective and integrated measure could successfully help reduce such problems compared to non-integrated national efforts. Its activities are geared towards maintaining peace and security and tackling development and economic integration issues.\textsuperscript{411}

The primary objectives of IGAD include, inter alia, the promotion of joint strategies and harmonisation of macroeconomic policies in trade, customs, transport, communications, agriculture, and natural resources, the promotion of free movement of goods, services, and people within the region.\textsuperscript{412} Since its creation, IGAD has recorded several achievements, such as establishing effective and efficient mechanisms, networks, processes, specialised institutions, and partnerships to execute its regional activities. For example, specialised institutions have been established, such as the Conflict Early Warning and Response Mechanism (CEWARN), IGAD Business Forum, East Africa Standby Brigade, and the IGAD Climate Prediction and Application Centre for Monitoring and Forecasting (ICPAC).\textsuperscript{413} However, IGAD has failed to attain food security for the people of the Horn of Africa. Moreover, its goal of achieving peace communities, particularly through coordination and harmonisation of their activities in all fields or sectors to ensure the realisation of the objectives of the community.

\textsuperscript{408} These RECs are highlighted below. However, three (EAC, COMESA, and SADC) out of the eight have been selected as case studies in this study and will be examined in-depth in the subsequent chapters.

\textsuperscript{409} Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, Sudan, South Sudan and Uganda.

\textsuperscript{410} IGAD ‘The history’ https://igad.int/about/?tab=the-history accessed on June 15 2021.
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\textsuperscript{413} M. Muinde Assessment on The Role of Intergovernmental Authority on Development (Igad) in Regional Peace and Security A Case of Somalia (2000-2010) (Doctoral dissertation, Daystar University, School of Arts and Humanities 2021) 59.
and stability in the region has been a failure because of the intra-state conflicts in its Member States (Sudan, Uganda and Somalia) and inter-state conflict between its Member States, e.g. Ethiopia and Eritrea.

The Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) was created by a treaty signed on 5 November 1993 in Kampala, Uganda and was ratified on the 8 December 1994. It began with a Preferential Trade Area that was formed on the 30 September 1982. COMESA established an FTA on 31 October 2000, a customs union on 7 June 2009 and envisages becoming a common market by 2017 and a full economic union by 2025. COMESA began with nineteen Member States and now has 21, with Tunisia and Somalia joining in 2018. The vision of COMESA is ‘to have a fully integrated internationally competitive regional economic community with high standards of living for its entire nation, ready to merge into the African Economic Community’. Its main focus is to attain sustainable economic growth and harmonious development in all economic and trading fields and strive to overcome barriers to trade among Member States. COMESA likewise identifies that peace and security are preliminary elements that promote investment, intra-regional trade and, above all, regional economic integration.

It is understood that political instabilities such as civil wars and cross-border differences in the region have hampered individual countries' economic development and their ability to reap the gains of the regional integration agenda under COMESA. Notable achievements of COMESA are the elimination of tariffs among COMESA countries, Free Trade Area, the customs union with a common external tariff, and an established legal framework and
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administrative structure for managing the customs union. However, despite its achievements, COMESA is faced with the challenge of ensuring that all its Member States participate in this economic integration process; many countries have raised their tariffs substantially in their trade with fellow COMESA Member States. Therefore, economic cooperation and integration between the COMESA Member States will not be easy.

Regional integration in the East African Community (EAC) can be traced back to 1897. During this period, the Kenya-Uganda railway was constructed in 1897-1901. A customs collection centre for Uganda and Kenya was created in 1900 in Mombasa, the East African Currency Board and a Postal Union in 1905, the Eastern African Court of appeal 1909, a customs union and a CET in 1919, the East African Governors Conference 1926. Tanzania (then Tanganyika) joined the Postal Union in 1933, and a Joint Income Tax Board and Economic Council were formed in 1940. However, the treaty establishing the EAC was only signed in 1967 between the three countries. Ten years after its establishment, the EAC collapsed. According to the preamble of the renewed and revitalised 1999 EAC treaty, this occurred as a result of a lack of robust political will and participation of the private sector and civil society in community activities, the constant uneven allocation of benefits of the Community between Member States because of differences in their levels of development and lack of adequate policies to address the situation. The above reasons led to the official dissolution of the EAC treaty in 1977.

A renewed and refreshed EAC treaty was signed on 30 November 1999 and entered into force on 7 July 2000 with the ratification of the primary three Member States. The EAC presently consists of seven Member States with its headquarters in Arusha, Tanzania. Rwanda and Burundi joined the EAC on 1 July 2007, South Sudan joined on 5 September 2016, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo recently joined on 8 April 2022. The vision of the EAC is to be a prosperous, competitive, secure, stable and politically united East Africa. The principal focus is to widen and deepen cooperation in the political, economic and social fields among

423 See the preamble of the EAC treaty 1999.
424 Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.
425 The Democratic Republic of Congo, Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, Uganda and Tanzania.
Member States for their common benefit.\textsuperscript{427} To achieve this, the EAC has been robust in pursuing the regional integration process by establishing a customs union in 2005, a common market in 2010, a Monetary Union Protocol signed in 2013 and a single currency expected to be in place by 2024 and ultimately a Political Federation of the East African States.\textsuperscript{428} The EAC is undoubtedly the most advanced REC in Africa and is among the world’s fastest-growing REC.

The objective of the EAC, as enshrined in Article 5(1) of the treaty, is to develop policies and programmes aimed at widening and deepening cooperation among the Member States in political, economic, social and cultural fields, research and technology, defence, security and legal and judicial affairs, for their mutual benefit. Paragraph 2 of Article 5 further indicates that the Member States shall undertake to establish among themselves and under the provisions of the Treaty, a customs union, a common market, a Monetary Union subsequent to that, and ultimately a Political Federation. This is intended to strengthen and regulate the industrial, commercial, infrastructural, cultural, social, political and other relations of the partner states/Member States\textsuperscript{429} to accelerate a harmonious, balanced development and sustained expansion of economic activities. The benefit of this shall be equitably shared. However, the EAC is yet to realise many of the grand objectives outlined in its treaty. For example, the EAC has not developed harmonised policies and laws in several areas. This includes: negotiating as a bloc, establishing a development fund to support the promotion of infrastructure development, reducing reliance on donor funding, and eradicating non-tariff barriers to make the customs union more effective.\textsuperscript{430}

In addition, the harmonisation of domestic tax laws and implementation of strategic infrastructure projects in roads, railways and energy,\textsuperscript{431} are also objectives still to be attained.

The Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) was established in 1983 and became operational in 1985. It was largely dormant until 1998 due to a lack of funds and
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constant conflict in its Member States, which handicapped it.\textsuperscript{432} Presently, ECCAS has eleven Member States.\textsuperscript{433} The main objective of ECCAS is to achieve harmonious and self-sustainable development, raise the standard of living of its citizens and maintain economic stability, maintain peaceful relations between members and contribute to the development of the African continent.\textsuperscript{434} However, the ECCAS countries have begun to phase in free trade in the past few years and have created some technical and development institutions. Among the vital steps taken by ECCAS are: adopting a protocol establishing a Network of Parliamentarians of Central Africa (REPAC) and the Early Warning Mechanism of Central Africa (MARAC) in June 2002.\textsuperscript{435} Further, ECCAS has adopted the standing orders of the Council for Peace and Security in Central Africa (COPAX), the Defence and Security Commission (CDC), and the Multinational Force of Central Africa (FOMAC).\textsuperscript{436} These instruments have not been effective, however. There has been ongoing conflict between ECCAS members, with inadequate funding to the organisation.\textsuperscript{437} Similar to other RECs in Africa, they have missed their target dates\textsuperscript{438} for establishing a customs union.

The Economic Commission of Western African States (ECOWAS) is another sub-regional grouping established in 1975. The treaty establishing ECOWAS was revised on 24 June 1993.\textsuperscript{439} 

\textsuperscript{432} AU ‘Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS)’ https://au.int/en/recs/eccas accessed on 06 June 2021.
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\textsuperscript{437} Examples of conflicts in ECCAS region are; ethnoreligious conflicts, border issues, civil strife, civil wars, and genocides. The conflicts in Burundi and Rwanda, for instance, were ethnoreligious in nature. The 1994 Rwandan genocide reportedly claimed about 800 000 lives. While Angola was in turmoil following the battle for control of its government by three ethnopolitical factions, The CAR was embroiled in a series of revolts and attempts at ethnoreligious cleansing involving the government of François Bozizé, the (Muslim) Séléka rebel coalition, and the (Christian) Anti-balaka militias. Following the ousting of Bozizé, the Séléka-led mutiny in the CAR polarised the country’s security and impaired its infrastructure and ethnic composition. In turn, this led to an increased risk of mass atrocities amid a deluge of human rights violations, war crimes, ethnoreligious clashes, intra-Séléka fights, and the influx of fighters purportedly coming from Chad and Sudan. All these conflicts are within the confines of ECCAS’s jurisdiction. See Accord ‘the Economic Community of Central African States and conflicts in the region’ https://www.accord.org.za/conflict-trends/the-economic-community-of-central-african-states-and-conflicts-in-the-region/, accessed on 30 August 2021.
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It has fifteen member countries. The principal objective of ECOWAS is to promote cooperation and integration, leading to the establishment of an economic union in West Africa to raise the living standards of its peoples and maintain and enhance economic stability, foster relations among Member States and contribute to the progress and development of the African continent. ECOWAS has the ultimate goal of total integration of the national economies of its Member States. This has to be achieved through the harmonising measures and standards and establishing a common market. To date, ECOWAS has recorded many successes relating to the integration project. These include the abolition of visas and entry permits for Member State citizens, the introduction of the ECOWAS passport, and the introduction of the Brown Card Motor Vehicle Insurance scheme to facilitate road transport within the ECOWAS region. There is also the introduction of harmonised customs documents. In addition, several institutions have been established, such as the Commission, the Community Parliament, the Community Court of Justice, the ECOWAS Bank for Investment and Development (EBID), the West African Health Organisation, the Monetary Agency, and the West African Monetary Institute. However, some shortcomings still hinder the integration process. For example, a Monetary Union goal has not been achieved. Furthermore, the protocols on the freedom of movement, residency, and rights of establishment for ECOWAS citizens have also suffered a series of setbacks, and the impact of the regional institutions created is yet to be felt.

The Southern African Development Community (SADC) was established in 1992. It consists of 16 Member States, with Comoros being its most recent member which joined in 2018. The SADC began with the objective of a conference to coordinate development in 1980, known as the Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC), and transformed into a development community (SADC) on 17 August 1992 in Windhoek, Namibia. Its main focus was to integrate the economies of Southern African Member States by promoting...
economic growth and socio-economic development to eradicate poverty and enhance the standard and quality of life of the people.\textsuperscript{447} It also aims to promote peace, security and stability while combating HIV/AIDS or other deadly and communicable diseases.\textsuperscript{448} As an achievement, the SADC established a standby peacekeeping force in 2007,\textsuperscript{449} and the organisation has had some success in mediating conflicts in Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Madagascar, Mozambique and the Democratic Republic of Congo.\textsuperscript{450} Further, more than two-thirds of SADC protocols on regional integration have entered into force, and most substantive provisions of the regional integration policy are, in various degrees, being implemented. For example, the SADC has had some success in the building and rehabilitation of transport links among its Member States regarding infrastructure.\textsuperscript{451} That notwithstanding, SADC faces numerous challenges, such as the over-ambitious targets set by the SADC as a roadmap to regional economic integration (like the deadline for the customs union, which was not met), multiple and concurrent memberships of different regional economic communities, duplication emanating from the activities of the SACU and the SADC and varying levels of economic development within the SADC Member States.

The Arab Maghreb Union (AMU) was established in 1989 with five Member States: Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, and Tunisia. It aimed to protect and promote the region's economic and cultural interests with the ultimate goal of establishing a North African common market.\textsuperscript{452} In addition, it sought to guarantee cooperation with other regional institutions and among its Member States. AMU was initially formed to allow its members to negotiate with the


\textsuperscript{448} Ibid.


EU to benefit from a single European Market.\textsuperscript{453} It also aimed to encourage trade and economic cooperation that would permit free movement across boundaries.\textsuperscript{454} The principal objective of the AMU agreement is to strengthen all forms of collaboration between the Member States and progressively introduce the free circulation of goods, services, and factors of production among them.\textsuperscript{455} The Union proclaimed that creating the regional group was a step towards the ultimate unity of all Arab Member States. AMU has succeeded in connecting electricity within the five Member States, establishing a joint groundwater monitoring system for the Sahara, the Albian Aquifer Systems shared by three Member States (Algeria, Libya, and Tunisia),\textsuperscript{456} and creating a Union of Maghrebine Banks in Tunis.\textsuperscript{457} It is argued, though, that among the main challenges of AMU is the absence of a harmonisation of standards which hampers the establishment of the proposed Free Trade Area. There is also a tendency for some Member States to be willing to sign agreements outside the same region, but they find it challenging to sign similar agreements amongst themselves. For example, Morocco signed a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with the US in 2004 and several other agreements with the European Union on economic cooperation and the establishment of a free trade zone for industrial goods.\textsuperscript{458}

The Community of Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD) was established in 1998. It is a framework for integration and harmonisation with 29 member countries.\textsuperscript{459} Its goal is ‘to become the leading organisation among RECs in Africa,’ although no concrete action has yet been taken.\textsuperscript{460} The main objective of CEN-SAD is to create a comprehensive economic union of its Member States. Some of CEN-SAD’s successes include its strategy, developed in 2007, which
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covers poverty eradication, food security, water management, and desertification. In addition, CEN-SAD played a crucial role in bringing Sudan and Chad together during the Sudan/Chad conflict. However, it has been observed that programs instituted by CEN-SAD have primarily been vehicles for Libyan hegemony. The CEN-SAD Development Bank and the organisation’s headquarters are found in Tripoli. The organisation’s sole regional security operation has widely been criticised as a solely Libyan organised mission to the Central African Republic.

Based on the above facts, many sub-regional organisations aim to create a harmonised and integrated region in many fields. This facilitates the pursuit of the AU goal of accelerating the political and socio-economic integration of the continent. The RECs are empowered to put into practice the decisions arrived at by the African Union Assembly. For instance, where an unconstitutional change of government occurs, economic sanctions may be imposed on the relevant member by the AU. This can successfully be carried out through the REC, where the particular state with a problem is a member.

However, AU economic sanctions through RECs have not been realised because of Member States' reluctance to pool their sovereignty in favour of regional integration. More complicated is the multiple memberships of many African countries in different RECs that complicate efforts to ensure harmonisation and coordination. Although there is a dire need to rationalise the RECs based on the principle that a state can only be a member of a single REC, there is still reluctance to accept the move to rationalise because of vested interests amongst others. It remains to be seen whether, when, and how RECs will accept and implement this principle.

Furthermore, the economic progress of African integration through RECs is mixed across sectors. There have been some strides in trade, communications, macroeconomic policy, and transport within some RECs. For example, COMESA has made significant progress in trade liberalisation and facilitation, and ECOWAS has made progress in the free movement of people. SADC and the EAC have made progress in infrastructure development, and ECOWAS and SADC have made some strides in peace and security. The overall position, though, is that there
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are considerable discrepancies between the aspirations and attainments of most RECs, especially concerning greater internal trade, macroeconomic union, production, and physical connectivity regarding road transport.465

3.4 Legal frameworks for Africa’s regional integration

3.4.1 Abuja Treaty 1991

Before the end of apartheid in Southern Africa, the challenges of global change had already necessitated some amendments to the OAU charter. As stated above, the OAU had been criticised for its inability to handle conflicts and dictatorial regimes in Africa due to its non-interference policy. According to Cervenka,466 the OAU’s performance in the economic field was worrisome compared to its headway on decolonisation and struggled against apartheid. Displaying his concern about the pathetic situation, Cervenka said:

After so many years, the real struggle for the liberation of the continent of Africa from economic domination by outside powers had hardly begun.467

An appraisal of the OAU after close to two decades of existence showed a disappointing economic record, especially with the advent of the economic crisis on the continent. As a result of this poor economic performance after independence,468 social disintegration, and the need to rescue the fallen quality of life of most African people, there was an economic recovery programme from 1977 to 1980.469

To provide a framework for economic growth and promote equitable economic development,470 the LPA of April 1980 was adopted to be implemented over twenty-five years.

465 UNECA ‘Assessing regional integration in Africa (ARIA 1)’ 2004 ECA publication; Addis Ababa Ethiopia.
This remarkable OAU initiative envisaged the establishment of the AEC following the gradual integration process. It was the first concrete plan toward the continent's socio-economic integration through the realisation of the African common market by 2000. The LPA intended to implement a transport system and communication plan, strengthening intra-continental trade and developing novel technologies and skills. However, the Pan-African agenda of the OAU did not support economic development, and therefore promoting economic advancement and raising the living conditions of the African people under it was bound to fail. The ambitious plan did not materialise as it was abandoned a few years after approval. A lack of funds, an inability to meet the targeted socio-economic performance, and opposing international initiatives such as the World Bank Report have all been cited as reasons for the failure of the LPA.

By being aware of the factors that impede the economic and social development of the continent, Member States of the OAU established the Abuja Treaty. With the adoption of the treaty, there were hopes for the transformation of the OAU to the AU for fear of it failing like the LPA. The Abuja Treaty was signed on 3 June 1991 and came into force on 12 May 1994, establishing a 34-year roadmap for complete economic integration to be crowned with the African Economic Community. It was an applauded bold step taken in the direction of a legal framework for attaining economic integration on the continent by the OAU Member States. The treaty's objectives were to stimulate economic self-reliance and promote endogenous and sustainable development that would raise the African populace’s standard of living. The vision of the treaty is to integrate all sub-regional markets, which will, in due course, amalgamate into one giant African market to form the African economic union. Whether these sub-regional groupings have the same vision is another cause for concern and will be covered in the next chapter. Article 3 of the treaty enumerates the guiding principles of the community integration plan and requires the observance of the community legal system. To achieve this, the treaty in Article 4 has as major integrative objectives the following:

a) to promote economic, social and cultural development and the integration of African economies to increase economic self-reliance and indigenous and self-sustained development;

---

471 AUC 2019 op cit note 468 at 6.
472 Ibid.
b) to establish, on a continental scale, a framework for the development, mobilisation and utilisation of the human and material resources of Africa to achieve self-reliant development;

c) to promote cooperation in all fields of human endeavour to raise the standards of living of African peoples and maintain and enhance economic stability, foster close and peaceful relations among Member States and contribute to the progress, development and economic integration of the continent; and

d) to coordinate and harmonise policies among existing economic communities to foster the gradual establishment of the community.

If successful, the AEC will be the largest economic community worldwide, comprising 53 African States.\textsuperscript{473} To achieve the above-stated objectives, the Abuja Treaty offers several techniques in its Article 4(2), including trade liberalisation and the abolition of NTBs among the Member States to establish an FTA in each REC.\textsuperscript{474} Some of the most important aims of the treaty are the harmonisation of Member States' policies in all fields and having a communal trading policy.\textsuperscript{475} The treaty also strives to eliminate barriers to the free circulation of people, goods, services, and capital and the rights of residence and establishment.\textsuperscript{476} These are perilous NTB barriers to economic integration everywhere, at all times. Suffice it to say that diverse legal systems constitute a huge NTB to African regional integration, and harmonising these will enhance the integrative process. With at least four main inherited legal systems (Common law, Civil law, Islamic law, and Roman-Dutch law) and the juxtaposition of customary and traditional rules of AU member countries, impediments to its integrative agenda are bound to be enormous. Moreover, cross-border trade is hampered by the fragmented regulatory road transport environment and the uncoordinated law enforcement operations in corridors and border posts. The treaty, in Articles 29 to 32, requires the Member States to ensure the elimination of customs duties, quotas restrictions, and all other NTBs to intra-community trade and establish a common external customs tariff.\textsuperscript{477}

\textsuperscript{474} Abuja Treaty 1991, art 4(2) para(d).
\textsuperscript{475} Ibid para (e) and (f).
\textsuperscript{476} Ibid para (i).
\textsuperscript{477} See art 29, 30, 31 and 32 of the Abuja Treaty.
The absence of a legal harmonisation model or regulations to ensure harmonisation and institutional architecture for implementation is a deepening challenge. The daunting task of legal harmonisation cannot be left to the caprices of RECs, which cannot harmonise community trade laws. The RECs lack a central platform to coordinate legal harmonisation, even if they were given a clear mandate. Also, their priorities are not aligned with those of the AU. It is incumbent on the AU to adopt a legal harmonisation model for community trade, especially NTBs, and create effective implementation machinery for its treaty proviso. Until this is done, the effective operationalisation of the African Market envisaged in Article 6(2), beginning with the CFTA, will remain a work in progress. Not every REC has established an FTA, which is a requirement in the stages of forming the AEC as outlined in the treaty. There is no sufficient evidence that every REC will comply with the dictates of the present AfCFTA. Developing a legal harmonisation model for NTBs to ease and boost community trade is a starting point to accelerate regional trade and growth.

3.4.2 The Constitutive Act of AU 2000

From the debates leading to the transformation of the OAU to the AU, it can be deduced that the AU was created to strengthen African regionalism and its institutions by addressing the continent's current socio-cultural, economic, political and security needs. For Africa to significantly impact global geopolitics and be a global economic player, the OAU had to give way to the AU. The AU, determined to succeed where the OAU had failed, decided to strengthen the existing objectives and principles of OAU and adopted novel ones with broader perspectives in articles 3 and 4 of the Constitutive Act (see Figure 3.2 below). The Act outlined nine principal organs and the Assembly of Heads of States and Government as the supreme organ of the Union. The Commission, the Pan African Parliament and the Economic, Social, and Cultural Council are all charged with the socio-economic development and integration of the continent. One of the Commission’s functions is the advancement, coordination, and harmonisation of the

478 They are: The Assembly of the Union, the Executive Council, the Pan-African Parliament, the Court of Justice, the Commission, the Permanent Representatives Committee, the Specialized Technical Committees, the Economic, Social and Cultural Council and the Financial Institutions. See article 5(1) of the 2000 Constitutive Act of AU.

479 Ibid Article 6(2).

programmes and policies of the AU with those of RECs. The Pan African Parliament further ensures the coordination and harmonisation of laws and policies of Member States together with their programmes and activities. The AU was expected to bring about the much-required transformation and economic integration while providing ‘African solutions to African problems’. 481

Figure 3.2: A comparative analysis of the objectives (Article 2 of the Charter and Article 3 of the Act) and principles (Article 3 of the Charter and Article 4 of the Act) of the OAU and the AU.

Source: author’s conceptualisation
Based on these elaborate principles and purpose, the AU has opted for non-indifference in the internal affairs of Member States.\textsuperscript{482} It has the right to intervene in the Member States in cases of gross human rights violations, genocide, and war crimes to address the inefficiencies of the OAU.\textsuperscript{483} The AU intervenes in conflicts in Member States via the regional peacekeeping forces through the security framework for Africa. The Peace and Security Council (PSC) was created to drive the security agenda, including the Continental Early Warning System (CEWS) and Military Staff Committee, which advises on matters of troop deployment. In addition, the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD) and the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) were initiatives to foster socio-economic integration, governance, and political reforms following the Act.\textsuperscript{484}

However, the author believes that the AU is still confronted with the traditional challenges the OAU faced and more. Member States are still not robust in playing their role in the African unification process, and as noted earlier, they are still attached to state sovereignty. Financing the AU remains an inherited challenge inhibiting the smooth functioning of the union as Member States' contributions keep dwindling. Implementing the self-financing decision of 0.2 percent levy on imports outside the AU adopted by the union remains a major challenge as the AU still depends largely on foreign donors. However, the AU decided in 2018 to strengthen its sanctioning methods to ensure its Member States meet their financial obligations timeously.\textsuperscript{485} The short- and long-term sanction measures apply to those members who fail to pay part or full contributions within six months to two years.\textsuperscript{486} The sanctions are classified as: cautionary, intermediate and comprehensive.\textsuperscript{487} This has

\begin{itemize}
  \item Cautionary sanctions will be applied to member states who do not pay 50% of their assessed contributions within six months. Such states will be deprived their right to take the floor or make any contributions in the meetings of the African Union. Intermediate sanctions shall apply to members who are in arrears for one year. In this instance, the member states shall be suspended from being a member of a Bureau of any organ of the Union; host any organ, institution or office of the Union; lose the right to have their nationals participate in electoral observations missions, human rights observation missions and will not be invited to meetings organized by the Union and further, such states will not have their nationals appointed as staff members, consultants, volunteers or interns at the African Union. Under the comprehensive sanctions which kick in after a member state defaults its payments for two years, such states are liable to the cautionary and intermediary
\end{itemize}

\begin{footnotes}
  \item See article 4(g) of the 2000 Constitutive Act of AU.
  \item Ibid art 4(h).
  \item Ibid.
\end{footnotes}
however, not resolved the financing problem as Member States have yet to comply with their obligations.

The achievement of peace and security remains a challenge, as conflicts, clashes, and fierce zealotry in Mali, South Sudan, the Sahel, Libya, Sudan, the Lake Chad Basin, Burundi, and Somalia have not been permanently resolved. Political conflicts due to controversial re-elections have been predominant in some African states, such as Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea. The debate on whether to create a supranational entity that would fast-track the Pan-African dream of a United States of Africa continues. This can be seen in the declaration of Agenda 2063 in 2013, where African leaders reviewed their past challenges and recommitted themselves to ‘the Africa we want’ a renewed trajectory for the next fifty years. However, the gradual approach to economic and political integration through the RECs as pillars of the AEC has been slow, and the stages of economic integration outlined in the Abuja Treaty have not been met. 488

Although the AU has abandoned the OAU principle of respect for each state’s sovereignty and territorial integrity and its inalienable right to independent existence, there is ample ground to believe that the possibility of normative supranationalism has not been considered in the Act. This is because supranationalism requires that some degree of sovereignty be relinquished to the supranational entity, requiring the supremacy of the organisation’s policies over those of Member States and that they have a direct effect. This has not been explicitly stated in the Act. However, some of the objectives and principles of the Act prove that the AU is considering moving from a mere intergovernmental OAU to a Supranational AU. 489 For example, the stance of Article 3(1) and Article 4(d) and (h) of the Act are indications of normative supranationalism. Although AU aspires to supranationalism, it has failed to uphold the constituents of supranational objectives. The philosophy of clinging to state sovereignty by African countries is antagonistic to supranationalism. Some AU institutions, such as the AU Commission, the African Court of Justice, and the Pan-African Parliament, have not been empowered enough to exercise their legislative powers. The

---

488 This will be elaborated in chapter four.
effectiveness of PSC is also limited due to financial and human capital. Evidence suggests that the AU is extremely far from supranational adeptness. Fagbayibo propounds that AU affiliates have not demonstrated sufficient political will to attribute supranational powers to the organisation. There is a need to strengthen the African framework for integration and integrative processes to tackle the current challenges and achieve the AU vision of a politically and economically integrated Africa. It is suggested that the actual harmonisation of laws, policies, activities, and programmes of RECs, especially NTBs, for the effective implementation of the AfCFTA is one of the necessary measures to be taken. Article 3(l) envisages the coordination and harmonisation of the policies of RECs so that the purpose of the AU can be achieved. If the different frameworks of RECs are synchronised, this will be the starting point for economic integration in Africa.

3.4.3 Protocols on relations between the AU and RECs

In underscoring the importance of the relations between the AEC and RECs, the Abuja Treaty in Article 88 streamlined the activities of the AEC and RECs. While the Member States are expected to coordinate and harmonise their activities at the sub-regional level, the community is supposed to coordinate and harmonise the activities of RECs at the regional level. This relationship was further elaborated in the 1998 Protocol on relations. Since the RECs have been considered the pillars of the AEC, the 1998 Protocol on relations between the RECs and the AEC was designed to harmonise inconsistent policies. The Protocol functioned as a guide for harmonising integrative undertakings between the RECs and the RECs vis-à-vis the AEC. To strengthen this relationship, this Protocol was amended and replaced by the 2007 protocol on relations between the AU and RECs.

Evidence illustrating the significance of this relationship confirms that the 2007 Protocol is designed to ensure the smooth implementation of the provisions of the Constitutive Act, the Abuja Treaty, and the protocol among the parties. The Protocol’s main objectives are to strengthen the RECs and encourage the coordination and harmonisation of all their activities

490 Ibid at 415.
491 Ibid at 421.
492 The 1998 Protocol on relations between the Regional Economic Communities and the African Economic Community.
493 Ibid Article 4(a) which provides that; ‘The Parties undertake to promote the coordination of their policies, measures, programmes and activities with a view to avoiding duplication thereof. To this end, the Parties agree: a) to ensure that their polices, measures, programmes, and activities do not duplicate efforts or jeopardize the achievement of the objectives of the Community;’ see also Amos 2012 op cit note 465 at 300.
494 Saurombe 2012 op cit note 467 at 300.
495 See Art 2 (scope of application) of the 2007Protocol on Relations between the AU and RECs.
and policies to attain the provisions of the Act and the Abuja Treaty.\textsuperscript{496} It also aims to ensure and reinforce stronger collaborations between RECs and the provisions of a framework that will coordinate the activities of the RECs to realise the objectives of the Union and the Abuja Treaty. The protocol equally requires the RECs to review their treaties by aligning their programmes and policies with those of the union and ensuring their ultimate fusion into the African Market as a prelude to establishing the AEC as their final purpose.\textsuperscript{497}

Therefore, it is assumed that the AU intended to legalise the relations between the RECs and between the AEC and the AU. The question to be addressed is whether the RECs have harmonised their programmes, measures, activities, and policies. Have they reviewed their treaties with the ultimate aim of a fusion with the AEC? After more than a decade of establishing this protocol, most RECs have continued to pursue their individual purposes. Shittu\textsuperscript{498} puts forward a view that intra-continental trade accounts merely for 12 per cent of Africa’s total trade, while its part in global trade is estimated at an insignificant 3.2 per cent. These percentages do not encourage nor indicate the desire to want to promote an African common market. Furthermore, there is no sign that the RECs are even collaborating among themselves in policy harmonisation. Free movement of persons – an element that increases cross-border trade, is one of Africa’s biggest challenges to economic integration. Mwangi and Katrin\textsuperscript{499} posit that although most RECs have signed protocols on free movement with the elimination of visa requirements and other NTBs to cross-border trade and business operations, the free circulation of persons continues to be a daunting challenge. This challenge can be eliminated through the legal harmonisation of NTBs to trade within RECs.

However, there are no binding obligations on the RECs and the AEC (see Figure 3.3 below), and this impedes the achievement of the objectives of the union, especially the harmonisational objective. This is exemplified by the fact that most RECs do not aim to fuse into the African common market as the final purpose of their treaties.\textsuperscript{500} Therefore, the consensus view seems to be that the scope of application in Article 5 of the protocol is just a

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{496} Ibid art 3.
  \item \textsuperscript{497} Ibid article 5.
  \item \textsuperscript{500} For example, RECs such as AMU, IGAD and CEN-SAD are not following the stages of economic integration as provided in the Abuja Treaty and there is no provision for fusion into the African Common Market in their treaties.
\end{itemize}
requirement to indicate that the RECs have to fulfil the duties entrusted to them by Articles 6 and 88 of the Abuja Treaty.\textsuperscript{501}

The fact that the AEC has been subsumed into the AU is problematic. The AU institutions are the same AEC institutions making it difficult for the AEC to exercise independent authority over its affairs. There is a possibility of distinguishing between political and economic integration. A good example is demonstrated by the achievement of the political objectives of the OAU when it did not have an economic character. The introduction of the economic arm in 1991 should have been treated as an independent arm of the OAU (AU) with independent institutions to fast-track its mission and vision. This legal relationship between the RECs, AEC, and AU can be termed a relational puzzle that has not been clearly articulated or have any enforcement mechanisms. The figure below has been conceptualised to illustrate the relationship between the AU and its members.

![Diagram of AU and its affiliates]

**Figure 3.3: Relationship between the AU and its affiliates**

Figure 3.3 demonstrates that there is a relational puzzle to be solved. The individual Member States are signatories to the RECs, AEC, and the AU, while the RECs and the AU are signatories to the protocol on relations. This means that the protocol legitimises the

\textsuperscript{501} Saurombe 2012 op cit note 467 at 301.
relationship between the union and the RECs since the AEC has been subsumed into the union.

3.4.4 AU Agenda 2063

Agenda 2063 is a blueprint and leading framework for transforming Africa into a socially cohesive and economically vibrant continent in the next fifty years. In 2013, AU affiliates considered an appraisal of the achievements and challenges of the OAU/AU five decades after its formation.\(^{502}\) They took cognisance of the mixed paths to African integration so far. These challenges and achievements include: the fight against colonialism, apartheid and imperialism; economic, debt and financing challenges; conflicts and wars; democracy and good governance; technological and regional infrastructures; and trade. As a result, they swore to bind themselves to Africa's advancement in eight strategic areas\(^{503}\) and rededicated themselves to the Pan-African vision of an integrated Africa that is blossoming and peaceful, centred on its citizens, and a global actor and partner.\(^{504}\) This decision culminated in Agenda 2063, which was adopted in January 2015 at Addis Ababa at the 24\(^{th}\) ordinary session of the AU.\(^{505}\) It is a framework document in which the AU Member States pledged to right the wrongs of the past and follow a revised path for economic integration in Africa. The choice of the fifty-year agenda (2013-2063) can be attributed to: the analysis of the first fifty years' achievements and failures since the establishment of the OAU and a vision of the ‘Africa we want’ in the next fifty years. There are three key documents associated with Agenda 2063.\(^{506}\)

Agenda 2063 is structured as follows: six chapters comprising seven aspirations (Figure 3.4),\(^{507}\) twelve flagship projects (Figure 3.5), 20 goals, 34 priority areas, and 256 targets.\(^{508}\)

---

\(^{502}\) Final Draft Agenda 2063 Framework Document Sept. 2015 at 6. See also the background note to Agenda 2063 at 2.


\(^{505}\) H Viswanathan 2018 op cit note 32 at 1-11.

\(^{506}\) We have the framework document, its popular version and the first ten-year implementation plan. See also the background note to Agenda 2063, 2015.

\(^{507}\) The first part which covers chapter one to three is its vision, context, challenges and opportunities for it achievement. Second part which is the transformation framework covers chapter four and five outlining the goals, priority areas, targets and strategies as well as the success factors. The third part is how to make it happen as outlined in chapter six covers the execution, monitoring and evaluation. See also Agenda 2063 framework document 2015.

A prosperous Africa based on inclusive growth and sustainable development

An integrated continent, politically united based on the ideals of Pan Africanism and the vision of Africa’s Renaissance

An Africa of good governance, democracy, respect for human rights, justice and the rule of law

A peaceful and secure Africa

An Africa with a strong cultural identity, common heritage, values and ethics

An Africa, whose development is people-driven, relying on the potential of African people, especially its women and youth, and caring for children

Africa as a strong, united, resilient and influential global player and partner

Figure 3.4 AU Agenda 2063 aspirations on which the attainment of African unity rests.

Source: author’s conceptualisation 2022.

These aspirations form the core of the AU vision, and national, regional, and continental plans, specific goals, and strategies have been developed to facilitate its realisation. These aspirations indicate that the AU desires a supranational entity, empowered independent institutions, and a united Africa (federal or confederate) with strong institutions in all fields. Agenda 2063 stipulates that by 2045 all legal requirements (executive, legislative, judicial) for a united Africa would be in place, and governance structures (regional, state, and local) would be formed appropriately. As a rebuttal to this point, it might be convincingly argued that it is practically impossible for this aspiration to be achieved for the following reasons:

First, the gradual step-by-step approach to African integration adopted by the AU is not appropriate for realising the above aspiration. It does not allow the Member States to relinquish some degree of sovereignty, which is a mandatory component to realising this
aspiration. The old divide between the Casablanca and Monrovia approaches to how Africa should be integrated has not been settled. The OAU was formed out of the weak functional approach where states believe they should have complete authority over their decisions. According to Viswanathan, the OAU/AU functioned and continues to function as an inter-governmental entity, and there have been no efforts to change it to a supranational body.

Again, as mentioned above, the present integrational institutions, such as the AUC, PSC, the African Court of Justice, and the African parliament, including the AfCFTA Secretariat, have not been empowered enough to move the integration agenda forward. It is argued that this aspiration cannot be achieved if these institutions are not allowed to exercise independent authority. As with the Abuja Treaty, the RECs are the pillars of Agenda 2063. Although specific goals, priority areas, and strategies have been developed to achieve Agenda 2063, RECs' priority programmes and activities are not aligned with those of the AU. The AU, on the other hand, does not have an enforceable mechanism for binding decisions. Nevertheless, there is growing support for the assertion that Agenda 2063 is one of those ambitious programmes that confirm the claim that Africa has definitive and substantial thoughts, but implementation remains a constant challenge.

---

510 Viswanathan 2018 op cit note 32 at 5.
Figure 3.5 Key flagship programmes of Agenda 2063

These flagship programmes form the First Ten-Year Implementation Plan (2014–2023) in a sequence of five ten-year implementation plans to be established.\textsuperscript{511} However, this study attempts to address issues of the short-term plans (2014-2023), particularly the CFTA.

As the First Ten-Year Implementation Plan of Agenda 2063 comes to an end, it is evident that this first phase has not been without challenges. First, the domestication of Agenda 2063 and alignment of its priorities at the national levels, with AU organs and RECs is challenging.\(^{512}\) Many African citizens do not have adequate information about Agenda 2063 and its First Ten-Year Implementation Plan, and the Member States have not aligned their policies with the implementation plan. Again, because of the UN’s financial power, there is more domestication of 2030 SDGs than Agenda 2063, necessitating the synchronisation of both agendas. Concerning the continental financial institutions, most programme protocols have not been signed (Pan-African Stock Exchange) or ratified (the African Monetary Institution, African Investment Bank, African Monetary Fund).

Although the Pan-African Integrated High-Speed Train Network plan was signed in October 2016, not all the RECs took part as required.\(^{513}\) The project of silencing guns by 2020 has not been successful. More fierce conflicts are still recorded in Sudan, the Central African Republic, South Sudan, Mali, Nigeria, Cameroon, Libya, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Somalia, and Chad. The failure of this project has been attributed to institutional challenges, policy interpretation, continuous export of arms to Africa, and the involvement of foreign powers in domestic insurgencies.\(^{514}\) For example, most of these programmes have been launched: SAATM and Free Movement in January 2018 and the Pan-African E-Network in March 2017.\(^{515}\) Nonetheless, they have not been effective or operational because of financial resources and the slow pace of commitment by AU Member States. Further, the commodity strategy has not yet been adopted.\(^{516}\) These results confirm that African countries are not yet prepared to put in the degree of commitment required to propel an economically sustainable and integrated continent.

In the present study, the issue under scrutiny focuses on the CFTA, one of the flagship programmes. This project, as detailed below, has not only missed its timeline like most African programmes, but its operationalisation is a big challenge, especially with the presence of the COVID-19 global pandemic.

\(^{513}\) Ibid.
\(^{515}\) AUC and AUDA-NPAD ‘First continental report on the implementation of Agenda 2063’ 2020.
\(^{516}\) Ibid at 32.
3.4.5 The AfCFTA 2018

In January 2012 in Ethiopia, a decision to establish a CFTA by an indicative date of 2017 was taken at the 18th Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments of the AU.\textsuperscript{517} The Assembly also validated the Action Plan on Boosting Intra Africa Trade (BIAT), which acknowledged seven clusters.\textsuperscript{518} As a result, the CFTA will be composed of 55 African countries, with a total population of more than one billion people and a joint gross domestic product of more than US$3.4 trillion.\textsuperscript{519}

The creation of a CFTA by 2017 was reiterated in Aspiration 2 of AU Agenda 2063. One of the key goals of the African CFTA is to form an exclusive continental marketplace for goods and services, with free movement of corporate and commercial persons, and eventually create an environment conducive to the formation of a continental customs union. It will stimulate an upsurge in intra-regional trade through harmonisation and coordination of trade liberalisation within the RECs and AU. It is anticipated that the CFTA will increase competitiveness and effectiveness at the business and industrial levels by grasping opportunities for large-scale production, large market access, and improved reallocation of resources. In a nutshell, the creation of AfCFTA will eliminate all impediments to effective intra-regional trade and investment. It is also expected that the CFTA will rationalise the overlapping membership in Regional Economic Communities (RECs) to enable the Member States to direct their resources to required trade policy activities in each REC.

In June 2015, in Johannesburg, South Africa, the 25th Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the AU launched negotiations to create the AfCFTA. The launch of these negotiations could be seen as a remarkable achievement of the January 2012 decision to establish the CFTA. The goal of these negotiations was to finalise an all-inclusive and equally beneficial trade arrangement among AU countries. Accordingly, the Assembly adopted the roadmap for the negotiation and creation of the CFTA, which classifies the different stages of negotiation, such as the post-launch preliminary stage, the negotiations phase, the finalisation and launch of the CFTA, and the naturalisation of the CFTA agreement by the Member States. In addition, there was the Capacity Building Session and the first Negotiating Forum in February 2016. In 2017, the negotiations intensified, leading to the draft agreement. Earlier in March 2018, the negotiation forum met to conclude

\textsuperscript{517} Decision of the Assembly/AU/Dec.394 (XVIII).

\textsuperscript{518} They are: trade information, trade finance, trade policy, productive capacity, trade related infrastructure, trade facilitation and factor market integration.

\textsuperscript{519} AUC ‘Update on the Report on the Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA)’ 2015.
some unresolved legal issues. These unresolved issues were the mechanisms for dispute
settlement and some annexes to the protocol on trade in goods and to conclude legal
scrubbing while preparing for the signing of the CFTA agreement on March 21st 2018. This
constituted phase one of the negotiations, and a transition and implementation work program
was agreed upon to prepare product-specific rules of origin.520

On March 21st 2018, an Extraordinary Summit on AfCFTA was held in Kigali, Rwanda,
whereby an agreement creating the AfCFTA was signed with the Kigali Declaration and the
Protocol to the Abuja Treaty relating to the Free Movement of Persons, Right to Residence
and Right to Establishment. Article 23(1) of the Agreement establishing the AfCFTA
stipulates that the agreement, together with the three signed protocols (Goods, Services, and
Disputes Settlement), will come into force after 22 AU member countries have ratified the
instrument. Accordingly, with ratification by 24 Member States, the agreement came into
force on 30 May 2019. The operational phase was inaugurated during the 12th Extraordinary
Session of the Assembly of the AU on 7 July 2019, in Niamey, Niger. The operational phase
is guided by five key instruments.521

As it stands now, 54 AU Member States have signed the AfCFTA Agreement, with 44
ratifications.522 The aspiration of the AU is that the CFTA will bring together the 55 African
countries with more than one billion people and an overall GDP of more than US$3.4
trillion,523 which will position the AfCFTA as the world's largest since the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) in 1994 with 164 members. Trading under the AfCFTA began on 1
January 2021.524

Below is a conceptualised table of the legal process for the creation of the AfCFTA.

Table 3.1 The legal chronicle of the AfCFTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Acting body</th>
<th>Legal achievements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 2012</td>
<td>Eighteenth Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments of the AU</td>
<td>Decision to establish the CFTA by an indicative date of 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2013</td>
<td>Heads of States and governments of the AU during the 50th anniversary of the OAU/AU</td>
<td>Aspiration 2 of AU Agenda 2063 reaffirming the establishment of a CFTA by 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2015</td>
<td>25th Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the AU</td>
<td>Launching of negotiations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February and May 2016</td>
<td>Negotiating forum</td>
<td>First negotiating forum held and adoption of the negotiation guiding principles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February and July 2017</td>
<td>Negotiating forum</td>
<td>First meeting of the 7 technical working groups and Agreement to liberalise 90% of products at the sixth negotiating forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2017</td>
<td>Negotiating forum</td>
<td>Agreement on AfCFTA text and Protocol on Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2018</td>
<td>Negotiating forum</td>
<td>Phase one negotiating forum convened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extraordinary Summit on AfCFTA</td>
<td>Agreement establishing the AfCFTA, including Protocols on trade in Goods, Services and Dispute Settlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2019</td>
<td>Twelfth Extraordinary Session of the Assembly of the AU</td>
<td>Launching of the Operational Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2020</td>
<td>Thirteenth Extraordinary Summit of the AU Assembly on the AfCFTA</td>
<td>Approved the start of trading under the AfCFTA regime as of 1 January 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s findings (2021)

The table above presents the evolution of the AfCFTA ground-breaking text, which, if effectively implemented, will change the face of Africa.

It is envisaged that the CFTA will boost African economies with the harmonisation of trade liberalisation across RECs and AU. Per the stipulations of the AfCFTA, AU Member States have indicated their commitment to remove 90 percent of tariffs on goods. In conformity with the UN Economic Commission on Africa, trade between AfCFTA members

---

will rise to 52.3 percent with the implementation of the CFTA, and there will be a geometric upsurge if non-tariff barriers are eliminated. The benefits that will arise if intra-African trade is promoted are enormous. There will be competition in the industrial sector, a diversified economy, and economies of scale. African companies will produce manufactured goods, and by 2030, Africa may become a potential market of US$2.5 trillion for household consumption and US$4.2 trillion for business-to-business consumption.

Primarily, substantial economic opportunities are expected from the CFTA. Trade liberalisation among African countries will bring about economic growth and a decline in the poverty situation of the countries with a positive welfare outcome. The AfCFTA would expand trade flows among AU and add up to US$34.6 billion (52.3 percent) to the baseline in 2022, with a decrease in imports from the rest of the world amounting to US$10.2 billion. This would, however, be compensated by boosted intra-African trade.

African countries themselves are optimistic about the achievement of the CFTA. They are all expecting the CFTA to handle the problem of overlapping and entangled spaghetti bowl arrangements of their RECs. Some belong to as many as four RECs with limited resources, which impede the efforts of each of them to achieve the overall objectives of the AU, such as implementing trade agreements or regional protocols. For example, Kenya is a member of; COMESA, CEN-SAD, EAC, and IGAD. In the same manner, Zimbabwe is finding it challenging to honour its commitments under SADC, but she is also a member of COMESA and will face even more complex challenges implementing the extra liberalisation obligations under the CFTA.

In this fragmented situation, the AfCFTA is expected to downsize and restructure AU members overlapping and entangled spaghetti bowl arrangements of their RECs’ Free Trade

Areas. This arrangement will enable African countries to cut down on spending scarce resources and undertake trade policy actions in each of the RECs since they are the building blocks of the AfCFTA. In addition, each country could designate an agency that will be responsible for the implementation and communication of the CFTA activities. These agencies could also be established at the RECs level if every REC was evolving on an equal or similar platform. This approach has already been successful in EAC, where each country’s agency coordinated and implemented the EAC activities at the national level.

The AfCFTA agreement is the first legal document required to establish the AU's continental market agenda. However, three protocols (Protocol on trade in Goods, Protocol on trade in Services, and Protocol on Rules and Procedures on the Settlement of Disputes) representing phase I of the negotiations have already been added. In addition, more protocols (Protocols on Investment, Intellectual Property Rights and Competition Policy) will be added, including annexes and appendices. This constitutes phase II of the negotiations, which is still to be concluded. Phase III, which constitutes e-commerce, will begin after phase II is completed. After being adopted, these instruments shall form an integral part of the AfCFTA agreement.

The governance of the AfCFTA is established in part III, Article 9 to 15 of the agreement. The institutional framework for implementation, administration, facilitation, monitoring and evaluation of the AfCFTA consists of the assembly, the council of ministers responsible for trade, a committee of senior trade officials, and the secretariat as set out in article 9. In addition, supplementary specialised bodies will be formed from the protocols that are still to be negotiated.

However, the AfCFTA will be an independent institutional body under the AU. The AU envisages the creation of the AfCFTA secretariat, which will be a functional autonomous institutional body with a sovereign legal character. The AfCFTA is a comprehensive agreement. In the wordings of Article 1(b), agreement means ‘the Agreement establishing the African Continental Free Trade Area and its protocols, annexes and appendixes which shall form an integral part thereof’. As indicated above, the goal is to form an exclusive continental marketplace for goods and services, with free movement of persons, and eventually create a conducive environment for meaningful economic integration of the

530 Article 7 of the Agreement establishing the AfCFTA 2018.
531 Ibid Article 8.
continent. Ghana hosted the AfCFTA Secretariat, and its first Secretary General was appointed in February 2020.

a) Implementation of the AfCFTA – the complexities
The current expectation for achieving economic integration in Africa has once again been renewed; AU Member States are now confronted with the reality of making the AfCFTA work, matching words with actions. This means the release of some degree of sovereignty, full commitments to the project – the concessions to offer to other members for goods and services, and the groundwork to realise comprehensive product-specific rules of origin. A significant area of interest that needs to be given more attention is the Rules of Origin, one of the annexes to the AfCFTA text. Although trading under the AfCFTA began on 1 January 2021, negotiations under phase I have not been completed. Rules of trade in services, outstanding schedules of tariff concessions, and rules of origin are yet to be finalised. This means phases II and III would be on hold until phase I is finalised. There is a need to harmonise the rules of origin and NTBs of the RECs since they are the pillars of the AfCFTA.

It should be noted that the traditional hindrance of a lack of implementation of these soaring ideas, decisions, and declarations has not been resolved. When considering the history of African States' treaty engagements, the question of what will occur next after the ratification of the AfCFTA remains. Available evidence indicates that state compliance and domestication of regional trade engagements have not been effective. According to Apiko et al., states are likely to implement agreements that fit their individual economic and political interest. A good example is Nigeria, which had been instrumental in the AfCFTA negotiation but withheld its signature from the agreement in March 2018. Nigeria pointed out that the aspirations of the CFTA must coincide with those of its members, without which they will not be a party to the agreement. The president of Nigeria, Muhammadu Buhari, indicated that Nigeria would not want to be a dumping ground for finished products, thereby harming its home industries. He wants the national interest of Nigeria to be protected. Although
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533 Schedules for five important services sectors (communications; finance; business services; tourism and transport) are ongoing. See also updated Trafal AfCFTA FAQs March 2021.
534 Report submitted to the 13th Extraordinary Session of the Assembly on the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) on 5th December 2020 by His Excellency Mr. Issoufou Mahamadou, President of the Republic of Niger, Leader and Champion of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) Process.
535 P Apiko, S Woolfrey and B Byiers ‘The promise of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA)’ 2020 ECDPM discussion paper No 287.
536 Africanews ‘Nigeria's Buhari explains failure to sign continental free trade agreement’
Nigeria was among the last countries to sign the AfCFTA, it finally signed in July 2019 and ratified in November 2020. This should signal that such an agreement is not easily implemented. This creates an implementation gap in Africa’s struggle for intra-regional trade and economic integration.\textsuperscript{537} It is time for Africa to remove this lack of implementation stumbling block before more new lofty ideas are released.

b) The COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripartite FTA and the AfCFTA: what nexus?

The COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripartite FTA, launched in June 2015 in Sharm-El-Sheikh, Egypt, has as its main objectives: the promotion of market integration and industrial and infrastructural development.\textsuperscript{538} The idea is to, first of all, remove tariffs and NTBs. This would enhance intra-regional trade and continental economic integration. The AU considered the TFTA as the pillar of the AfCFTA.\textsuperscript{539} It aimed at using the best practices of the TFTA to shape the CFTA. The question arises as to whether the claim that the TFTA is the backbone of the CFTA is well founded. Attempts at answering this question would potentially address the extent to which the RECs in their present form can deliver the AfCFTA to Africans and the rest of the world.

Currently, 24 out of 28 Member States have signed the agreement. There is a need for 14 Member States to ratify for the agreement to be operational, as per article 39(3) of the TFTA agreement. Six years after the launch of the TFTA, a threshold of 14 ratifications is yet to be reached for the TFTA to go operational. Presently, eleven countries have ratified the TFTA,\textsuperscript{540} with three outstanding to reach the required threshold of 14 for the agreement to go operational.\textsuperscript{541} This is after a deadline of June 2021 was being set to reach the target by the

\begin{itemize}
  \item [\textsuperscript{538}] P Apiko 2020 op cit note 535 at 10.
  \item [\textsuperscript{539}] Part 1 article 4 of the agreement establishing the COMESA-EAC-SADC TFTA, 2015.
  \item [\textsuperscript{540}] Article 19 of the AfCFTA Agreement provides that the AfCFTA State Parties “that are members of other regional economic communities, regional trading arrangements and custom unions, which have attained among themselves higher levels of regional integration than under this Agreement, shall maintain such higher levels among themselves. Article 8(2) of the Protocol on Trade in Goods states that “State Parties that are members of other RECs, which have attained among themselves higher levels of elimination of customs duties and trade barriers than those provided for in this Protocol, shall maintain, and where possible improve upon, those higher levels of trade liberalisation among themselves. (Emphases added.) Article 5 says the AfCFTA shall also be governed by the preservation of the acquis and best practices in the RECs, in the State Parties and International Conventions binding the African Union.
  \item [\textsuperscript{541}] Burundi, Egypt, South Africa, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, Botswana, Namibia, Eswatini, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
  \item [\textsuperscript{542}] COMESA ‘Tripartite framework win accolades at the AU Mid-Year Summit’ 2022 available at https://www.comesa.int/tripartite-framework-win-accolades-at-the-au-summit/#:~:text=To%20date%2C%2022%20of%20the,Namibia%2C%20Zambia%20and%20Zimbabwe,
\end{itemize}
second Extraordinary Meeting of the TFTA council of ministers held virtually on 15 February 2021. TFTA is also among the communities to set ambitious timelines, which are always missed. Outstanding rules of origin and country-specific tariff schedules were delayed. Several timelines (June 2016, April and October 2017) were set for their conclusion. As already noted, the agreement is yet to go into operation after over half a decade since its establishment. The most serious difficulty here is that tariff negotiations are yet to be completed, and final tariff schedules for the TFTA are yet to be available. The same goes for the AfCFTA, which came into operation in 2019. This indicates that partner countries are slow in pushing forward the integrative agenda. This sluggishness could be attributed to the varying stages of each state's economic development, multiple memberships to different RECs by states, individual interests of states, low level of commitment, and financial and human resources.

The AfCFTA came into operation in 2019, and trading began in 2021. The second Extraordinary Meeting of the TFTA council of ministers used the commencement of the AfCFTA to urge partner states to ratify the TFTA agreement. The ministers also indicated that countries that have ratified the TFTA could not benefit from it because of those who have not. Could the TFTA Member States now perceive the TFTA as redundant? Is the AfCFTA now giving impetus to the TFTA? According to Albagoury and Anber, the fact that the three RECs are in varying levels of integration may impact the negotiation process. COMESA established an FTA in 2000 and a customs union in 2009; this was almost the same period as the TFTA negotiations. Trade negotiations for Uganda and Ethiopia to join the COMESA FTA and customs union were only completed in 2014. A transition period of three years, with an extension of two years where some sensitive product tariff rates are


544 Ibid at 97.


546 Ibid.

547 See COMESA website op cit note 542.


549 Ibid.

550 Ibid.
considered common external tariffs, was agreed upon by COMESA partner countries. In the same light, EAC established a customs union in 2005 and a common market in 2010, and SADC formed an FTA in 2008. While COMESA and SADC accept free trade from other countries that are not members of their RECs, EAC imposes a common external tariff on imports.\footnote{Mutambara 2019 op cit note 543 at 98.}

NTBs exist within the three RECs due to poor implementation of commitments.\footnote{Albagoury 2018 op cit note 548 at 11.} These barriers could undermine future trade agreements as restrictive rules of origin hinder cross-border trade and investment. While the rules of origin of EAC and COMESA are similar with slight differences, those of SADC are significantly different, complex, and complicated for intra-regional trade.\footnote{Ibid.} Although the TFTA has implemented an NTB monitoring and reporting system, NTBs continue to be a considerable challenge to intra-REC trade. From the time of inception of this system in 2009, some NTBs have not been resolved many years after being reported.\footnote{For instance, in 2019 there were 51 unresolved complaints some of which were reported since 2009. The resolution of these complaints are still “in progress”. There have been seven non-actionable complaints in 2009 and one in 2015. These are complaints which cannot be resolved and as such would continue as NTBs. See also Mutambara 2019 op cit note 543 at 101-102.}

Notwithstanding the above challenges, the TFTA has inspired the AfCFTA. The instruments of legal harmonisation of NTBs adopted by the TFTA have been replicated under the AfCFTA rules. The AfCFTA has used the online monitoring and reporting system on NTBs. According to the second Extraordinary Meeting of the Tripartite Council of Ministers, the groundwork of the TFTA facilitated the speedy commencement of the CFTA.\footnote{COMESA website op cit note 542.}

### 3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has provided an overview of the political, economic, and legal bases for regionalism in Africa. African history has seen the struggle for freedom from colonial rule, apartheid and the desire to reinsert the Pan-African idea of shared identity and sustainable development among Africans. This desire led to the creation of the OAU, which fought for African state independence, and later the AU was mandated to lead Africa through economic development and unity. The quest for Africa’s economic integration has been expressed in several AU legal frameworks (the Constitutive Act, Abuja Treaty, Protocol on Relations, Agenda 2063 and the AfCFTA agreement) analysed here.
A critical examination of the process and recent measures to implement the AfCFTA and selected RECs (SADC, EAC, and COMESA) reveals that more work still needs to be done. There is a need for an institutional capacity for trade negotiations, harmonisation of NTBs, AfCFTA policy formulation, and the future African common market. It could be concluded that the success of AfCFTA depends on independent, empowered institutions for proper implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of harmonised trade and business policies and standard African practices to achieve a successful CFTA following the aspiration of Agenda 2063.

The AfCFTA provides an excellent opportunity for Member States to harmonise their regional trade setting and enhance intra-African trade. Therefore, this means that the AfCFTA must be designed to benefit the dissimilar, unequal and complex array of countries, especially the vulnerable ones. The achievement of this vision will entail the harmonisation of NTBs while adjusting some carefully selected policies for vulnerable groups. The extreme commitment of Member States cannot be over-emphasised while rationalising the overlapping membership with the RECs.

The next chapter will examine the ability of COMESA, EAC, and SADC among the selected RECs to drive home the CFTA. It further analyses the unaddressed legal harmonisation issues among the three selected RECs, such as the rationalisation of overlapping membership. It argues that, to a large extent, there has been no legal harmonisation of NTBs practices within Africa’s RECs for achieving the CFTA. Finally, it draws lessons from other RECs outside Africa (Europe, Asia, and North and Latin America).
4. CHAPTER FOUR: EXISTING SHORTCOMINGS OF LEGAL HARMONISATION

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter interrogated the political, economic and legal underpinnings of regionalism in Africa and the complexities surrounding the implementation of the AfCFTA. One of the issues raised was the need to harmonise trade policies. It is, therefore important to address impediments to intra-regional trade in Africa, one of which is the diversity of laws within RECs. It is argued that to reap the gains of global trade and overcome Africa’s colonial legacy of foreign legal systems, the question of legal harmonisation must be examined. The emergence of various legal harmonisation initiatives at the regional level justifies the need for legal harmonisation in Africa.556 Since 1963, the Charter of the OAU, now the AU, obliged the Member States ‘to co-ordinate and harmonise their general policies’ in several fields, including economic cooperation.557 Among the objectives of the AU is the coordination and harmonisation of the policies of the RECs. To sustain these regional objectives, especially the achievement of the AfCFTA, a robust legal harmonisation model is essential.

However, while emphasising the significance of economic integration, no distinct allusion was made to legal harmonisation or the role of law in the integration process.558 The necessity for legal harmonisation can be inferred from the declared ambitions of the AU. The AU is not a body for the harmonisation of laws; nonetheless, it is the core of regional integration from where the legitimacy of integration in African RECs also emanates.559 The African RECs are considered pillars of African integration. Article 88 of the Abuja Treaty provides the Protocol on Relations between the AEC and RECs for the coordination, harmonisation, and amalgamation of these RECs under the AEC.560

To expand on the discussion in this chapter, a general analysis of the unaddressed issues of legal harmonisation in the AU and RECs will be carried out. In the selected case studies for this thesis, three RECs (SADC, COMESA, and EAC) that embarked on legal
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559 Shumba 2015 op cit note 556 at 129.
560 See Preamble to the Protocol on Relations between the African Union and the Regional Economic Communities adopted on 28 February 1998. See also Oppong (2011) op cit note 44 at 165-187.
harmonisation will be included. These three have formed a TFTA, which is considered the anchor for the AfCFTA. The approach these RECs use to achieve legal harmonisation of NTBs demonstrates gaps in the harmonisation model, especially as they appear to be the most advanced RECs in Africa, including ECOWAS. Africa continues to be confronted with internal conflicts of law and legal integration. Besides OHADA, an intergovernmental organisation for harmonising business law in Africa, there is no other legal harmonisation body or regulation enacted by the AU or the RECs. The factors hindering the effective legal harmonisation of NTBs in these RECs are common to all other RECs in Africa. Some are overlapping memberships, non-alignment with community priorities, the unwillingness to relinquish part to state sovereignty and lack of implementation of key community decisions, declarations, protocols and regulations. All of these challenges are discussed in this chapter.

To offer a uniform analysis of the issues of legal harmonisation, it is essential to consider examples from other regional groupings beyond Africa. Hence, this chapter engages in the analysis of legal harmonisation in the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA), North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR) and Latin American Integration Association (LAIA). These regions have been chosen because the percentage of intra-regional trade between them is higher when compared to the African region, although they are not the most advanced regions of the world. Moreover, it is vital to investigate the implications of external trade arrangements on the AfCFTA.

4.2 Unaddressed issues of legal harmonisation in the AU and RECs

This section of the chapter tries to answer whether there have been attempts at legal harmonisation by the AU and RECs. The AU has made efforts towards promulgating legislation for harmonising priority sectors of the integration agenda, considering the diversity of legal systems that exist in the continent as a result of colonialism and customary practice. The desire for legal harmonisation of community activities in Africa has been explicitly articulated in the Abuja Treaty establishing the AEC and the AU Constitutive Act. In the formation or reforms of their founding treaties, most of the RECs have incorporated this essential prerequisite to effective intra-community trade. The question then is; why have these RECs, who are the pillars of the AEC, not succumbed to the implementation of these explicit provisions of legal harmonisation inscribed in their treaty objectives? Attempting to answer this question will allow us to glimpse the Abuja Treaty and harmonisation of NTBs and the extent of attempts to legal harmonisation of trade policies of the RECs.
4.2.1 Abuja Treaty and harmonisation of NTBs

Article 6(2)(b)(i) of the Abuja Treaty aims to harmonise the NTBs of RECs and gradually eliminate the same for regional and intra-community trade. Following the modalities laid down by the treaty, the AEC shall be achieved in six stages within 34 years from the date the treaty was entered into force in 1994. The first stage of reinforcing RECs was to occur within the first five years. The second stage, which involves harmonising tariffs and NTBs, was supposed to materialise within eight years after the first stage. To date, these aspirations have not been realised, however.

The first stage of strengthening the RECs, from 1994 to 1999, was a failed phase because some of the approved RECs had ceased operation. A pertinent question then arose: how was the OAU going to strengthen what is not yet in existence? For example, the EAC was initially founded in 1967, collapsed in 1977 and was only re-established in 2000.\(^{561}\) ECCAS, formed in 1983, ceased operation from 1992 to 1998, and was only revived in 1999.\(^{562}\) These RECs collapsed due to either internal challenges between Member States, as in the case of the EAC, or financial hitches and conflicts, as in the case of ECCAS. ECCAS only had formal contact with AEC in 1999 due to ECCAS’s inactivity.\(^{563}\) This demonstrates the OAU’s failure to strengthen the RECs, as inscribed in the Abuja Treaty. As a result, stage two of the harmonisation program could not be achieved, and the cycle continued. This necessitates an interrogation of the theoretical foundations of the OAU. The gradual functional approach to African integration favoured states’ attachment to national sovereignty after independence, a ‘state of affairs’ that remains in practice today. In this way, states were more focused on consolidating nationalism than the integrationist agenda. This thesis argues that the functional theory has not advanced African regionalism, and there is therefore a need to apply a more pragmatic approach, especially in the sphere of economic integration, which is the harmonisation of NTBs. Despite adopting the AU Constitutive Act and African integration agenda following the EU model, African states and governments have failed to adopt the principle of supranationality of community law that governs the EU. The primacy or

\(^{561}\) See details on the collapse of EAC in chapter three.
supremacy principle in the EU is applied where community regulation overrides national law.\textsuperscript{564}

Although the RECs were already in existence before the Abuja Treaty, it would be assumed that modalities put forth by the treaty would be prioritised. Still, the provisions of this treaty have not been attained. Though these provisions have been inscribed in the RECs’ founding treaties, legal harmonisation is still not a priority. It is, therefore, doubtful if the RECs in their current form can deliver the AfCFTA.

The table below presents the targeted objectives of the Abuja Treaty and their outcomes.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Objective & Outcome \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
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\textsuperscript{564} Candra Irawan ‘Legal harmonization in Asean economic communities (looking for the best legal harmonization model)’ (2018) 3(2) University of Bengkulu Law Journal 134-141.
**Table 4.1:** Outline of stages for the achievement of the harmonisation program and complete economic integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Maximum timelines/ corresponding years</th>
<th>Activities for implementation</th>
<th>Present status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>Five years (1994-1999)</td>
<td>Strengthening all existing RECs</td>
<td>Not attained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>Eight years (1999-2007)</td>
<td>Harmonising tariffs and NTBs, customs duties and internal taxes and preparation of a timetable for the elimination of tariff and NTBs. Harmonisation of customs duties for third parties and activities of RECs</td>
<td>Not attained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>Ten years (2007-2017)</td>
<td>Creation of FTAs through the steady elimination of tariffs and NTBs to intra-regional trade and set up of a customs union at the level of RECs</td>
<td>Not attained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>Two years (2017-2019)</td>
<td>Harmonisation of tariffs and NTBs systems and the establishment of a customs union at the continental level</td>
<td>Not attained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>Four years (2019-2023)</td>
<td>Formation of African common market through; harmonisation of monetary policies, adoption of common policies in all sectors and free movement of persons.</td>
<td>Would not be accomplished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 6</td>
<td>Five years (2023-2028)</td>
<td>Consolidation of the common market through free movement of all. Integration of all sectors, ultimate harmonisation process for all activities, a single continental currency including central bank, Pan-African parliament and executive organs of the community.</td>
<td>Would not be accomplished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplementary stage</td>
<td>Six years (2028-2034)</td>
<td>Final maximum period for all the above to be achieved if delayed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of stages and findings 2021

From the table above, it can be deduced that the objectives of each stage were not attained as projected. For instance, the objective of strengthening RECs like EAC and ECCAS could not be attained in stage one, because they collapsed. It was in the years of stage two that they...
were reinforced. Under stage two, the harmonisation of tariffs has occurred in some RECs like the EAC and COMESA; however, NTBs and the absence of harmonised customs duties continue to impede customs unions and a CET in these sub-regions. The AfCFTA to be created in stage three was merely launched in stage four, and its operationalisation commenced in stage five. Therefore, establishing a continental customs union and a common market earmarked for stages four and five, respectively can be classified as an overambitious dream of the AU. In the same vein, stage six is far from becoming a reality since its activities depend on the previous stages. It could be observed that the Abuja Treaty anticipated the delay in attaining the milestones of the treaty's provisions on harmonisation and economic integration by the AU and the RECs. Consequently, it added a supplementary stage for attaining all the stipulated objectives. Nevertheless, it is perceived that this supplementary stage may not assist in achieving the treaty's goal due to the routine delay in ratification and implementation of AU policies.

4.2.2 Legal harmonisation in RECs

This section will highlight all the eight recognised RECs that are pillars of Africa’s economic integration before doing an in-depth analysis of the three RECs selected as case studies for this thesis.

During the treaty endorsement of AMU, Member States agreed to harmonise, coordinate and rationalise their policies in all sectors. They also agreed that to achieve economic union, they have to create an FTA, dismantle tariffs and NTBs to trade, create a customs union and common market and ensure free movement. However, intra-regional trade in AMU remains low as they trade more with the EU and US. AMU is also challenged by political disruptions and the absence of the harmonisation of principles, which hinders the anticipated FTA.

As an inclusive objective for forming an economic union, CEN–SAD, in its treaty, itemised the harmonisation of economic policies among its member countries. However, CEN–SAD has failed to stabilise and harmonise tariff barriers and NTBs within the sub-region, indicating that it lags behind stage two of the integration process as outlined in the Abuja Treaty. CEN-SAD is also struggling with the multiple RECs memberships.


566 Article 6(2)(b) of the 1991 Abuja Treaty Establishing the AEC.
Harmonisation in the agreement creating IGAD is specified in Articles 7 and 13A. IGAD Business Forum, revitalised in 2010, promotes the harmonisation of transport, customs and trade policies for trade facilitation. The IGAD initiative is also an EU-Africa strategic plan for infrastructural development and inter-sub-regional connectivity between Member States. However, prioritising the provisions of the Abuja Treaty on the stages of integration in the horn of Africa is practically difficult because of a lack of will by member countries, including their multiple memberships to other RECs. All the eight-member countries of IGAD belong to CEN-SAD, COMESA or EAC, with Kenya belonging to all four. Djibouti, Eritrea, Sudan and Uganda belong to three, while Somalia, Ethiopia and South Sudan belong to two. Their membership to more advanced RECs, like COMESA and EAC, that have also launched a TFTA with SADC, makes it complex for them to pursue concurrent initiatives. One of the principal goals of IGAD is to realise the aims of COMESA, which makes the institutional arrangement for the quest for an FTA vague.

The harmonisation of activities in all fields, including trade and the abolition NTBs, is the core aim of ECCAS, as specified in article 4. Article 33 emphasizes NTBs' elimination of intra-community trade. In line with the Abuja Treaty, article 6 of the ECCAS treaty stipulates that the economic community shall be established after twelve years of three stages of four years each. In the first stage of four years, the fiscal and customs regime will be stabilised, and a timetable for the gradual elimination of tariffs and NTBs for intra-community trade will be drawn. The second stage will envision the formation of an FTA, and another timetable for the gradual removal of tariffs and NTBs to trade among Member States will be implemented. This means that the formation of an FTA and application of the timetable drawn in stage one will occur in stage two, while a customs union will be established in stage three with the adoption of a CET. ECCAS successfully launched an FTA in 2004 with the aspiration of creating a customs union with a CET in 2008. These dreams have not been achieved because of member countries' reluctance to domesticate community procedures.

567 Article 7(i) of the Agreement Establishing the IGAD 1996.
568 1983 Treaty Establishing the ECCAS, Article 4 (Aims of the Community).
569 Ibid, art 6 (2)(a).
570 Ibid, art 6(2)(b).
Within the core aspirations of the ECOWAS treaty, as enshrined in Article 3,\(^{572}\) are the harmonisation and coordination of trade policies to promote integration and the elimination of NTBs among member countries to establish an FTA, customs union, common market and total economic union. The harmonisation of policies as a fundamental principle is stated in Article 4, and Article 2 of the treaty reaffirms its commitment to the AEC. ECOWAS adopted a Trade Liberalisation Scheme (ETLS) in 1979 with the realisation of the FTA.\(^{573}\) The ETLS is the gateway for a common market in ECOWAS. In order to advance intra-ECOWAS community trade, the ETLS provides for the gradual elimination of tariffs and NTBs such as prohibitions and quotas.\(^{574}\) ECOWAS achieved a functioning common external tariff in 2015 to fast-track the customs union.\(^{575}\) It is believed that the customs union's actual formation may inspire the harmonisation process. Besides, member countries are constantly using the ECOWAS Single Customs Declaration Form in managing their customs processes. However, the ETLS is poorly domesticated by the Member States, and this poses a challenge to trade integration in the region.\(^{576}\) Also, Intra-regional trade in ECOWAS is predominantly weakened by NTBs predominantly quantitative restrictions. The ETLS have been slow in eliminating NTBs like export bans and seasonal imports.\(^{577}\) There is a need for an effective monitoring mechanism for NTBs in the region.

The treaty establishing COMESA is conventional in its policy of harmonisation. Harmonisation of all activities and integrating its programmes is a fundamental principle within COMESA. Article 4 of the 1993 treaty establishing COMESA is particular about the harmonisation and elimination of NTBs. It abolishes all NTBs\(^{578}\) and harmonises trading documents\(^{579}\) among Member States. Adherence to the provisions of the 1991 Abuja Treaty by COMESA is flagged in Article 6 of the COMESA Treaty. In 2000, COMESA commendably created an FTA and launched a customs union in 2009, parallel to the negotiations of the TFTA. Since establishing an FTA in 2000, NTBs in COMESA have been

\(^{572}\) ECOWAS Revised Treaty, 1993 article 3 (aims and objectives). See also article 4(fundamental principles).


\(^{574}\) Ibid.

\(^{575}\) Ibid at 15.


\(^{577}\) UNCTAD/DITC/TAB/2018 note 571 at 16.

\(^{578}\) See also Article 45 and 49 of the Treaty establishing COMESA, 1993.

\(^{579}\) Ibid art 63(1) (b), art 69-71.
used for health matters and infant industries protection.\textsuperscript{580} COMESA has eliminated customs tariffs and is working towards eliminating quantitative restrictions and other NTBs.\textsuperscript{581} It has implemented NTBs regulations that have controlled operational NTBs. These regulations require member countries to create National Focal Points along with a National Monitoring Committee on NTBs.\textsuperscript{582} This was necessary to reinforce the provisions of Article 49(1) of the COMESA Treaty.\textsuperscript{583}

However, the multiple “behind the border” type of NTBs imposed internally remain predominant and yet to be contained. Border restriction measures imposed because of the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic have increased NTBs. In addition, embargoes, sanctions, levies, and quotas linked to state struggles to care for their nationals and protect their economies against COVID-19 have remained prevalent.\textsuperscript{584} This continues to impede the growth and advancement of trade in the sub-region. Harmonising these measures will go a long way towards facilitating intra-regional trade and promoting economic development.

The EAC treaty does not explicitly call for the harmonisation of trade policies. Nonetheless Article 75 calls for eliminating NTBs. The protocol on the EAC common market formed in 2009 requires the elimination of NTBs and technical barriers to trade the harmonisation of standards with implementing a common trading policy in the EAC. That notwithstanding, NTBs in the EAC remained prevalent among Member States, restricting trade facilitation. To curb NTBs, members of the EAC have enacted policies to remove them and deter novel NTBs in the region. The Time Bound Programme for the Elimination of

\textsuperscript{580} Mukwena & Kurebwa 2019 op cit, note 255 at 34.
\textsuperscript{581} COMESA, ‘Overview of COMESA’ available at https://www.comesa.int/overview-of-comesa, accessed on 1 April 2022.
\textsuperscript{583} The novel Regulations came as a result of a decision of the 33rd Council of Ministers of COMESA meeting that took place in Zambia in 2014 to break the standing deadlock in resolving NTBs and calls on member countries to eradicate all NTBs and to abstain from imposing new ones as required according to article 49(1).
\textsuperscript{584} During the COVID-19 pandemic period, there was a remarkable increase in the number of NTBs as member states progressively took discretionary actions to contain the spread of the virus. COMESA Director of trade Dr Chris Onyango told delegates to the fifth Meeting of the COMESA Trade and Trade Facilitation Sub-Committee of 6-8 October 2020, that during the COVID 19 era, measures put in place by member states have disrupted global value chains, drastically reduced reliance on imports and rallied States towards the path of protectionism. He said, “Despite the significant milestones in dealing with NTB issues including rules, regulations, working procedures and online NTB monitoring systems, they have remained a major hindrance to growth and expansion of intra-COMESA trade.” He beseeched member states to keep on revising and refining prevailing regulations and instruments taking into consideration varying eco systems, appreciating main causes, examining regulatory regimes, manufacturing techniques and technological developments. See also COMESA, notable rise in trade barriers as countries responded to covid-19 available at, https://www.comesa.int/notable-rise-in-trade-barriers-as-countries-responded-to-covid-19/ accessed on 4 April 2022.
Identified/Reported NTBs of 2009 and the Elimination of NTBs Act of 2017 are all measures aimed at offering a legal framework for observing and fast-tracking NTBs in the sub-region.\textsuperscript{585} Despite all the above measures put in place, the results are disappointing. The elimination of NTBs remains a major challenge in the sub-region. Feeble enforcement mechanisms, the preponderance of domestic regulations over community provisions, lame political will and compliance with regional protocols account for the slow integration process.

The harmonisation and elimination of NTBs are part and parcel of the objectives of the 1992 SADC treaty. To achieve economic growth and development, the SADC shall harmonise political and socio-economic policies\textsuperscript{586} and cultivate policies to remove barriers to the free circulation of goods and services, capital, labour and people within the sub-region.\textsuperscript{587} The SADC Secretariat shall be responsible for the harmonisation of these policies.\textsuperscript{588} The 1996 SADC Protocol on trade was amended in 2010, and Article 6 provides for the elimination of NTBs among member countries. In 2003, SADC embraced a Regional Indicative Strategic Development Plan (RISDP) to be implemented within 15 years.\textsuperscript{589} The RISDP, which finally became operational in 2005, had a bold timetable for achieving trade integration in the SADC sub-region by 2018 (established an FTA by 2008, customs union by 2010, common market by 2015, Monetary Union by 2016 and Common currency by 2018). Besides the RISDP, SADC adopted a trade protocol in 1996, amended in 2010 and a finance and investment protocol in 2006. Another protocol on trade in services was drafted in 2012. The FTA project was launched in 2008 with a tariff reduction scheduled in 2001, with 85 per cent of trade among its members reaching a zero duty.\textsuperscript{590} Although this minimum condition...
was met on time, maximum tariff liberalisation was only achieved in 2012 when the phase-down tariff process for sensitive products was completed.\textsuperscript{591}

Like any other REC in Africa, the SADC is still battling to implement its targets for the stages of regional integration in the region. Apart from launching the FTA in 2008, the customs union has not been established, indicating that every subsequent target will be delayed. The SADC is also flawed with a multiplicity of RECS and the presence of NTBs. Impediments to the progress of intra-community trade in the SADC are due to the complexity of SADC trade policies, limited trade facilitation systems, human resource constraints and poor infrastructure.\textsuperscript{592}

From the foretaste of instruments instituting RECs in Africa, it can be concluded that the legal harmonisation of trade policies, specifically NTBs in RECs, had been well carved out. However, these depictions are far from practical. The attempts at legal harmonisation have not been adequately implemented. The articulations in these texts assure the reader at the outset that Member States are determined to integrate their sub-regions, only to reveal that what separates them is more significant than what unites them. The reasons for the absence of implementation or inadequate execution of these principles are varied. For Africa to be integrated, Member States must overcome the philosophies of self-interest and lame political will and ensure compliance with harmonisational provisions. There is also a need for the AU and RECs to desist from setting over-ambitious goals and targets, knowing fully that the will and capacity to implement them are limited.

### 4.3 Harmonisation of NTBs in the Tripartite FTA (COMESA-EAC-SADC)

The COMESA, SADC and EAC are the three RECs chosen as case studies for this thesis. They happen to be the ones that opted to advance the course of economic integration in Africa by signing the first and sole existing tripartite free trade area on the continent. This agreement, considered a springboard to the achievement of the AfCFTA, is yet to go into operation, while the AfCFTA came into operation on 1 January 2021. The operationalisation of the TFTA is hampered by unresolved issues of harmonisation of trade associated policies such as NTBs, trade liberalisation, trade remedies and the implementation of rules of origin. The harmonisation of NTBs in the TFTA is a significant concern to the community because

\textsuperscript{591} Ibid.
they impede intra-community trade and clamp down on the overall AU integration agenda. Some of the following NTBs have been identified as the most prevailing NTBs within the COMESA-EAC-SADC TFTA: inconsistent and lengthy documentation requests, clearance and administrative processes, domestic regulations, border delays and inadequate infrastructure.\textsuperscript{593}

To successfully monitor, identify and eliminate NTBs in the region, a mechanism known as the Tripartite NTBs Online reporting, monitoring and eliminating mechanism was created in 2009 to handle concerns about NTBs to trade.\textsuperscript{594} The Short Messaging System (SMS) was also launched in 2013. This SMS reporting tool was developed as an alternative method of reporting NTBs by participants who did not have access to the internet and other reporting tools at any point in their trading transactions.\textsuperscript{595} In addition, each of the RECs in the TFTA has created an online reporting system for businesses to identify and report matters of NTBs across the community borders to enhance the harmonisation of the NTBs process. At the national level, National Monitoring Committees and Focal Points have been instituted to define the process of removing the NTBs and blockades reported.\textsuperscript{596}

Although this online reporting mechanism has helped monitor and report several NTBs within the community, they are still far from being eliminated, indicating that member countries of the TFTA need to do more to promote trade integration in the sub-region and the continent as a whole. Usually, member countries prioritise the gains of holding onto an NTB over the cost of implementing rules to facilitate regional provisions to tackle NTBs. Again, member countries are reluctant to enforce regional commitments to enhance the elimination of NTBs even when they know that it will benefit the regional economy. The lack of finance and technical capacity to implement community rules have also been identified as challenges to the legal harmonisation of NTBs within the TFTA community.\textsuperscript{597}

\textsuperscript{595} Tripartite task Force, ‘Report of the Tripartite NTBs Online Reporting, Monitoring and Eliminating Mechanism Meeting to Launch the SMS Reporting Tool’ 9th-10th April 2013; Cresta Golf View Hotel, Lusaka, Zambia.
\textsuperscript{596} Trade Mark Southern Africa. Establishing a Regional Non-Tariff Barrier Reporting and Monitoring Mechanism. WTO-OECD, 2011.
4.4 Unaddressed issues of legal harmonisation in the SADC, COMESA and EAC

Legal harmonisation exists when individuals and business persons can rely on regional law in case of conflicts during intra-regional trade transactions.

This thesis opines that since African states are increasingly interested in promoting trade and investment, it is vital to solve the problem of diverse legal regulations that continue to hinder intra-regional and external trade. The agreement establishing the AfCFTA identifies the pivotal role that REC institutions play in ensuring the coordination and effective implementation of AfCFTA policies.\(^{598}\) It is opined that RECs have to ensure the harmonisation of regional trade standards, NTBs and all other restrictive intra-regional trade practices embarked upon by Member States that undercut community commitments.\(^{599}\) Examining the unaddressed issues of legal harmonisation challenges or hindrances to the implementation of harmonisation objectives of SADC, COMESA and EAC is vital in understanding the obstacles to continental integration.

4.4.1 The SADC

In Article 9 (1) of its treaty, the SADC establishes eight institutions to achieve the organisation’s overall objectives. They are the Summit of the Heads of State or Government; the Organ on Politics, Defence and Security Cooperation; the Council of Ministers; the Sectoral and Cluster Ministerial Committees; the Standing Committee of Officials; the Secretariat; the Tribunal; and the SADC National Committees. In addition, the treaty provides the creation of other institutions when and where necessary.\(^{600}\) Legal harmonisation is not provided as an objective in the SADC treaty; although some sections refer to the harmonisation of political and socio-economic policies, strategies, plans and programmes of Member States. For example, to achieve its objectives, the SADC shall harmonise the political and socio-economic policies and plans of Member States and promote the coordination and harmonisation of their international relations.\(^{601}\) The secretariat is further

\(^{598}\) A Bisong ‘ECOWAS and the Role of the RECs in AfCFTA Implementation’ (2020) 9(1) ECDPM Great Insights 23–24. See also Article 3(c), 5(b) and (l) of the AfCFTA Agreement.


\(^{601}\) Ibid article 5(2)(a) and (b).
afforded the responsibility of coordinating and harmonising the policies and strategies of Member States; submitting harmonised policies and programmes to the council for consideration and approval; and mobilising resources, coordinating and harmonising programmes and projects with cooperating partners. Member states shall equally coordinate, rationalise and harmonise their overall macro-economic policies and strategies, programmes and projects in cooperation with each other. The treaty also provides a list of sectors where Member States shall cooperate in article 21(3).

The SADC has, however, failed to consider the significance of legal harmonisation in its treaty. The list of areas of cooperation enumerated in article 21(3) does not include legal harmonisation. Article 21(4) further stipulates that the council will decide upon additional areas of cooperation. Perhaps this infers that legal harmonisation could still be decided upon. However, it remains uncertain as the SADC has also failed to meet its milestones for trade integration, as seen above. Although the SADC REC includes different legal systems, such as English common law, civil law and Roman-Dutch law, it is not clear why the treaty does not contemplate legal harmonisation. The realities of legal barriers to intra-regional trade due to multiple legal traditions cannot be ignored.

Although the SADC has created organs to oversee cooperation in different fields, none of them has been charged with the task of legal harmonisation. It is argued that the SADC lacks well-built institutional arrangements to synchronise, streamline and carry out the harmonisation process. The tribunal, which should have been charged with the harmonisation process, merely has Advisory Opinions in addition to ensuring the interpretation of provisions of the treaty and other subsidiary instruments and its role of adjudication. The tribunal, like any other SADC institution, cannot make binding community rules since the treaty does not impose such obligations. According to Ngaundje, the tribunal has no compulsory status and jurisdiction. This is a result of the failure of Member States to afford
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602 Ibid article 14(f) (h) and (l).
603 Ibid, art 21(2).
604 In accordance with the provision of the treaty, member states agree to cooperate in the areas of: a) food security, land and agriculture; b) infrastructure and services; c) trade, industry, finance, investment and mining; d) social and human development and special programmes; e) science and technology; f) natural resources and environment; g) social welfare, information and culture; and h) politics, diplomacy, international relations, peace and security.
605 Ibid note 9 art 16(4).
606 Ibid art 16(1).
the tribunal the authority and status that it ought to be afforded.\textsuperscript{608} The secretariat merely coordinates and harmonises the policies and strategies of Member States and submits the same to the council for consideration and approval. Article 3(1) of the SADC treaty expressly states that the SADC is an international organisation whose Member States must respect the sovereign equality of the others as enshrined in Article 4(a). It is consequently not a supranational entity that, to some extent, could be conferred with some degree of authority to make binding decisions on Member States. Regarding the wording of the treaty, the SADC framework does not make provisions for Member States to pursue legal harmonisation.\textsuperscript{609} It is my opinion that the SADC should consider legal harmonisation. This can be achieved by empowering its institutions, such as the tribunal, to take binding decisions. It is observed that legal harmonisation in the SADC will eliminate the legal barriers to intra-regional trade within the sub-region.

4.4.2 The COMESA

COMESA Member States have agreed to pursue the aims and objectives, specific and general undertakings and fundamental principles of COMESA as enshrined in the treaty (see table 4.2). Evidently, the harmonisation of policies is a fundamental principle of COMESA.

\textsuperscript{608} Ibid at 259.

\textsuperscript{609} Shumba 2015 op cit note 556 at 141.
| Aims and objectives | - to attain sustainable growth and development of the Member States by promoting a more balanced and harmonious development of its production and marketing structures;  
- to promote joint development in all fields of economic activity and the joint adoption of macro-economic policies and programmes to raise the standard of living of its people and to foster closer relations among its Member States;  
- to co-operate in the creation of an enabling environment for foreign, cross-border and domestic investment, including the joint promotion of research and adaptation of science and technology for development;  
- to cooperate in the promotion of peace, security and stability among the Member States to enhance economic development in the region;  
- to co-operate in strengthening the relations between the common market (CM) and the rest of the world and the adoption of common positions in international fora;  
- to contribute towards the establishment, progress and realisation of the objectives of the AEC. |
| --- | --- |
| Some specific undertakings | To promote the achievement of the objectives of the CM and per the relevant provisions of the Treaty, the Member States shall:  
- establish a customs union, abolish all NTBs to trade among themselves, establish a common external tariff, and cooperate in customs procedures and activities;  
- simplify and harmonise their trade documents and procedures;  
- co-operate in monetary and financial matters and gradually establish convertibility of their currencies and a payments union as a basis for the eventual establishment of a monetary union;  
- harmonise their macro-economic policies;  
- adopt a common agricultural policy and enhance regional food sufficiency;  
- harmonise the methodology of collection, processing and analysis of information required to meet the objectives of the CM;  
- harmonise or approximate their laws to the extent required for the proper functioning of the CM;  
- remove obstacles to the free movement of persons, labour, capital and services, right of establishment for investors and right of residence within the CM. |
| Some general undertakings | - Member states shall abstain from any measures likely to jeopardise the achievement of the aims of the CM or the implementation of the provisions of the treaty.  
- Each member state shall take steps to secure the enactment of and the continuation of such legislation to give effect to the treaty and, in particular: confer upon the CM legal capacity and personality required for the performance of its functions, and confer upon the regulations of the council the force of law and the necessary legal effect within its territory. |
| Some fundamental principles | According to the objectives of the Treaty, and in conformity with the Abuja Treaty agree to adhere to: solidarity and collective self-reliance among Member States; inter-state co-operation, harmonisation of policies and integration of programmes among the Member States. |
In deepening the integration process, Member States are expected to adopt comprehensive measures such as harmonisation and approximation of their laws to the extent required for the proper functioning of the common market.\(^{610}\) There is also a monetary and fiscal policy harmonisation programme where Member States agreed to harmonise their tax policies to remove tax distortions affecting commodity and factor movements to bring about a more efficient allocation of resources within the common market.\(^{611}\) They equally undertake to: harmonise the provisions of their laws concerning the equipment for and markings of vehicles, formalities and documents required for the vehicles and cargo used in inter-State transport within the common market, and harmonise rules and regulations concerning special transport requiring an escort.\(^{612}\) In the field of railways and rail transport, Member States shall: harmonise their legal and administrative requirements for inter-state railway transport within the common market to eliminate related barriers and inconsistencies that exist among themselves,\(^{613}\) adopt measures for the facilitation, harmonisation and rationalisation of railway transport within the common market; harmonise and simplify documents required for inter-State railway transport among themselves; and harmonise procedures concerning the packaging, marking and loading of goods and wagons for inter-state railway transport among themselves.\(^{614}\)

In the field of air transport, they shall harmonise civil aviation rules and regulations by implementing the provisions of the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation, with particular reference to Annex 9 thereof,\(^{615}\) while promoting the coordination and harmonisation of their maritime transport policies and the eventual establishment of a common maritime transport policy.\(^{616}\) The Member States with common navigable inland waterways shall adopt, harmonise and simplify the rules, regulations, administrative procedures and tariff structure governing their inter-state inland waterway transport.\(^{617}\) Member states shall also harmonise and simplify regulations, goods classification, procedures and documents required for their multimodal inter-state transport.\(^{618}\) Telecommunications, radio and television are not left out. Member states agreed to harmonise and apply non-

\(^{610}\) COMESA treaty, art 4 (6) (b).
\(^{611}\) Ibid art 76(1) and (2) (e).
\(^{612}\) Ibid art 85 (b), (d) and (i).
\(^{613}\) Ibid art 86 (2) (d).
\(^{614}\) Ibid (e) (f) (g).
\(^{615}\) Ibid art 87 (3) (d).
\(^{616}\) Ibid art 88(a).
\(^{617}\) Ibid art 89 (a) and (d).
\(^{618}\) Ibid art 91(a).
discriminatory tariffs among themselves and, where possible, shall agree on preferential tariff treatment applicable within the CM; harmonise their technical equipment for the manufacture of radio and television equipment; and apply non-discriminatory radio and television tariffs for the exchange of electronic media programmes. In summary, Member States shall take measures directed towards the harmonisation and maximum use of programmes within their existing institutions for the training of personnel in the field of transport and communications.

Despite the treaty stipulations, there are significant gaps in the COMESA legal harmonisation process. It is apparent that there has been no legal harmonisation in COMESA. This is because COMESA began to create a uniform commercial law, but when compared to OHADA, little or no progress has been made. The COMESA Court of Justice contributed to the development of the common market law. Still, this court is available only to public authorities and governments, suggesting that private litigants cannot directly refer to the court where an individual or government has failed to fulfil an obligation under the treaty. Although COMESA provides other services to the private sector and enhances international trade by limiting customs barriers, little or nothing has been done to harmonise the legal systems of Member States. It is observed that legal harmonisation in COMESA will be a daunting task as it involves countries that practice a dualist constitutional framework, unlike the monist tradition of African civil law practised by the OHADA Member States.

COMESA established eight organs in its treaty to manage different responsibilities. For example: the authority enforces policies to enhance the aims of the CM, the council monitors and ensures the development of the CM, and the Intergovernmental Committee is responsible for the development of programmes and action plans in all the sectors of cooperation except in the finance and monetary sector. At the same time, the technical committees are charged with preparing the implementation of programmes within their
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619 Ibid art 96(e).
620 Ibid art 97 (b) and (c).
621 Ibid 98(1).
622 Ibid art 24-36.
624 See chapter two at 72.
625 COMESA Treaty art 7.
626 Ibid art 8.
627 Ibid art 9.
628 Ibid art 14.
sectors. However, no organ has been set for harmonisation, and there is no harmonisation task explicitly assigned to any particular institution of COMESA.

Another challenging factor to legal harmonisation in COMESA is the dissimilar stages of integration in which the Member States find themselves. Out of the 21 Member States of COMESA, only seventeen are participating in the FTA and each to varying degrees.629 Although COMESA has made progress in the free movement of persons, goods and capital, among others, the challenges associated with free trade have outweighed the benefits of trading freely within the common market.630 Moreover, state egocentrism and the unilateral pursuit of individual interest hinder the attainment of a full regional economic community.631 These challenges also impede legal harmonisation in the community. In addition, the customs union launched in 2009 is yet to go operational.632 The harmonisation of industrial refunds and exemptions, alignment of national laws to Customs Management Regulations (CMR), and alignment of national tariffs to COMESA Common Tariff Nomenclature (CTN) and Common External tariff (CET) have been identified as challenges to the customs union.633

In summary, COMESA has also failed to attain its milestones for economic union (that is, the establishment of an FTA in 2000, customs union in 2004, common market in 2017 and economic community by 2025). Apart from establishing the FTA in 2000, COMESA missed the customs union target date of 2004. The customs union was merely launched in 2009 and is yet to go operational.634 Furthermore, little or no efforts were made towards the attainment of the customs union from 2017, and it is only recently (in 2021) that attempts were made to revitalise it.635 These challenges continue to persist as there is no legal harmonisation, which further impedes the achievement of full economic integration in the sub-region.

631 Ibid at 123.
632 Tralac op cit note 629.
635 See Gakunga 2021 op cit note 633.
4.4.3 The EAC

The EAC is the only REC in Africa that has made legal cooperation among its Member States a prime objective in its treaty. Legal harmonisation is, therefore, a fundamental area in the economic advancement of the EAC. To enhance legal harmonisation in the EAC, Member States generally consent to confer upon the legislations, regulations and directives of the community the force of law as provided in the treaty. The treaty provides that community organs, institutions and laws shall take precedence over similar national institutions and laws on matters on the implementation of this treaty. Member states shall make the necessary legal instruments of the community take precedence over similar national ones. Article 9 establishes seven organs and institutions of the community. The council is the policy organ of the community and is responsible for making policy decisions for the community's efficient and harmonious functioning and development. It initiates and submits bills to the Assembly, makes regulations, issues directives, takes decisions, makes recommendations and gives opinions, among others, per the provisions of the treaty. The regulations, directives and decisions of the council are binding on the Member States and on all organs and institutions of the community except the summit, the court and the Assembly. The secretariat is responsible for coordinating and harmonising the policies and strategies relating to the development of the community through the Coordination Committee. The Assembly is the legislative organ of the community. The enactment of legislation of the community is completed using bills passed by the Assembly and assented to by the heads of state; every bill that has been duly passed and assented to shall be known as an Act of the Community.
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636 The 1999 EAC treaty in Article 5(1).
637 Ibid art 8(4).
638 Ibid art 8(5).
639 They are: the Summit; the Council; the Co-ordination Committee; Sectoral Committees; the East African Court of Justice; the East African Legislative Assembly; the Secretariat; and such other organs as may be established by the Summit.
640 The East African Development Bank established by the Treaty Amending and Re-enacting the Charter of the East African Development Bank, 1980 and the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organisation established by the Convention (Final Act) for the Establishment of the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organisation, 1994 and surviving institutions of the former East African Community shall be deemed to be institutions of the Community and shall be designated and function as such.
641 Article 14 of the EAC treaty.
642 Ibid.
643 Ibid art 16.
644 Ibid art 71(1)(e).
645 Ibid art 62(1).
The treaty lists the various fields of cooperation among the Member States, which are:

- cooperation in trade liberalisation and development;\(^{646}\) co-operation in investment and industrial development;\(^{647}\) cooperation in standardisation, quality assurance, metrology and testing;\(^{648}\) monetary and financial cooperation;\(^{649}\) infrastructure and services;\(^{650}\) development of human resources, science and technology;\(^{651}\) free movement of persons, labour, services, rights of establishment and residence;\(^{652}\) agriculture and food security;\(^{653}\) environment and natural resources management;\(^{654}\) tourism and wildlife management;\(^{655}\) health, social and cultural activities;\(^{656}\) enhancing the role of women in socio-economic development;\(^{657}\) political affairs;\(^{658}\) legal and judicial affairs;\(^{659}\) private sector and civil society;\(^{660}\) and cooperation with other regional and international organisations and development partners.\(^{661}\)

Harmonisation in all of the fields mentioned above, especially legal harmonisation, is given due consideration. The treaty requires the Member States to harmonise their legal training and certification, and to encourage the standardisation of the judgements of courts within the community.\(^{662}\) It also requires them to establish a common syllabus for the training of lawyers and a common standard to be attained in examinations to qualify and to be licensed to practice as an advocate in their respective superior courts and harmonise all their national laws pertaining to the community.\(^{663}\) They have to revive the publication of the East African Law Reports or similar law reports and such law journals to promote the exchange of legal and judicial knowledge and enhance the approximation and harmonisation of legal learning and the standardisation of judgements of courts within the community.\(^{664}\) The EAC uses the approximation of laws, model laws, community acts, and directives in its harmonisation of

\(^{646}\) Ibid art 74.
\(^{647}\) Ibid art 79.
\(^{648}\) Ibid art 81.
\(^{649}\) Ibid art 82.
\(^{650}\) Ibid art 89-101.
\(^{651}\) Ibid art 102-103.
\(^{652}\) Ibid art 104.
\(^{653}\) Ibid art 105-110.
\(^{654}\) Ibid art 111.
\(^{655}\) Ibid art 115-116.
\(^{656}\) Ibid art 117-120.
\(^{657}\) Ibid art 121.
\(^{658}\) Ibid art 123.
\(^{659}\) Ibid art 126.
\(^{660}\) Ibid art 127.
\(^{661}\) Ibid art 130.
\(^{662}\) Ibid art 126(1)
\(^{663}\) Ibid art 126(2)(a) & (b).
\(^{664}\) Ibid art 126 (2)(c).
Member States' national laws and regulations. These methods of legal harmonisation are used by the different organs of the community.

Articles 47 and 22 of the Protocol on the Common Market and Monetary Union, respectively, induce Member States to align their national laws, rules and procedures to enable the actual functioning of the Common Market and the Monetary Union. The EAC created a sub-committee on the harmonisation of national laws of Member States. This sub-committee was created in 1997 and had existed before the EAC treaty. The initial harmonisation approach used by this sub-committee is the approximation of Member States' national laws. Approximation of laws is a method of aligning national laws to mutually agreed-on legal principles without necessarily making them the same.\(^{665}\) The approximation of laws in the EU is also known as partial or minimum harmonisation.\(^{666}\) The process of approximation of laws in the EAC is a systematic one. Member states' national laws are identified, analysed, and examined with guiding principles of best practices from international instruments. This is to identify gaps, flaws, divergences or similarities and recommend to the Member States concerned to incorporate the lacking norm, standard or principle in their respective national legislations. To this end, insolvency, partnership, company, business name registration, sale of goods, labour, employment and immigration laws have been approximated.\(^{667}\)

Another method of harmonisation adopted by the sub-committee uses model laws. The sub-committee recommends the model laws to the Sectoral Committee for legal and judicial affairs. The Sectoral Committee has adopted the model contract law for EAC, and other model laws for intellectual property have been considered.\(^{668}\) The secretariat equally prioritised commercial and economic laws in banking, insurance and reinsurance, business transactions, money and finance, trade, procurement and assets disposal, standardisation and investment laws for harmonisation. It submitted the legislation for endorsement to the sub-committee. The Assembly has harmonised some areas of economic laws. These are the EAC Joint Trade Negotiations Act 2008, Competition Act 2006 and Customs Management Act 2006.


\(^{666}\) Ibid. Also see chapter 2 of this thesis at 69-70.

\(^{667}\) Ibid. see also Report on the meeting of the Sub – Committee on Harmonisation of National Laws (6-7 March 2015, Kampala, Uganda) at 6-8.

\(^{668}\) Ibid.
The assembly contributes to legal harmonisation through bills finally enacted as EAC laws.

The Council also participates in the harmonisation process through the use of directives. It adopted directives in the sector of the securities market in an attempt to harmonise this sector of economic integration. These are directives on public offers on equity and debt in the securities market, asset-backed securities, collective investment schemes, corporate governance for securities market intermediaries, regional listing in the securities market and admission to trading on a secondary exchange. These directives were developed by the Sectoral Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs and approved by the Council. In addition, other directives with inputs from the Sectoral Committee for legal and judicial affairs have been adopted. The sub-committee, inspired by the stipulations of the importance of community Acts and the binding nature of council directives, decided to use directives as another means of legal harmonisation. The sub-committee prepares draft directives and submits them to the council for approval. However, this approach may not work as the council adopts the sub-committee proposals as guiding principles to the harmonisation process. These guiding principles are not binding on the Member States, and they may choose to disregard them.

The final method to be used by the sub-committee is the use of Community Acts enacted by the legislative body – the Assembly. Acts of the Assembly are developed as EAC legislation with supremacy over Member States' national laws and have a direct applicability effect.

Despite the zeal and progress made on the harmonisation agenda of the EAC, they are far from harmonising Member States' national laws. The EAC has a broad harmonisation of policies and programs with no timeline for the process to be realised. Member states are slow in integrating and implementing harmonised rules such as customs procedures, import duties, and internal indirect taxes. The implementation milestones discrepancies hinder the EAC treaty's nationalisation among Member States. Even in areas where there has been legal approximation or the formulation of model laws, a monitoring mechanism is lacking to ensure implementation and compliance with harmonised standards.

---

669 Ndayikengurukiye 2018 note 665 at 7.
671 Aleem 2017 op cit note 431.
672 Ndayikengurukiye 2018 note 665 at 6.
is usually an intricate and complex exercise. Several pertinent questions arise; what to harmonise, why harmonise and how to harmonise questions of legal harmonisation make the process a challenging one. The sub-committee faces a financial constraint on identifying, studying and analysing the many areas of economic and commercial laws that should be harmonised.

There is another challenge of the suitable model of legal harmonisation that the sub-committee should adopt following the different approaches used without efficient outcomes. The approaches of approximation and model laws have not been effective because of a lack of appropriate monitoring mechanisms to track Member States’ compliance and implementation. Transforming draft directives into guiding principles does not resolve the problem, as guiding principles are not binding. The most appropriate and recommended approach is the use of community Acts which have the force of law and direct applicability. Although this is an extensive technique of legal harmonisation in the EAC, it is the most suitable.

4.5 Common factors impeding the maximal realisation of legal harmonisation

This section identifies and presents some common factors responsible for the absent, slow or minimal legal harmonisation within the African RECs.

4.5.1 Aligning RECs priorities to that of AU

The subject of RECs' priorities not being aligned with those of the AU has been mentioned in chapter three. However, it is observed that the alignment of priorities will facilitate legal harmonisation. When national, sub-regional and regional priorities are not aligned, it will be challenging for legal harmonisation to occur. The AU vision, goals, priority areas and plans have been articulated in a masterpiece document – Agenda 2063, which aims to transform Africa into a continent of new opportunities following a trajectory of Pan-Africanism. It is recommended that the AU limit its continental priorities to political affairs, peace and security, economic integration and reinforce Africa’s global voice to sustain continental impact for better results. Additionally, there should be a vigorous and flawless division of labour and effective collaboration between the AU, RECs, the regional mechanisms, Member

673 See page 115.
674 See chapter 3 of this thesis at 111-115.
States and other continental institutions following the principle of subsidiarity.\textsuperscript{676} Agenda 2063 goals, priorities, targets and strategies are considered ‘Africa’s Development Goals’ or ‘MDGs for Africa’ and must attract political and financial commitment from AU affiliates.\textsuperscript{677} Member states and RECs are required to align their short, medium and long-term plans and policies with those of the AU. In this light, Agenda 2063 included the development plans of Member States and the strategic plans of RECs in its First Ten Year Implementation Plan (FTYIP) to facilitate the alignment of their priorities with those of the AU.\textsuperscript{678} One of these priority areas is the AfCFTA.\textsuperscript{679}

To fast-track the alignment of priorities through the implementation of Agenda 2063 FTYIP, the AU policy organs developed a results-based approach to progress and reporting is a crucial means of assessing this alignment. To achieve these objectives, the African Union Commission (AUC) and the African Union Development Agency-NEPAD (AUDA-NEPAD) undertook to coordinate and prepare periodic performance reports on Agenda 2063 continental progress.\textsuperscript{680} To this end, only 31\textsuperscript{681} out of the AU 55 Member States and six\textsuperscript{682} out of eight RECs responded on their progress on implementing the FTYIP of Agenda 2063.\textsuperscript{683} This indicates that some Member States do not act per their international policy decisions. From this perspective, alignment with AU priorities remains a considerable challenge. These priority areas have not been domesticated at the national and regional levels; therefore, alignment becomes difficult. According to this report\textsuperscript{684} there is absolute necessity for more sensitisation and deepening of domestication and integration of Agenda 2063 in the planning, financial arrangements and execution at national, regional and continental platforms.

\textsuperscript{676} See chapter 2 of this thesis for the conceptualisation of the principle of subsidiarity.
\textsuperscript{677} Agenda 2063 technical document 2015 at 94.
\textsuperscript{678} Ibid at 32-38.
\textsuperscript{679} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{682} The East African Community (EAC), the Economic Community for Central African States (ECCAS), the Common Market for East and Central Africa (COMESA), the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC), the Arab Maghreb Union (UMA) and the Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD).
\textsuperscript{683} AUC & AUDA-NEPAD (2020) op cit note 680 at 1.
\textsuperscript{684} Ibid at 2.
Following the second continental report, 38 Member States submitted their national performance reports. This reflects an additional seven countries leaving out 17 of the 55 Member States. Although the second report recorded some progress compared to the first, there is still the slow-moving pace of signature and ratification of protocols for the priority projects, insufficient financial and human resources and, above all, fragile domestication of Agenda 2063 in AU member countries. At just one year to the end of the timeline for the realisation of the FTYIP, it is evident that Member countries struggle to domesticate AU priority programmes with no alignment of regional regulatory frameworks. The pertinent question is, when will these programmes be implemented? The national and regional development plans and priorities were considered before these continental priorities were established. There exists no harmonised approach to integrating and implementing these programmes.

4.5.2 Overlapping membership

The overlapping membership of RECs is another significant and common challenge to the progress of economic integration and legal harmonisation in RECs. This section will demonstrate multiple overlaps within COMESA, EAC and SADC.

All EAC Member States except South Sudan belong to either COMESA or SADC. Out of the 21 members of COMESA, four belong to EAC and eight belong to SADC. Tanzania belongs to the EAC and SADC, while the Democratic Republic of Congo belongs to all three (see figure 4.2 below). Apart from COMESA and EAC, Kenya also belongs to CEN-SAD and IGAD. This overlapping membership is a key barrier to economic integration and creates enormous challenges.
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687 AUC & AUDA-NEPAD 2022 op cit note 685 at 3.
688 See chapter one at 8.
Figure 4.1: The intertwined relationship of COMESA, SADC, and the EAC.

The cost of maintaining these intertwined relationships further stretches the limited resources and capacity across RECs. The different and complex rules of origin, membership fees, contradictory objectives, different Common External Tariffs, and different legal traditions, among others, can be identified as stumbling blocks to RECs and Member States’ alignment to AU priorities and legal harmonisation of NTBs. According to Otieno-Odek,\(^689\) this overlapping membership itself is an NTB to trade. Launching the TFTA between these RECs in 2015 was viewed as a commendable initiative that will resolve this overlap and

\(^{689}\) Otieno-Odek 2018 op cit note 422 at 35.
enhance the AfCFTA. However, the operationalisation of this TFTA is hampered by these challenges (harmonisation of trade-associated policies such as NTBs, trade liberalisation, trade remedies and implementation of rules of origin) as seen above. The AfCFTA was anchored on some of the TFTA provisions.\textsuperscript{690} Regrettably, the AfCFTA went operational in 2021, while the TFTA is yet to go functional, missing its projected timeline to realise its targets. The resolution of the problem of entangled membership is questionable as some Member States continue with this tendency. For instance, the Democratic Republic of Congo, which is already a member of COMESA and SADC, recently joined the EAC on 8 April 2022. This questions the strength, reliability, validity and advancement of the TFTA. Moreover, does it suggest there is no hope for harmonisation in the TFTA?

4.5.3 Non-implementation of key community regulations

Non-implementation, slow ratification or non-ratification of treaties, protocols, regulations, decisions, undertakings, declarations, guidelines and instructions of RECs and AU is a challenge to legal harmonisation.

One reason impeding the implementation of community instruments is the divergence of legal doctrines. For instance, the monist and dualist canons have differing views on the relationship between national and international legislation. Monism is the ideology that national and international legislations constitute the general body of legal rules similarly binding both individuals and states. Monist theories opine that international law and national law are a single creation of law, implying that upon ratification of an international treaty, it automatically becomes national law.\textsuperscript{691} In this way, international law exercises supremacy over national law in case of a conflict between the two.\textsuperscript{692} This doctrine contests the separate nature of national and international law.\textsuperscript{693} Some advocates of the monist tradition hold that the validity of national law emanates from international law while some contend that

\textsuperscript{690} Article 19 of the AfCFTA is in line with TFTA provision which states that in the event of inconsistency or a conflict between this Agreement and the Treaties and instruments of COMESA, EAC and SADC, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the inconsistency or conflict. The proposed timeline for the finalisation of TFTA was 2014, but TFTA was not officially launch until 2015 and as at 2022, the agreement is yet to go operational. See also W Olayiwola, ‘Governing the Interface between the African Continental Free Trade Area and Regional Economic Communities Free Trade Areas: Issues, Opportunities and Challenges’ (2020) UNECA, a Final Draft Report at 80.


\textsuperscript{692} Ibid at 169.

international law is a broadening of national law.\textsuperscript{694} With this view, it is less cumbersome to implement an international regulation. On the other hand, dualism rejects the monist opinion that international and national law are the same system.\textsuperscript{695} Dualism posits that international and national legislations operate at different horizons displaying separate rules, each prevailing within its jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{696} This implies that an international norm is binding on states only when incorporated or adopted into national legislation, in the same way, that national regulations are incorporated into international norms before they become legislation binding upon states. This view is endorsed by countries that practice the common law system, while civil law countries validate monism.

Based on this evidence, considering the above ideologies in practice, ratifying or implementing community regulations becomes challenging as the Member States of these RECs follow these different legal traditions. This is due to colonial heritages instituting different legal traditions in African countries. The SADC, for example, consists of countries with civil law, common law and Roman-Dutch law traditions,\textsuperscript{697} consequently, retarding the ratification or implementation of community legislation. However, the problem of non-implementation persists not because the legislative organs of Member States do not adopt international or community legislations but because there is the absence of political will from the leaders to endorse this process.\textsuperscript{698}

The differences in countries’ legislative and constitutional approaches to ratifying or approving a treaty may slow down ratification and implementation. Some AU Member States struggle with lengthy and cumbersome legislative and constitutional processes for a treaty to be accepted or ratified, especially those countries following the dualist tradition. Sometimes they may confront technical difficulties in drafting and executing decrees or regulations and the absence of competent staff to handle ratification concerns. Logically, ratification of a highly technical agreement may depend on a state's capacity to first implement a decree of application for that agreement.\textsuperscript{699} Certain non-governmental bodies who have assumed treaty ratification campaigns in Africa have advanced that legislatures may hesitate to ratify a treaty

\textsuperscript{694} Ibid at 89.
\textsuperscript{695} Retselisistoe 2021 op cit note 691 at 170.
\textsuperscript{696} Ibid. see also Bankole 1990 op cit note 693 at 89.
\textsuperscript{697} South Africa, Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Namibia and Swaziland (Roman-Dutch); Angola and Mozambique (Civil Law) and Zambia, Tanzania and Mauritius (Common Law).
\textsuperscript{698} See also Bankole 1990 op cit note 693 at 89.
because of misapprehensions or because they are unable to appreciate the legal and political substance of the treaty as a result of the incompetence of officials in the appropriate government division to give the required expert guidance.\textsuperscript{700}

In addition to the above, Maluwa attests that agreements or regulations addressing strategic policy areas that are at variance with national regulation and guidelines of member countries or necessitate fundamental modifications to domestic legislation to be effectively ratified will attract slow or non-ratification or are not likely to be implemented by the legislatures of those countries.\textsuperscript{701} This is possible even when the executive branch of these countries originally signed the agreements.

Implementation and ratification of community instruments are also hindered by a lack of authority on the part of AU organs such as the parliament, Commission and Court of Justice and insubstantial enforcement mechanisms. These organs have not been empowered enough to enforce community policies. The AU Assembly of Heads of States and governments, a political summit of the Union, reserves the authority of decision-making and enforcement. However, this power can be delegated to other organs based on the Abuja Treaty.

For instance, the African Union Commission (AUC) plays a technical resource role instead of an implementation role.\textsuperscript{702} A closer look at practical evidence the implementation of key instruments is at the latitude of Member States. Strategic matters are referred to the Council of Ministers via the Permanent Representative Council (PRC).\textsuperscript{703} This implies that for the AUC to enforce any binding decision enacted by the Assembly, the Member States via the Executive Council must be willing to relinquish some of their sovereignty to the AUC to exercise its appropriate authority as a Commission. This applies to the Pan-African Parliament, the African Court of Justice and other AU organs that are not empowered to execute their functions. The presence of an unempowered and ineffective Pan-African Parliament and Court of Justice impedes the making of binding policies and enforcement of sanctions on Member States that do not implement AU treaties and Protocols.\textsuperscript{704} It is observed that political obstacles cloud the creation of strong institutions or effective supranational organs by the AU, and the transfer of power to these institutions for the

\textsuperscript{700} Ibid at 669.
\textsuperscript{701} Ibid at 663.
\textsuperscript{703} The PRC is composed of African Ambassadors and Representatives of member states to the African Union.
\textsuperscript{704} See AU 2014 op cit note 702 at 7.
realisation of the objective of legal harmonisation and the effective achievement of the AfCFTA is contestable.

Further evidence demonstrating the weak and ineffective organs of the AU is the skewed nature of responsibilities and powers accorded to the Pan-African Parliament in article 2(3) of the Protocol creating the Parliament. It states that:

The ultimate aim of the Pan-African Parliament shall evolve into an institution with full legislative powers, whose members are elected by universal suffrage. However, until such a time as Member States decide otherwise by an amendment of this Protocol, the Pan-African Parliament shall have consultative and advisory powers only, and the members of the Pan-African Parliament shall be appointed as provided for in Article 5 of this Protocol.

The basic premise of this clause is for states to retain autonomy, thereby restricting the legislative and supervisory authority of the Pan-African Parliament. Regarding the Court of Justice, the Abuja Treaty provides that the court shall ensure the adherence and implementation of the treaty's provisions, and its decisions are binding on the Member States and community organs. Nonetheless, the court does not have the authority to rule on the legitimacy of legislative actions and contraventions by Member States. This is because the court's decisions cannot be enforced without the influence of Member States.

Another aspect is that the AU and REC treaties do not have provisions on the timelines for ratification of treaties. This indicates that as an ‘intergovernmental organisation’ in praxis, AU lacks the authority to oblige its affiliates to ratify, implement, domesticate or comply with its treaty stipulations. The decision to ratify or implement a treaty provision rest with the Member States, as the AU is deficient in enforcing implementation or monitoring compliance.

4.5.4 Considering surrendering part of state sovereignty

The issue of sovereignty is a fundamental concern in every regional integration arrangement. Although the AU drew its inspiration from the EU, it is yet to match its experience of transferring some degree of sovereignty to the supranational body and

705 Ibid. Even though the Constitutive Act of the AU intended that there should be a commitment to delegating decision-making powers to the Pan-African Parliament, its subsequent establishment in 2001 introduced an article which limits its powers as long as African Heads of State and Government deem it necessary.
706 See article 18(2) and 19.
707 See AU 2014 note 702 at 8.
708 Maluwa 2012 op cit note 699 at 170.
implementing common policies. In as much as sovereignty is a state’s right, a successful economic integration result requires some release of authority to the supranational body making community objectives supreme over national ones. In theory, it can be deduced that the legal instruments enacted by the AU and RECs advocate for the supremacy of community rules and supranationalism, but what is obtained in practice challenges this view. The Abuja Treaty in Article 10 and 13 recognises the supremacy of its decisions and regulations over RECs, community organs and Member States. The EAC treaty in Article 8(4) also endorses the supremacy of EAC law while COMESA in article 5(2) (b) warrants Member States to give legal effect to community regulations within their territories. Based on Aspiration 2 of Agenda 2063, the AU advocates for a supranational body, a united Africa (federal or confederate), and declares that by 2045, all legal processes and strong institutions would have been in place for the realisation of a united Africa. The Union will have a flag and an anthem, direct election of members of Parliament of the Union and a president elected by universal suffrage. In summary, the Union will have all the characteristics of an independent sovereign state.

Notwithstanding the above provisions, there has been little or no release of some degree of sovereignty by Member States. The overwhelming evidence that article 3 of the AU Constitutive Act defends, safeguards and shields state sovereignty and territorial integrity complicate the issue even further. All RECs have followed the same pattern. The EAC, COMESA and SADC, among others, are all intergovernmental organisations without any
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710 See AU 2014 note 702 at 8.
711 Article 10 states that: 1. the Assembly shall act by decisions. 2. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph (5) Article 18, decisions shall be binding on member states and organs of the community, as well as regional economic communities. 3. Decisions shall be automatically enforceable thirty (30) days after the date of their signature by the chairman of the Assembly and shall be published in the official journal of the Community. 4. Unless otherwise provided in this Treaty, decisions of the Assembly shall be adopted by consensus, failing that, by a two-thirds majority of member states.
712 Article 13 states that: 1. the Council shall act by regulations. 2. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph (5) Article 18 of this Treaty, such regulations shall be binding on member states, subordinate organs of the community and regional economic communities after their approval by the Assembly. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, regulations adopted as aforesaid shall forthwith have a binding effect in the case of delegation of powers by the Assembly pursuant to paragraph 3(j) of Article 8 hereof. 3. Regulations shall be enforceable automatically thirty (30) days after the date of their signature by the chairman of the Council and shall be published in the official journal of the Community. 4. Unless otherwise provided in this Treaty, regulations shall be adopted by consensus or, failing that, by a two-thirds majority of member states.
713 An integrated continent, politically united based on the ideals of Pan Africanism and the vision of Africa’s Renaissance.
715 Ibid at 11.
obligation to transfer any form of sovereignty to the international organisation. The EAC, which is more advanced in its integration process and affirms the supremacy of EAC law, is not a supranational body, nor have its Member States released any form of sovereignty to the EAC. On the contrary, it is argued that the EAC regional legislation can only be supreme if EAC is a sovereign legal body.\footnote{Otieno-Odek 2018 op cit note 422 at 42.} Some scholars see Article 8(4) of the EAC treaty as a release of sovereignty to the community institutions, thereby raising community law above national laws.\footnote{R F Oppong, ‘Re-Imagining International Law: An Examination of Recent Trends in the Reception of International Law into National Legal Systems in Africa’ (2007) 30(2) Fordham International Law Journal 296—345.} This thesis underscores that there is no release of sovereignty. To portray this argument, in terms of the treaty, the community may undertake programmes or activities in common as decided by the Member States from time to time,\footnote{Ibid art 5(3)(b) of EAC treaty.} the treaty can be amended at any time if all the Member States so desire,\footnote{Ibid art 33(1).} and the jurisdiction of the national courts remains in force irrespective of the fact that the EAC is involved.\footnote{Ibid art 150(1).} This implies that there is no release of any form of sovereignty.

National constitutions do not fall under article 8(4) and are consequently superior to the EAC treaty.\footnote{EAC Secretariat press release on meeting on Approximation of National laws in the EAC context held at Nairobi on the 18th of February 2010. See also Otieno-Odek 2018 op cit note 422 at 42.} The community as a legal entity is subject to and not sovereign over Member States and has limited jurisdictional competence as sovereignty remains with the EAC Member States.\footnote{Otieno-Odek 2018 op cit note 422 at 42.} The Member States have merely ceded some functional and jurisdictional competence on issues relating to the community. In the case of \textit{Samuel Mukiramohochi v Attorney General of the Republic of Uganda},\footnote{EACJ, Reference No. 5 of 2011. See also Otieno-Odek 2018 at 43.} the issue of the state of Uganda's sovereignty was in question before the East African Court of Justice (EACJ). This equally applied to all other Member States. It was argued that sovereignty is the supreme power of an independent country and Uganda is an independent state, therefore its sovereignty was not submerged under the EAC. The court held that Uganda is an independent sovereign state, and its sovereignty was not submerged in establishing the EAC.\footnote{Ibid.} The proposed constitution of Kenya in 2005 unambiguously stated that Kenya's law was supreme and the validity of its
constitution could not be challenged by or before any other court or institution. It also stipulated that the EAC law is only Kenyan law to the extent that it is consistent with the constitution. Where part of state sovereignty has been ceded to a supranational entity, Member States become the entity’s primary subjects and individuals its secondary subjects in the area of ceded sovereignty. The EAC idea of a political federation may change the status quo. Nonetheless, this is doubtful as the AU has the ambition of a federation, but little or nothing has been actioned to advance this aspiration.

From the above and the discussion in chapter three, it can be contended that the impact of colonialism and the struggle for independence took an incremental toll on African countries to the extent that all efforts are geared towards guarding their hard earned sovereignty as independent nations. This has led to establishing continental and regional organisations devoid of supranationalism with weak and deficient structures and institutions without decision-making authority. Member states continue to exercise their sovereign identity over AU and RECs.

4.6 Lessons beyond Africa

This section aims to examine some external integration arrangements globally and consider insights on best practices for advancing the AfCFTA.

4.6.1 ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA)

The Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) was formed on 8 August 1967 in Bangkok by five founding Member States. Brunei Darussalam joined on 7 January 1984, making them the preliminary six ASEAN. It currently consists of ten Member States. ASEAN was a regional economic cooperation established to attain regional peace and political stability. Due to the fact that the objective of the ASEAN at the time was not regional economic integration, trade among Member States was meagre. To respond to the
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725 See Oppong 2007 op cit note 717 at 305. Also, Article 2 of the proposed new constitution of Kenya 2005, Kenya gazette supplement No 63.
727 They are: Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines and Thailand.
728 Ibid. Vietnam joined on 28 July 1995, Lao PDR and Myanmar on 23 July 1997 and Cambodia on 30 April 1999, making up what is today the ten member states of ASEAN. All the four latecomers were required to sign the AFTA agreement to join ASEAN, but were given longer time frames in which to meet AFTA's tariff reduction obligations.
729 Estimates between 1967 and the early 1970s showed that the share of intra-ASEAN trade was between 12-15% of total trade of member countries. See also M Hapsari, Indira & C Mangunsong ‘Determinants of AFTA
need for economic integration 25 years after the existence of ASEAN, the AFTA was created on 28 January 1992 in Singapore and was effectively established on 1 January 1993. The region became an FTA in 2002. Its main objective was to reduce tariffs, eliminate NTBs among the ASEAN and attract foreign investment. All tariffs under the Common Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPT) system were to be reduced to between 0 and 5 per cent. All products from ASEAN members with a minimum of 40 per cent ASEAN content had to apply these tariff reduction rates. The founding six members had applied the 0-5 per cent tariff range to all the products under the CEPT inclusion list, while the additional four members are also fulfilling their obligation under the CEPT with 80 per cent of their products transferred to their CEPT Inclusion List. By 2010, tariffs had reduced to zero per cent among the six primary members; in 2015, the other four members followed suit. Since then, efforts have been made to widen the ASEAN economic integration agenda.

The adoption of ASEAN Vision 2020 in 1997 envisaged ASEAN as a highly competitive region with free movement of factors of production and equitable economic growth with reduced poverty and social inequalities. The issuance of the Declaration of ASEAN Bali Concord II in 2003 by Member States, which witnessed the establishment of the ASEAN Community in 2015, showed that economic integration of the region was evident. The establishment of the ASEAN Community was initially slated for 2020 but later fast-tracked for 2015. The declaration consists of three pillars of the ASEAN Community (the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), the ASEAN Security Community and the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community). In 2007, the AEC Blueprint 2015 was adopted, a roadmap to guide the establishment of the AEC. The Blueprint 2015 instituted seventeen “core elements” of the AEC and outlined 176 priority actions to be conducted within four implementation phases: 2008-2009, 2010-2011, 2012-2013, and 2014-2015. The achievements of the AEC...
Blueprint 2015 have been summarised in the new AEC Blueprint 2025 in Article 1, which states:

The implementation of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) Blueprint 2015 has been substantively achieved in, among others, eliminating tariffs and facilitating trade; advancing the services trade liberalisation agenda; liberalising and facilitating investment; streamlining and harmonising capital market regulatory frameworks and platforms; facilitating skilled labour mobility; promoting the development of regional frameworks in competition policy, consumer protection and intellectual property rights; promoting connectivity; narrowing the development gap; and strengthening ASEAN’s relationship with its external parties.\(^7\)

The AEC, one of the community pillars,\(^7\) was established on 31 December 2015 as a step forward for the advancement of ASEAN economic integration. It will be realised following the new AEC Blueprint 2025 based on four pillars.\(^7\) To guarantee the Blueprint’s implementation, Member States of the AEC pledged not to withdraw from their obligation and are obliged to ratify the AEC Blueprint 2025 within six months.\(^7\)

With the establishment of the AFTA and the AEC, intra-ASEAN trade increased as Member States began to trade more within themselves. For instance, from 2007 to 2014, ASEAN trade was worth almost $1 trillion, of which 24 per cent was intra-regional trade, fourteen per cent was traded with China, ten per cent with Europe, nine per cent with Japan and eight per cent with the USA.\(^7\) In addition, foreign direct investment augmented from US$85 billion to US$136 billion.\(^7\) As a means to monitor and evaluate the implementation of the AEC agreement, ASEAN introduced a scorecard system to measure Member States’ performance. The scorecard, being a monitoring and evaluation mechanism for implementing the AEC, points out precise actions that must be undertaken nationally or regionally to fast-track the AEC.\(^7\) The AEC scorecard offers qualitative and quantitative signals as to the
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\(^7\) The ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2025, (2015) ASEAN Secretariat, Jakarta at 1.
\(^7\) The other pillars are: the ASEAN Political-Security Community and ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community. These two pillars with the ASEAN Economic Community were all established in 2015. Each pillar has its own Blueprint together with the Initiative for ASEAN Integration (IAI) Strategic Framework and IAI Work Plan Phase II (2009-2015), they form the roadmap to deepen integration in the ASEAN community.
\(^7\) Namely: single market and unity of production base, competitive, innovative and dynamic economic region, equitable economic growth and ASEAN that is integrated in the global economy. See also ASEAN Secretariat, https://asean.org/asean-economic-community/aec-monitoring/ accessed on 21 June 2022.
\(^7\) C Irawan ‘Legal Harmonization In Asean Economic Communities (Looking For The Best Legal Harmonization Model)’ (2018)3(2) University Of Bengkulu Law Journal 134-141. See also article 82(ix) of the AEC Blueprint 2025 at 37.
\(^7\) AU 2014 note 702 at 15.
level of implementation of the AEC enactments, provides statistical indicators on the AEC, monitors the respect of timelines as stipulated in the AEC Blueprint, and tracks execution and achievement of milestones under the AEC Strategic Schedule.\(^\text{744}\)

However, as an intergovernmental organisation, the ASEAN community has not given due attention to legal harmonisation, nor does it contemplate supranationalism. With divergent national laws and a lack of mechanisms to ensure compliance with the ASEAN community agreements among member countries,\(^\text{745}\) the effective implementation and achievement of the AEC Blueprint 2025 remain to be seen. That notwithstanding, the evidence presented by the increase in intra-ASEAN trade with the establishment of the AFTA demonstrates that its Member States adhere to their treaty commitments. They are obliged to ratify community regulations and pledge to do so timeously. On the other hand, intra-African trade remains less than its peers even with the establishment of FTAs and customs unions within some of the RECs. The essence of legal harmonisation is to advance regional trade and investments, which is yet to be achieved in Africa.

4.6.2 North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

NAFTA was signed on 17 December 1992 and entered into force on 1 January 1994 between three States: Canada, Mexico and the United States of America. The overall objectives are to; abolish barriers to trade and ease intra-regional trade in goods and services within the territories of parties, promote fair competition in the FTA, increase investment opportunities, protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights and create a mechanism for effectively implementing the FTA agreement for its joint administration and resolution of disputes.\(^\text{746}\) It also aimed at creating a trilateral, regional and multilateral cooperation framework to expand and enhance the agreement.\(^\text{747}\)

Intra-NAFTA trade had more than tripled with the coming into force of the agreement as trade among Member States grew more than trade with the rest of the world. Trade among the trio had reached the one trillion dollar threshold in 2011, and Canada and Mexico became the first and second principal markets for US exports in 2016, accounting for 34 per cent of

\(^{744}\) Ibid.
\(^{745}\) Irawan 2018 op cit note 740 at 139.
\(^{746}\) Article 102 of the NAFTA Agreement 1992. See also Irawan 2018 op cit at 138.
\(^{747}\) Ibid.
USA total exports in the same year. As far as imports are concerned, Canada was classified as the second and Mexico the third supplier to the USA, accounting for 26 per cent of its imports.

Despite the above gains, the USA faced many issues related to NAFTA and global trade. As a result, on 18 May 2017, the US Administration under President Trump sent a three-month notice to congress about its preparedness to renegotiate NAFTA with Canada and Mexico. The USA had wanted to withdraw from NAFTA but had to appraise the repercussions of that decision if executed. After the necessary consultations and renegotiations, the USA, Mexico and Canada, in September 2018, signed the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA), replacing NAFTA. The trio ratified the new agreement in March 2020. It was agreed that NAFTA would remain binding until USMCA was implemented. The USMCA finally became effective on 1 July 2020, substituting NAFTA, although the new agreement contains only a few modifications.

From the above, it could be deduced that NAFTA Member States did not contemplate integration beyond an FTA, therefore, issues of supranationalism and legal harmonisation do not arise. The decision to dissolve the regional organisation and create a similar new agreement indicates that the region does not intend to create a harmonised community.

4.6.3 Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR)

Established under the treaty of Asunción on 26 March 1991, Mercusor is a regional trade agreement between Paraguay, Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay. Venezuela became a member
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750 These issues were the effects of the agreement regarding employment, the environment, intellectual property rights, digital trade and economic growth which were a subject of political disputes. The NAFTA agreement could be regarded as out-dated with the emergence of Ecommerce. Most economic analyses indicated that NAFTA was beneficial to the North American economies and the average citizen but harmful to a small minority of workers in industries exposed to trade competition. Economists held that withdrawing from NAFTA or renegotiating NAFTA in a way that re-established trade barriers would have adversely affected the U.S. economy and cost jobs. However, Mexico would have been much more severely affected by job loss and reduction of economic growth in both the short term and long term.
on 31 July 2012, while Bolivia joined on 7 July 2015. Mercosur was established when there were political conflicts between Argentina and Brazil, and the union scored some successes in their relations, including increased intra-regional trade. These South American nations later transformed the FTA into a customs union in 1994. The principal aims of the common market are to promote the free movement of goods, services and factors of production among its members through the elimination of customs duties and NTBs and any other related measures; the formation of CET and a common trade policy towards external countries and the synchronisation of positions in regional and international economic and commercial settings; the coordination of macroeconomic and sectoral policies in the fields of external trade, agriculture, industry and monetary matters, foreign exchange and capital, services, customs, transport and communication. The treaty also makes provision for additional areas of cooperation which may be agreed upon by Member States to ensure proper competition and the commitment of members to harmonise their laws in the relevant fields to enhance the process of integration.

Mercosur has been able to reduce the long-standing political rivalry and tension among its members and instil mutual reliance and international relations with democratic principles. Intra-regional trade has increased tenfold, and Mercosur has attracted global recognition, which its member countries could not achieve individually. From 1990 to 2010, intra-regional trade increased from $4 billion to more than $41 billion, and Argentina and Brazil, in October 2021, granted a 10 per cent tariff reduction in Mercosur to advance

However, Venezuela has been suspended since 1 December 2016. It is said that failure to comply with the commitments made when it joined the group in 2012 account for its suspension. As a result of violations of human rights and Mercosur’s trade rules by President Nicolas Maduro’s government, the group made Venezuela’s suspension indefinite in August 2017 (there are no provisions for permanent expulsion). And in 2019, Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay called on Maduro to cede power to the Venezuelan opposition. Mercosur members invoked the protocol for the first time in 2012 to suspend Paraguay, claiming that President Fernando Lugo had been unfairly removed from power after his domestic opponents accused him of mishandling a deadly clash between farmers and law enforcement. Some experts say Paraguay’s suspension, which was lifted in 2013, was politically motivated, since Brazil’s then left-wing government was seeking Venezuela’s admission to the bloc and Paraguay’s new, center-right government opposed it. See also Council on Foreign Relations 2021 note 758.

AU 2014 note 702 at 17.
economic integration between its states parties.\textsuperscript{758} Citizens or residents of the common market can live and work anywhere within Mercosur and Mercosur has its emblem on States Parties' passports and license plates.

However, full harmonisation (neither legal harmonisation nor harmonisation of economic policies) has not occurred in Mercosur. Although Mercosur has harmonised its competition law, trade mark law, substantive rules and national enforcement law in areas such as customs and transport, lack of ratification and incorporation has made implementation difficult.\textsuperscript{759} The laws of Mercosur are not directly applicable and are equally not binding on Member States until they observe internal procedures and policies and are incorporated by Member States.\textsuperscript{760} This is the dualist legal tradition. Mercosur is not a supranational entity but an intergovernmental body with community objectives.\textsuperscript{761} It aspires to follow the EU type of integration route from a South-American FTA to a customs union and common market. Still, the full implementation of its customs union is yet to take place.\textsuperscript{762} Customs duties are still imposed on some goods, and notwithstanding the agreement by States Parties to apply a CET on imports from non-States Parties, disparities on the application of this CET still exist.\textsuperscript{763} This suggests that the customs rules are not harmonised. Trade liberalisation and economic policies harmonisation has stagnated. There is no uniform implementation of the customs union due to economic instability and economic policies divergence. The customs union now includes fewer products than was at the start of the agreement.\textsuperscript{764} It has been difficult for Mercosur to have a stable monetary and exchange rate system, especially as some of its Member States (Argentina and Brazil) have different systems and the Brazilian Real currency went through a devaluation in 2001,\textsuperscript{765} making macroeconomic synchronisation challenging. This regional economic regression could be associated with a declining political commitment to embark on reforms needed to align the current programmes with the objectives of the treaty of Asunción.

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{760} Ibid at 314.
\bibitem{761} Ibid at 313.
\bibitem{762} Council on Foreign Relations 2021 op cit note 758 at 16.
\bibitem{764} AU 2014 note 702 at 16.
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Despite the above challenges, trade statistics illustrate that Mercosur intra-regional trade has increased tenfold. There is free movement without NTBs. Citizens of the community can work and live anywhere within Mercosur. This thesis opines that political commitment and adherence to regional regulations must have assisted in achieving this goal. This is something which African RECs are yet to achieve. The need for legal harmonisation is to achieve some of these benefits.

4.6.4 Latin American Integration Association (LAIA)

The Montevideo treaty establishing LAIA was signed on 12 August 1980 by eleven Latin American countries. Presently, it consists of thirteen Member States, with Cuba joining in 1999 and Panama in 2012. LAIA came to replace the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA), which was established in 1960 to become a common market for its members.

This was to be effected through the gradual reduction of tariffs and total abolition of the same by 1973, but this timeline was stretched to 1980 and later replaced by LAIA. The main aim of LAIA is to pursue the integration agenda to promote the harmonious and balanced socio-economic development of the region; the ultimate long-term goal of such process shall be the gradual and progressive establishment of a Latin American common market. However, this treaty did not institute a timeline for the realisation of the common market and had limited responsibilities of encouraging free trade with greater flexibility between contracting parties. It should be noted that all the Member States of Mercosur belong to LAIA, and Mexico belong to both NAFTA, now USMCA and LAIA, creating a significant overlap. It has also been observed that all the regional trade arrangements analysed above are intergovernmental entities, some with community objectives without a supranational body, making harmonisation of laws difficult. However, African regional integration arrangements can draw significant lessons from their integration attempts.

It is worth noting that setting targets on macroeconomic policies synchronisation is important, however, these targets may not be achieved where monetary, and exchange policies are divergent and there are no strong institutions to ensure Member States' compliance with regional policies. To achieve a customs union or common market, there is a need for a monitoring and evaluation mechanism with robust and viable leadership.

---

766 They are: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela.
768 The Montevideo Treaty 1980, article 1.
These results provide confirmatory evidence that once an agreement for intra-regional trade has been concluded, intra-regional trade within the said region increases more than trade with the rest of the world (see AFTA, NAFTA, Mercosur above). Although African countries have signed one or more regional trade agreement with their neighbours, the volume of trade within the region remains low as African markets are dislocated with little intra-regional trade.\textsuperscript{769} In 2014, trade within African RECs was at eighteen per cent of the continent’s total exports, while trade within North America was 50 per cent, Asia 52 per cent and Europe more than 70 per cent.\textsuperscript{770} This is because AFTA, NAFTA, and Mercosur, have successfully implemented the free movement of persons, goods, services and factors of production and investments within their blocs.

Member states should take their regional and continental agreements seriously. Once an agreement has been reached, provisions should be made for each member state to honour their commitments. This has been achieved in AFTA, and there is a timeline for ratification of regional instruments with robust mechanisms and institutions to hold Member States accountable. In addition, integrating national policies with regional economic policies will enhance regional integration in Africa.

4.7 Implications of external trade on the AfCFTA

This section demonstrates that without legal harmonisation, Africa cannot negotiate external trade agreements with one voice. The establishment of the AfCFTA has been an applauded initiative in Africa and beyond, owing to the benefits that follow FTAs and what Africa will benefit as a continent. However, its interaction and peaceful coexistence with external trade arrangements of African countries and RECs are debatable, especially with the absence of legal harmonisation. It is also doubtful if the AfCFTA can represent African countries in external FTA negotiations. The different stages of trade liberalisation that African countries find themselves in, even within RECs, will only complicate issues since they do not have a common trade policy. Negotiating trade arrangements with an external bloc for states with a common policy under a custom union is standard practice, however, the RECs are yet to attain this level of synchronisation as illustrated below.

\textsuperscript{769} D Cissé ‘Regional trade integration in Asia and Africa: what lessons can be learned’ (2014)\textit{1 The Emerging Powers Policy Brief} 1-5.

The most favoured nation’s (MFN) principle under article 1 of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 1994 requires a WTO country to grant the same advantage or privilege accorded to one member to all other contracting members. In the same light, Article XXIV allows RTAs trading in goods to treat all other members equally, and tariff barriers with non-members must not be higher or more restrictive than before the establishment of the FTA or customs union. Therefore, it is understandable if states that have formed a customs union negotiate other trade arrangements as a bloc, thereby preserving the CET. However, if one party decides to liberalise tariffs with a non-member and the others are not a party to the arrangement, there will be inconsistencies in the CET. This may explain why some customs unions of RECs in Africa have not been operational (COMESA), and some have not been established (SADC). Even the EAC, which has a CET, negotiating external Trade Agreements as a bloc has proven difficult. The EAC customs union is functioning with profuse challenges. Political pressures among its members have affected trade leading to border closures and refusal of access to airspace by commercial flights from Member States, numerous NTBs have been introduced to protect home industries, and Member States are increasingly implementing conflicting tariffs from the EAC CET. It is observed that the EAC CET is losing its place, and there is a risk of the EAC returning to an FTA.

The Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) with the EU is one of the external FTAs negotiated with African RECs. Under EAC, the EPA was concluded on 16 October 2014, while Kenya and Rwanda signed the agreement on 1 September 2016. All EU members have also signed the agreement. Meanwhile, most EAC Member States have not signed and negotiated with Uganda and Burundi. This group of EAC states accuse each other of sponsoring political movements seeking regime change. As a result, Uganda’s and Burundi’s trade with Rwanda is down to a trickle due to political hostilities between the three EAC states. Tanzania locked out Ugandan timber, sugar and maize. Meanwhile, Kenya is reluctant to open its market to manufactured products from Uganda and more recently, milk. The Tanzanian government equally barred Kenya’s national airline, Kenya Airways, from flying to Tanzania. This was in retaliation to Kenya’s blockage of Tanzanian truck drivers from entering Kenya’s territory, as a result of COVID-19. All manner of NTBs has rendered the EAC intra-regional trade a difficult. The stringent nature with which the EAC handled the coronavirus crisis has been regarded as an indication of the dysfunctional integration process in the region.
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772 W Sean ‘What does the AfCFTA mean for an EU-Africa trade agreement?’ (2021) ECDPM Briefing note 140 at 2. See also D Himbara, ‘East African Community integration: One step forward, two steps back’ (2020) the Africa report, https://www.theafricareport.com/39264/east-african-community-integration-one-step-forward-two-steps-back/, accessed on 2 July 2022. On 28 February 2019, Rwanda shut down its borders with Uganda and Burundi. This group of EAC states accuse each other of sponsoring political movements seeking regime change. As a result, Uganda’s and Burundi’s trade with Rwanda is down to a trickle due to political hostilities between the three EAC states. Tanzania locked out Ugandan timber, sugar and maize. Meanwhile, Kenya is reluctant to open its market to manufactured products from Uganda and more recently, milk. The Tanzanian government equally barred Kenya’s national airline, Kenya Airways, from flying to Tanzania. This was in retaliation to Kenya’s blockage of Tanzanian truck drivers from entering Kenya’s territory, as a result of COVID-19. All manner of NTBs has rendered the EAC intra-regional trade a difficult. The stringent nature with which the EAC handled the coronavirus crisis has been regarded as an indication of the dysfunctional integration process in the region.  
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seem unprepared to do so.\textsuperscript{775} Given this, on 28 February 2021, the EAC Summit resolved that since some members are not ready to sign and ratify the EPA, those who are ready should do so under the principle of variable geometry.\textsuperscript{776} On 17 February 2022, EU and Kenya launched negotiations on an interim EPA with sustainability provisions. They discussed binding provisions on trade and sustainable development following the interim EPA, which will be bound by a dispute settlement mechanism.\textsuperscript{777} Although the EAC Summit approved the implementation of the EAC EPA by some Member States like Kenya, its execution of the agreement will undermine the EAC CET. Kenya has equally established an EPA with the United Kingdom and launched negotiations with the USA.\textsuperscript{778} This further thwarts and prejudices the EAC CET. In my view, legal harmonisation will assist in resolving these differences within the RECs.

Under COMESA, Mauritius, Madagascar, Seychelles, and Zimbabwe signed the interim EPA in 2009, and the EU parliament approved it on 17 January 2013, although the agreement has been tentatively functional for the Member States that assented to it since 2012.\textsuperscript{779} Comoros began applying this agreement on 7 February 2019. Discussions to broaden the agreement were formally launched in Mauritius in October 2019 and have since continued covering customary trade-related fields.\textsuperscript{780} The fact that COMESA contemplates a customs union poses the same challenges mentioned above as some of its members belong to external trade arrangements and others do not. This may indicate why negotiations on COMESA’s customs union are hindered. This is the same trend with all other RECs in Africa,\textsuperscript{781} indicating a lack of political will to implement a harmonised trade policy system. As long as

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{775} Sean 2021 op cit note 772 at 3.  
\textsuperscript{776} Ibid. see also the EU Commission 2022 op cit note 774.  
\textsuperscript{777} EU Commission 2022 op cit note 774.  
\textsuperscript{778} See Sean 2021 op cit note 772 at 3.  
\textsuperscript{779} EU Commission 2022 op cit note 774.  
\textsuperscript{780} These are: rules of origin (ROO), trade barriers to trade (TBT), customs and trade facilitation (C&TF), sanitary and phytosanitary standards (SPS), agriculture, trade and sustainable development (TSD), trade in services, investment liberalisation and digital trade (TiS, IL&DT), intellectual property rights (IPR), public procurement (PP) and means of implementation (“MoI”, ex-“economic and development cooperation”).  
\textsuperscript{781} In SADC, the EPA negotiations were finalised in South Africa on 15 July 2014. The agreement was signed by the EU and the SADC EPA group on 10 June 2016 and the EU Parliament approved it on 14 September 2016. Pending ratification by all EU member states, the agreement came provisionally into force as of 10 October 2016. The provisional application for Mozambique started on 4 February 2018. In ECOWAS, Nigeria refuses to sign the West African EPA, preventing its ratification. Fearing loss of access to the EU market, Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana are now applying ‘stepping stone’ EPAs with the EU. As a result, different ECOWAS member states offer the EU different access to their markets, undermining the ‘common’ element of the ECOWAS CET (see also Sean 2021 op cit note 772 at 3). Cameroon is the only country in Central Africa that has signed the EPA.}
individual state interests and state protectionist inclinations continue to have the edge over regional interests, instituting a harmonised trade policy in Africa will remain a dream.

More so, most African countries are reluctant to conclude EPAs with the EU since some already have trade relations with EU members under colonial tides and also have access to the EU market under the EU policy of Everything But Arms (EBA) preferential trade arrangement accorded to the less developed nations. Countries like Kenya and Ghana will be interested in consenting to the EPAs as they fall under middle-income countries and cannot benefit under the EBA arrangement. On the other hand, Northern African nations like Morocco and Egypt already have bilateral trade agreements with the EU. They will not be interested in further external trade arrangements under RECs or AfCFTA. Although during the signing of the AfCFTA in 2018, African countries consented to the decision to communicate collaboratively while engaging external partners in trade, a number of them continue to engage in individual trade arrangements. Mauritius, for example signed an FTA with China, Kenya engaged with the USA and others with the UK after its exit from the EU. On these grounds, it will be difficult for African states to allow the AU to negotiate continental trade deals on their behalf. It is envisaged that in the future, the effective implementation of the AfCFTA will significantly impact the external trade arrangements of Member States.

When considering US-Africa trade relations, on 18 May 2000, the US congress signed the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) into law. A US unilateral and non-reciprocal preferential trade program that allows eligible Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries to export duty-free and quota-free to the US market. It was initially for a period of fifteen years but later extended for another ten years on 25 June 2015 by the US under President Obama’s administration. The program will lapse by 30 September 2025 following the amended legislation. SSA countries must meet US-imposed conditionalities (eligibility requirements) before a country qualifies to assent to AGOA membership. Even when
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782 Sean 2021 op cit note 772 at 4.
784 To take part in AGOA, the 49 countries that make up sub-Saharan Africa must be preselected by the US president as an eligible less developed country and must comply with stipulated preconditions of the trade legislation. These conditionalities are that the selected country must: be a market-based economy, remove barriers to trade and investment with the US, protect intellectual property rights, respect the rule of law, embrace political pluralism, implement anticorruption policies, respect and protect fundamental human rights, respect internationally recognised workers’ rights and labour standards (including child labour), implement policies for
admitted into AGOA, the US can suspend or terminate a SSA country membership for failure to maintain membership criteria or continually make progress.\textsuperscript{785} For instance, in 2014, President Obama terminated Swaziland’s (Eswatini) eligibility for reasons related to workers’ rights issues. However, Swaziland had been the fifth largest top exporter to the US under AGOA in 2014.\textsuperscript{786} This termination was due to take effect on 1 January 2015.\textsuperscript{787} The eligibility of South Sudan and Gambia were also terminated with human rights concerns, while Madagascar and Guinea-Bissau benefits, previously suspended, were restored.\textsuperscript{788} Since the inception of AGOA, the US has unauthorised or reinstated about fourteen SSA states.\textsuperscript{789} So far, forty SSA countries have participated in AGOA.\textsuperscript{790} AGOA, has been criticised for the unpredictability of its membership since it is under US discretion to revoke members’ eligibility. This deters investments because of the volatile nature of the business environment and weakens regional integration. Eligible SSA producers face strong NTBs gaining access to the US market, although this access is granted in theory.\textsuperscript{791} AGOA is not geared towards promoting regional integration in Africa because it is structured on bilateral relations between the US and the individual SSA states. There is no indication that AGOA will be transformed to that effect instead, it will end in 2025.\textsuperscript{792} Some RECs like the EAC and COMESA have made significant progress toward economic integration, which is the major goal of the AU, and AGOA sometimes discourages the creation of regional supply chains since a member can be summarily dismissed from the preferential trade program.

\textsuperscript{785} Section 104(b) of the PUBLIC LAW 106–200 — AGOA legal text 2000.
\textsuperscript{787} Ibid at 236.
\textsuperscript{788} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{789} Central African Republic and Eritrea were suspended on 1 January 2004, Cote D’ivoire on 1 January 2005, Madagascar, Guinea and Niger on 23 December 2009, DR Congo on 1 January 2011, Mali and Guinea Bissau on 20 December 2012, South Sudan, the Gambia and Swaziland on 1 January 2015, Ethiopia suspended on 1 January 2022, Guinea and Niger were reinstated in 2011, Madagascar and Mali in 2014. Mali and Guinea were re-suspended again on 1 January 2022. Mauritania is the only SSA state that has been suspended on two occasions (2006 &2009) and reinstated twice (28 June 2007 and 23 December 2009); Seychelles, however, is the only country that the US government has graduated from AGOA, effective 1 January 2017. See also Olufemi & Wright 2017 op cit note 783 at 24-28.
\textsuperscript{790} Olufemi & Wright 2017 op cit note 783 at 28.
\textsuperscript{791} Ibid at 41.
\textsuperscript{792} Ibid at 42.
BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) is another trade cooperation forum formed in 2008 by emerging economies leading world trade. It was originally called BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) until South Africa joined in 2010. However, South Africa is the only African State that is a member of BRICS. How its trade relations with BRICS will impact AfCFTA is yet to be determined. Based on this, South Africa is in an exclusive position to use its foreign policy and economic discretion as a BRICS member to advance Africa’s movement towards its continental agenda in 2063. As a result of South Africa’s commitment to the Constitutive Act of the AU, African unity and integration, it is committed to Africa’s progress. It will use its BRICS membership to boost cooperation among the emerging south economies and Africa’s agenda. A bilateral arrangement that started with South Africa led to the signing of a preferential trade agreement between Southern African customs union (SACU) and Mercosur in 2008. Efforts have been made to harmonise the preferential trade arrangements with SACU, Mercosur, and the Latin American Trade bloc to form an India-Mercosur and SACU Trilateral trade arrangement following the long-standing India, Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) cooperation. However, following WTO rules as discussed above, belonging to multiple RTAs without a common trade policy, makes trading challenging and mars the overall objective of trade facilitation and liberalisation within the regions.

4.8 Is legal harmonisation of NTBs of RECs possible?

The attempt made by TFTA gives hope that with some more effort and political will from the member states, legal harmonisation of NTBs could be achieved. The examples of COMESA, SADC and EAC are worth emulating by other RECs in Africa. The instruments of legal harmonisation of NTBs adopted by the TFTA have been replicated under the AfCFTA rules. The AfCFTA has been considered the way out of the low intracontinental trade, but the benefits of a free market will not be achieved if the profuse NTBs in Africa are not eliminated through guided rules and procedures. The AU has adopted the AfCFTA Annex on NTBs, which established the AfCFTA NTB Coordination Unit to coordinate the removal

796 See Compiled Annexes to the AfCFTA Agreement, Annex 5.
of NTBs working with National Monitoring Committees and the National Focal Points established in State Parties. The development of operational guidelines and the implementation of these provisions are enhanced by the Sub-Committee on NTBs established by the Committee on Trade in Goods. While there is hope for improved results, a better model of legal harmonisation of these rules has to be considered.

4.9 Conclusion

Generally, it has been observed that African RECs are lagging behind legal harmonisation in their integration process. From the analysis of the harmonisation milestones set in the Abuja Treaty and those of RECs, it was observed that the timelines had not been honoured, and this phenomenon appears to run through RECs instruments of regional economic integration. Therefore, there seems to be no compelling reason to argue that there has been legal harmonisation of NTBs to achieve AfCFTA. The data gathered in the thesis suggests that even with attempts to harmonise national legislation, like in the EAC, the methods used (formulation of model laws and approximation approaches) have not yielded significant results. This has sometimes failed due to the lack of monitoring and enforcement of compliance mechanisms, weak or ineffective institutions and the absence of commitment to regional objectives by Member States. The multiple overlaps of membership and non-alignment with community priorities, non-implementation of community regulations, and non-release of some degree of state sovereignty have all been identified as impediments to legal harmonisation of NTBs, subsequently hindering effective regional integration. Although much has to be done to achieve legal harmonisation in the AU, the policies instituted by the three selected RECs (COMESA, SADC and EAC) and their launching of the TFTA give cautious optimism that the policy of legal harmonisation of NTBs is possible within the AU.

Lessons learned from external RTAs suggest that robust institutions and compliance mechanisms, and commitment to agreed policies are relevant for the success of any economic integration agenda. Even where external RTAs have not effectively harmonised the national legislations, at least the objective of increasing intra-regional trade flow has been achieved. This is the case with Mercosur, AFTA and NAFTA. It should be noted that negotiating external RTAs as individual states when there are regional obligations to pursue thwart the
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797 Article 6 of Annex 5 on NTBs.
798 Ibid article 4 and 5.
799 This is done following article 31 of the Protocol on Trade in Goods.
entire process of the intra-regional quest for meaningful integration. RECs in Africa need to negotiate as a bloc with their external counterparts, which is the essence of harmonisation.

Based on the various issues discussed in this chapter, the next chapter will advance a legal harmonisation model of NTBs and assess the feasibility of implementing the model within the AfCFTA.
5. CHAPTER FIVE: PROPOSED MODEL OF LEGAL HARMONISATION

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter, the thesis examined the existing gaps of legal harmonisation and challenges impeding legal harmonisation. It was contended that for effective operationalisation of the AfCFTA, these have to be addressed because even if all tariff barriers to trade are eliminated, NTBs will continue to impede the achievement of AU’s integration objectives. Earlier, in chapter two, the thesis presented the different approaches to legal harmonisation, most of which have been effective in other regional integration agendas like the EU. However, the approaches to economic integration used by the AU raise vital issues like the absence of a protocol to address the issues of conflicting legal systems, synchronisation and harmonisation of the laws of Member States, and the effect of community laws on African citizenry.

It is the opinion of the author that Africa’s economic integration process has not considered the relevance of legal harmonisation in an environment with complex legal systems. It proposes an adapted model of legal harmonisation which has not been used in the integration initiatives of the AU and RECs. However, it has been utilised by OHADA to advance a conducive business environment within francophone African countries. It is, therefore, essential to investigate the possibility of the application of this model by the Member States of RECs. It poses two pertinent questions: can the current status of the AU and RECs accommodate this model, and can the AfCFTA be achieved without legal harmonisation. This chapter aims to identify, analyse and suggest a legal harmonisation model that can promote and enhance a continental integration agenda considering the historical, political, economic and legal realities of African states. The overall goal of the AU is to attain a ‘United Africa’ (federal or confederal), and that of some of the RECs, like the EAC, is a political federation, while COMESA aims for an economic union. A robust legal harmonisation model is vital to sustain these regional and sub-regional objectives, especially the achievement of the AfCFTA.

This chapter suggests the enactment of secondary legal instruments to ensure the principle or doctrine of direct applicability and the direct effect of regional laws to bridge the gaps identified in the preceding chapter. Primary legislation comprises the founding treaties, while secondary legislations comprises subsequent instruments such as protocols, regulations, directives, decisions, guidelines, recommendations and opinions. The enactment of laws that are directly applicable and have a direct effect will ensure the supremacy of AU and REC
laws over national laws. The concept of supremacy of regional law will be emphasised, and the current stage of the implementation of the AfCFTA will be examined in line with the direct applicability and direct effect of trade facilitation and liberalisation policies. The EU example offers a guideline. This model has successfully been implemented by OHADA, and the author therefore suggests its use in this context. The proposed model will address the challenges of the lack of political will of Member States to recognise community laws and the national implementation of regional law procedures, overlapping memberships, non-alignment with community priorities and the unwillingness to relinquish any part of state sovereignty. It will also solve the problem of a lack of compliance mechanisms to enforce legal harmonisation, as identified in chapter four.

5.2 Direct applicability of community/regional law

Implementing community/regional law or international law at the domestic level is a complex task, especially in states with a dualist philosophy (as opposed to monist states). This is because of the procedural nature of legal transposition. However, in Africa, the situation is further compounded by the lack of political will of Member States to recognise community rules. Therefore, the author suggests considering the principle of direct applicability of community laws as an appropriate model of legal harmonisation. This principle has been applied in other regional communities and organisations to solve the challenges of national application procedures. It fosters integration by allowing community regulations to be implemented directly in the Member States irrespective of domestic legal procedures for receiving a foreign rule.

Based on the European Court of Justice (ECJ), direct applicability means that community laws are implemented in the Member States without observing national implementation measures or application procedures. This means that the principle deals with how regional law is received in the national legal system of a Member State. Nevertheless, it is silent on

801 For example: in the EU see art 249 of the consolidated version of the treaty establishing the European Community (EC) 1957, art 7(a) of the agreement on the European Economic Area (EEA) 1993, art 10 of OHADA treaty 1993.
802 Oppong 2009 op cit note 800 at 44.
803 Amsterdam Bulb v Produktchap voor Siergewassen, 1976 Case 50/76 (ECR) 137 at 146. See also Oppong 2009 at 44.
the impact or influence of the regional law once it is received.\textsuperscript{804} For OHADA, the principle of direct applicability and the direct effect of Uniform Acts (UA) are inscribed in article 10 of the treaty.\textsuperscript{805} The meaning and interpretation of this principle was provided by the Common Court of Justice and Arbitration (CCJA) in its advisory opinion of 30 April 2001.\textsuperscript{806} Concerning the advisory opinion, article 10 implies the abrogation and prohibition of future national legislative or regulatory provisions of Member States conflicting with the provisions of the UA.\textsuperscript{807} The decisions of the CCJA are final, res judicata and directly enforceable.\textsuperscript{808}

Given the centrality of this issue, it has been observed that the success of OHADA has resulted from the strong political will of Member States to create an appropriate, comprehensive and consistent African legal system for a reliable business environment and improved justice system in Africa.\textsuperscript{809} The supremacy of these UA over previous and subsequent national laws of Member States and its direct applicability principle provides OHADA with the status of a pacesetter organisation in legal harmonisation and unification in Africa.\textsuperscript{810} The success of OHADA indicates that the Member States have willingly surrendered some part of their sovereignty in the business field to promote economic development. Since this principle is operational in Africa, it is a leading example for AU and RECs. RECs must adopt this model since most, if not all, are composed of Member States with different legal traditions, thus necessitating implantation of the principles of direct applicability and direct effect of community laws.

Direct applicability ensures that RECs with both dualist and monist Member States have a uniform platform for the reception of regional law.\textsuperscript{811} All parties will receive the law at once without restrictions imposed by domestic legislation. This model of legal harmonisation solves the problems of non-implementation, delay or limited application of regional laws.\textsuperscript{812} Direct applicability also assists in preserving regional law. Usually, dualist states receive

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
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regional law by transforming it into domestic law through an Act of parliament, decree of application, or legislative or executive provisions. A parliamentary provision applying regional law is domestic law, except it is unambiguously indicated that the provision does not have any priority status in domestic law. Consequently, the provision is subject to domestic law following a hierarchy of norms. The lex posterior derogat priori, which is an internal conflict of laws resolution rule, may be used to resolve conflicts from the provision and any other domestic regulation. In monist states where international or regional law directly becomes domestic law, this problem is evaded since regional law is superior to domestic law. On this note, the principle of direct applicability ensures that conflicts between regional and domestic laws do not arise. This is especially with legislation that is not consistent with the constitutions of Member States. Direct applicability maintains a distinct character of regional law and improves regional visibility in the Member States.

In the EU, the ECJ developed the principle of direct effect to complement direct applicability which was provided for in the EC treaty. On the other hand, the CCJA merely interpreted the principle of direct applicability and direct effect jointly, as these provisions were already included in the OHADA treaty to avoid the challenges of individuals not being able to rely on a received international rule.

5.3 Direct effect of regional law

The direct effect doctrine permits individuals to rely on regional law before national courts. It enables the general public to enjoy individual rights created in the regional space devoid of different national preconditions imposed by Member States before such rights can be enforced. National courts are free to use regional law directly and independently as a basis for their decision when a regional regulation has a direct effect. Individuals and domestic courts become prime enforcers of regional law concerning the principle of direct effect. In summary, direct applicability implies the procedures or techniques used to implement

813 See section 231 of the 1996 constitution of the Republic of South Africa.
814 Oppong 2009 op cit note 800 at 44.
815 Ibid.
816 Even where regional law conflicts with a national law, since each is of a different category or each is subject to a different rule of recognition, it will be inappropriate to resolve the conflict using the lex posterior derogat priori rule. See generally S L Paulson ‘On the Status of the Lex Posterior Derogating Rule’ (1983) 5 Liverpool L. Rev. 45.
818 See Oppong 2009 op cit note 800 at 46.
regional law nationally, while direct effect implies the binding nature of the legal rights
created at the regional level, which are enforceable at the national level. This distinguishes
the principle of direct applicability from direct effect. When a regional or community law is
directly applicable, it is not automatic that it will be directly effective except as otherwise
stated.

However, it is irrelevant for a community rule to be directly applicable in a Member
State, but reliance on it by the masses is not guaranteed or is dependent on some national
preconditions. For instance, the treaty of NAFTA forbids state parties to allow individual
right of action under the treaty in domestic courts. Further, in transposing WTO rules in
Canada, the Act implementing the WTO Agreement specified that individuals are not
permitted to bring any action under the Act without the consent of the Canadian Attorney
General. This implies that reliance on this international law is dependent on national
preconditions which render claims to individual rights illusionary, although section 8 of the
Act gives the WTO Agreement the force of law in Canada. The principle of direct effect in
the EU has overcome this perspective. Moreover, although the community laws of RECs are
not directly applicable, this thesis supposes that the EAC and COMESA through their
respective community courts are making significant efforts towards the principle of direct
effect. These efforts through decided cases will be examined below.

Direct effect gives the regional rule the force of law. The ECJ developed the principle
of direct effect to maintain an efficient implementation of the European Community (EC)
rules. Where an EC legal provision is directly effective, individual rights are conferred on

819 NAFTA treaty 1992, Article 2021 provides that: ‘no Party may provide for a right of action under its
domestic law against any other Party on the ground that a measure of another Party is inconsistent with this
Agreement’.

820 World Trade Organization Agreement Implementation Act, S.C. 1994, c. 47. See Pfizer Inc. v. Canada
(T.D.) [1999] 4 F.C. 441, (1999), 2 C.P.R. (4th) 298. The court held that the provisions of section 3 (the purpose
of the Act is to implement the Agreement) and section 8 (the Agreement is hereby approved) of the Act were
not sufficient to establish that the WTO Agreement and the TRIPS Agreement had been legislated into federal
law. Also, the plaintiffs were barred from commencing the present action by sections 5 and 6 of the Act which
require the consent of the Attorney General. sections 5 states that: ‘No person has any cause of action and no
proceedings of any kind shall be taken, without the consent of the Attorney General of Canada, to enforce or
determine any right of obligation that is claimed or arises solely under or by virtue of Part I or any order made
under Part I’. while section 6 states that: No person has any cause of action and no proceedings of any kind shall
be taken, without the consent of the Attorney General of Canada, to enforce or determine any right or obligation
that is claimed or arises solely under or by virtue of the Agreement’ See also US-Section 301-310 of the Trade
Act of 1974, at para. 7.72. It was held that ‘neither the GATT nor the WTO has so far been interpreted by
GATT/WTO institutions as a legal order producing direct effect’.

Law 97—160.
the citizens who can lay claims based on these rights before domestic courts.\textsuperscript{822} This principle was later articulated by the ECJ in the case of \textit{Van Gend en Loos v Nederlandse Administratie der Belastingen}, and it was held that treaty provisions have the capacity of direct effect in the Member States.\textsuperscript{823} The contentious issue was that the reclassification of a chemical product called urea-formaldehyde under Dutch law raised the right to be paid for the product.\textsuperscript{824} The matter was referred to the ECJ by the Dutch court. The question was to determine whether article 12 of the European Economic Community (EEC) Treaty had a direct effect within a Member State and also if the common people could lay claim to individual rights that the courts must protect concerning the article. The ECJ provided an interpretation of the article based on the EEC treaty objective, the task of the ECJ and the general scheme of the treaty, and set forth the foundation of the principle of direct effect in treaty terms:

\begin{quote}
The objective of the EEC Treaty, which is to establish a common market, the functioning of which is of direct concern to interested parties in the Community, implies that this Treaty is more than an agreement which merely creates mutual obligations between the contracting states. This view is confirmed by the preamble to the Treaty, which refers not only to governments but to peoples. It is also confirmed more specifically by the institutions endowed with sovereign rights, the exercise of which affects Member States and also their citizens. Furthermore, it must be noted that the nationals of the States brought together in the Community are called upon to cooperate in the functioning of this Community through the intermediary of the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee.
\end{quote}

In addition to the task assigned to the Court of Justice under Article 177 [now 234 EC], the object of which is to secure the uniform interpretation of the Treaty by national courts and tribunals confirms that the states which have acknowledged that Community law has an authority which can be invoked by their nationals before those courts and tribunals. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that the Community constitutes a new legal order of international law for the benefit of which the states have limited their sovereign rights albeit within limited fields, and the subjects of which comprise not only Member States but also their nationals. Independent of the legislation of Member States, Community law, therefore not only imposes obligations on individuals but is also intended to confer upon them rights

\textsuperscript{822} Ibid at 97.
\textsuperscript{823} Van Gend en Loos v Nederlandse Administratie der Belastingen 1963 Case 26/62 (ECR) I-1.
which become part of their legal heritage. These rights arise not only where they are expressly granted by the Treaty but also by reason of obligations which the Treaty imposes in a clearly defined way upon individuals as well as upon the Member States and upon the institutions of the Community.

With regard to the general scheme of the Treaty as it relates to customs duties and charges having equivalent effect it must be emphasised that Article 8, which bases the Community on a customs union, includes as an essential provision the prohibition of these customs duties and charges. This provision is found at the beginning of the part of the Treaty which defines the ‘‘Foundations of the Community’’. It is applied and explained by Article 12.825

The ECJ indicated that directives, regulations and decisions of the EC have direct binding effects.826 Regulations and decisions are directly applicable by nature and, therefore should have direct effect.827 Article 249 of the EC treaty provides that a directive;

‘s shall be binding as to the result to be achieved on each Member State to which it is addressed but shall leave to the national authorities the choice of form and methods.’

This implies that national implementation measures are required for directives.828 According to the ECJ, directives have a direct effect because of the estoppel principle, where a Member State is prohibited from depending on its failure to transpose community law (directive) to ensure its binding effect when one lays claim to it against the said Member State.829 Under the EC and as opined by the ECJ, Member States must adopt implementing measures necessary for a directive to be enforceable following a prescribed timeline set in the directive. In the event of a failure to respect this timeline, the directive becomes automatically

825 Van Genden Loos supra note 823.
826 Article 249 EC (ex Article189 of EEC) provides for three types of binding EC legislations which are Regulations, Directives and Decisions. In the case of Leonesio v Ministero dell'Agricoltura delle Foreste, the ECJ held that Regulations were capable of direct effect while in the case of Franz Grad v Finanzamt Traunstein” the ECJ held that Decisions were capable of direct effect. (See Leonesio v Ministero dell'Agricoltura delle Foreste 1972 Case 93/71 (ECR) I-287 and Franz Grad v Finanzamt Traunstein 1970 Case 9/70 (ECR) 1-825). See also Brid 2007 note 821.
827 Ibid.
828 Generally, in the EU, directives are required to be transposed into national law before they become effective but if a Member State fails to transpose a directive within the required time limit or do not transpose at all, the directive will have direct effect. This means that individuals are capable of enforcing rights from the directive directly irrespective of it not being transposed into domestic law. The Directives are flexible to the extent that the national authorities of the Member States have the choice of the form and method of the implementation of the Directive. This takes into account the fact that Member States have differing legal systems. Hence this allows the establishment of a harmonised framework of laws whilst preserving the established national laws of each member. This is a vital benefit of harmonisation.
829 Brid 2007 op cit note 821 at 97.
enforceable, and individuals may rely on it against the state or contrary to national rule. However, as construed by the ECJ, for any community provision to be directly effective, it must be clear, free from ambiguity, and unconditional, and a Member State must impose no further action for its operationalisation.

There are two ways in which direct effect can occur; vertical and horizontal. In line with the estoppel principle, vertical direct effect is when an individual can rely on a community legal provision against a Member State, while horizontal direct effect is when an individual can rely on the provision against another individual. However, a Member State that has failed to perform the requirement imposed on it by a directive cannot rely on the directive against an individual. Therefore, directives are not capable of horizontal direct effect. Individuals as well may not rely on directives against other individuals.

The EAC Court of Justice (EACJ) in 2019 decided its first case since its inception in 2001 on international trade and EAC regional economic integration. This inaugural case (British American Tobacco (U) Ltd v Attorney General of Uganda) on EAC trade integration could be interpreted to mean promoting the principle of direct effect and to maintain a uniform implementation of the EAC treaty, Custom Union and Common Market Protocols. The EACJ held that the implementation of the provisions of section 2 (a) and (b) of the

---

830 Ibid at 103
831 Ibid at 101.
832 Ibid.
833 In Marshall v. Southampton and South-West Hampshire Area Health Authority, the ECJ decided against horizontal direct effect of directives. The plaintiff was employed as a dietician with the Southampton Health Authority. She claimed that her terms of employment, which allowed for the termination of her employment five years before her male counterparts, were in breach of the Equal Treatment Directive 76/207. Such discrimination was permissible under the UK Sex Discrimination Act 1975. The Court of Appeal referred the matter to the ECJ. The ECJ held that it was not possible for an individual to rely on a directive against another individual. The view that directives do not give rise to horizontal direct effect was confirmed in; inter alia, C-192/94 El Corte Ingles SA v Blaquez Rivero and again in C-80/06 Carp Snc di L. Moleri e v Corsi v. Ecorad Srl. See the above cases (Marshall v Southampton and South-West Hampshire Area Health Authority (Teaching) (No.1) 1986 Case 152/84 (ECR) 1-723, El Corte Ingles SA v Blaquez Rivero 1996 Case C-192/94 (ECR) 1-1281. Carp Snc di L. Moleri e v Corsi v Ecorad Srl. 2007 C-80/06 (ECR) 0000 n.y.r, para.20. See Brid 2007 op cit note 821 at 97,103 and 105.
834 See article 189 of the EEC treaty. Accordingly, the binding nature of a Directive, which constitutes the basis for the possibility of relying on the Directive before a national court, exists only in ‘relation to each Member State to which it is addressed.’ It follows that a directive may not of itself impose obligations on an individual and that a provision of a directive may not be relied upon as such against such a person.
836 The British American Tobacco (U) LTD v The Attorney General of Uganda, Ref. No. 7 of 2017 (EACJ) (Mar 26, 2019). The applicant (the British American Tobacco Uganda Limited) challenged the legality of section 2 (a) and (b) of the Republic of Uganda’s Excise Duty (Amendment) Act No 11 of 2017 for contravening various provisions of the EAC treaty, the EAC Customs Union and Common Market Protocols.
Excise duty (Amendment) Act No 11 of 2017 of Uganda on cigarettes produced in Kenya constituted misconstruction, misapplication and wrongful re-classification of the cigarettes as ‘imported goods.’ This act infringed on articles 1 and 75(6) of the EAC treaty and articles 1(1) and 15 (1) (a) and (2) of the EAC Customs Union Protocol and article 6 (1) of the EAC Common Market protocol. The contentious issue was that the reclassification of cigarettes produced in Kenya by British American Tobacco Ltd under Ugandan law as ‘imported goods’ attracted a higher excise duty than that applicable to locally manufactured goods in Uganda. This, contrary to the provisions of EAC community law that goods produced in Member States should have a uniform tax rates within the sub-region was interpreted as constituting a breach of EAC community rules.

Similarly, the COMESA Court of Justice (CCJ) for the first time entertained an individual right of action to enforce an international agreement and to protect the trade related rights of the individual against a Member State. This is the goal of the principle of direct effect. In the case of Polytol Paints & Adhesives Manufacturers Co. Ltd v the Republic of Mauritius, the CCJ held that imposing customs duties after the expiry of the time limit prescribed by the COMESA treaty constituted a breach of Article 46 of COMESA treaty.

837 2. Amendmentof the Excise Duty Act, 2014, Act 11 of 2014. The Excise Duty Act, 2014, is amended in Part I of Schedule 2— (a) by substituting for item 1(a) the following — “(a) Soft cup (i) locally manufactured Shs. 55,000 per 1000 sticks (ii)imported Shs. 75,000 per 1000 sticks.” (b) by substituting for item 1(b) the following— “(a) Hinge lid (i)locally manufactured Shs. 80,000 per 1000 sticks (ii)imported Shs. 100,000 per 1000 sticks.” (b) by substituting for item 1(b) the following— “(a) Hinge lid (i)locally manufactured Shs. 80,000 per 1000 sticks (ii)imported Shs. 100,000 per 1000 sticks.”

838 EAC treaty, art 1: ….."import" with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions means to bring or to cause to be brought into the territories of the Partner States from a foreign country; ……..

Art 75(6) provides: The Partner States shall refrain from enacting legislation or applying administrative measures which directly or indirectly discriminate against the same or like products of other Partner States. The EAC Customs Union Protocol art 1(1) ........."import" with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions means to bring or cause goods to be brought into the customs territory; …… "imported goods" means goods other than Community goods;……….

Art 15(1) 1. The Partner States shall not: (a) enact legislation or apply administrative measures which directly or indirectly discriminate against the same or like products of other Partner States; 2. No Partner State shall impose, directly or indirectly, on the products of other Partner States any internal taxation of any kind in excess of that imposed, directly or indirectly, on similar domestic products.

840 The EAC Common Market Protocol art 6(1): The free movement of goods between the Partner States shall be governed by the Customs Law of the Community as specified in Article 39 of the Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Community Customs Union.

841 Polytol Paints & Adhesives Manufacturers Co. Ltd v The Republic of Mauritius (2013) Ref. No. 1 of 2012. The main arguments by Polytol Paints were that under Article 46 of the COMESA Treaty, Member States were required, by the year 2000, to eliminate customs duties and other charges of equivalent effect imposed on goods eligible for Common Market treatment. Mauritius initially complied with this obligation but in 2001 reintroduced a 40% customs duty on specific products imported from a Member State (Egypt) which included the products imported by the Applicant. Only Egyptian products were targeted. The Government of Mauritius lodged an appeal to the Appellate Division of this Court, which was later withdrawn. On 6 February 2015 the Court issued a final order that the matter has been settled between the parties; after having received a letter to
From the above examples, this thesis recommends that RECs adopt the principle of direct applicability and direct effect of regional laws. Regional legislation may not always have a direct effect as witnessed in the EU example. The AU and RECs could consider this approach because it is more flexible even when compared to the approach used by OHADA. The AU and the RECs could use directives to enact more flexible policies and regulations for stringent ones. The fact that OHADA Uniform Acts have the effect of direct applicability and enforceability provides the organisation with a supranational status. Supranationalism is inferred in AU by its goal of forming a political federation, as in some RECs. Articles 10 and 13 of the Abuja Treaty (AEC Treaty) provide for direct applicability and automatic enforceability of decisions of the Assembly and regulations of the Council, respectively. It is commendable that the EAC has the goal of the supremacy of community rules as seen in its implementation of uniform trade laws. However, it is suggested that using community Acts with direct applicability and enforceability will advance the community objective. The COMESA Treaty in article 10 could be compared to article 249 of the EC treaty as it distinguishes between regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions. However, these legislations are not directly applicable in COMESA, as provided in article 2. The time limit criterion for the direct effect of directives is an effort worth emulating. If


Abuja Treaty 1991, art 10 states that: 1. The Assembly shall act by decisions. 2. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph (5) Article 18, decisions shall be binding on Member States and organs of the Community, as well as regional economic communities. 3. Decisions shall be automatically enforceable thirty (30) days after the date of the signature by the chairman of the Assembly, and shall be published in the official journal of the community. 4. Unless otherwise provided in this Treaty, decisions of the Assembly shall be adopted by consensus, failing that, by a two-thirds majority of Member States. Article 13 states that; The Council shall act by regulations. 2. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph (5) Article 18, of this Treaty, such regulations shall be binding on Member States, subordinate organs of the Community and regional economic communities after their approval by the Assembly. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, regulations adopted as aforesaid shall forthwith have a binding effect in the case of delegation of powers by the Assembly pursuant to paragraph 3(j) of Article 8 hereof. 3. Regulations shall be enforceable automatically thirty (30) days after the date of their signature by the chairman of the Council and shall be published in the official journal of the community. 4. Unless otherwise provided in this Treaty, regulations shall be adopted by consensus or, failing that, by two-thirds majority of Member States.

COMESA treaty in article 10(1)-(5) provides: ‘The Council may, in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty, make regulations, issue directives, take decisions, make recommendations or deliver opinions. A regulation shall be binding on all the Member States in its entirety. A directive shall be binding upon each Member State to which it is addressed as to the result to be achieved but not as to the means of achieving it. A decision shall be binding upon those to whom it is addressed. A recommendation and an opinion shall have no binding force.’

Article 2 states that ‘Each Member State shall take steps to secure the enactment of and the continuation of such legislation to give effect to this Treaty and in particular . . . to confer upon the regulations of the Council the force of law and the necessary legal effect within its territory.’
RECs could institute a time limit for Member States to transpose community rules into national law and these rules could have a direct effect if there is a failure or delay in doing so, would enhance the quick ratification and implementation of regional legislation. The proposed model has been summarised in figure 5.1 below. This figure has been conceptualised based on the challenges identified.

Figure 5.1: Summary of the proposed model of legal harmonisation

Key: Black arrows: current model; Red arrows: proposed model;
DA: Direct Applicability; DE: Direct Effect
5.4 AU/RECs and the supremacy of regional law

The achievement of the overall objective of the AU and RECs will also depend on its ability to ensure that national courts give regional law precedence over national law. This requires the enhancement of the autonomy of regional institutions to make regional law supreme.

Supremacy of regional law minimises conflicts between community legislation and domestic regulations by affirming the independence of the regional legal system. In this way, the national legal system will not take precedence over the regional one, enhancing the regional legal system as individuals can rely on it. Compared with Private International Law (PIL), the doctrine of supremacy of regional law works like the choice of law rules in PIL. Where there is a conflict, it superimposes a choice of regional law as the applicable law. Nevertheless, it differs from PIL in that it permits no compromise, exclusions or exemptions. A domestic court cannot refute the application of regional law because it infringes upon the public policy of the region or that it is punitive. This distinguishes the doctrine of supremacy from PIL because supremacy goes beyond customary PIL doctrine on the relations between the *lex fori* and *lex causae* thus enhancing regional law. Supremacy of regional law should not be confused with provisions that oblige the Member States to make sure that their laws conform with regional norms as stipulated in the founding regional treaty. Principally, such provisos could be seen as law-implementation stipulations and not a conflict of law resolution specifications. The violation of such provisions could be viewed as a breach of international obligation rather than a national obligation, as it depends on the legislature and executive for action rather than the judiciary.

In summary, the doctrine of supremacy denotes that domestic courts should prioritise and apply regional law where disagreement exists between domestic and regional rules.

The principle of supremacy of regional law could be provided for in the community treaty, such as that of the EAC or through a judicial interpretation of the treaty decreed by
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845 Oppong 2009 op cit note 800 at 47.
846 WTO Agreement art. XVI: 4 provides that; ‘each Member shall ensure the conformity of its laws, regulations and administrative procedures with its obligations as provided in the annexed Agreements’.
847 Oppong 2009 op cit note 800 at 48.
848 Ibid.
849 See art 8(4) of the EAC treaty. See also NAFTA art 103(2). It provides that; ‘in the event of any inconsistency between this Agreement and such other agreements [including the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade], this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the inconsistency, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement’. The principle of supremacy of law has also been used in international organisations that are not typical economic integration organisations for example, see the case of OHADA art. 10; Charter of the United Nations, 26 June 1945, 1 U.N.T.S. XVI, art. 103.
the court, in the case of the EU by the ECJ.\textsuperscript{850} Usually, the legal supremacy of a community is inferred from its legal status, law-making authority, how its laws are applied and the nature of its dispute settlement mechanisms.\textsuperscript{851} The supremacy of community law is not usually provided for in the founding treaty;\textsuperscript{852} more often than not, the status of its institutions and the key functions of its personnel earn the community this autonomy. The supremacy of EU legal instruments was not stated in the EU treaty or any provision until the proposed EU Constitution of 2004, which was signed but not ratified.\textsuperscript{853} The notion of supremacy of community law was developed by the ECJ.\textsuperscript{854} As articulated above, article 249 of the EC treaty stipulates that the community shall legislate through regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions.\textsuperscript{855} Regulations of general application have direct effect and applicability and are entirely binding.\textsuperscript{856} Decisions are directly effective and binding on those to whom they are addressed, and directives depend on state actions before being enforceable.\textsuperscript{857} Recommendations and opinions are not directly enforceable.\textsuperscript{858} The proposed EU constitution, which was not ratified, provided for the supremacy of union law over the laws of Member States.\textsuperscript{859}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{850} See Flaminio Costa v. ENEL, 1964Case 6/64 (ECR) 585 in which the European Court of Justice declared the supremacy of EC law.
\item \textsuperscript{851} Oppong 2009 op cit note 800 at 41.
\item \textsuperscript{852} For instance, the supremacy of the EC was the creation of the ECJ. Primarily, the court proclaimed that the Community constitutes ‘a new legal order of international law’. Van Gend en Loos v Nederlandse Administratie der Belastingen, supra note 18. Secondly, that the ‘EEC Treaty has created its own legal system’. Flaminio Costa v. ENEL, Case 6/64 [1964] E.C.R. 585. See Rene Barents, The Autonomy of Community Law 2003 The Hague: Kluwer Law International. Furthermore, the MERCOSUR Tribunal has also affirmed the autonomy of MECOSUR integration law. The case is discussed in: D P Piscitello & J P Schmidt, —In the Footsteps of the ECJ: First Decision of the Permanent MERCOSUR-Tribunal (2007) 34 Legal Issue of Economic Integration 283. See also Gabriel Albarracín, Laura Aguzin & Selva Degiorgio ‘The Relationship between the Laws Derived from the Organs of MERCOSUR and the Legal Systems of the Countries that Comprise MERCOSUR’ (1998) 4(3) ILSA J. Int’l & Comp. L. 897.
\item \textsuperscript{853} I Salami ‘Legal Considerations for Revising a Governance Structure for the African Union’ (2008) 16(2) African Journal of International and Comparative Law, 262—273. See also the propose EU constitution, art 1-6.
\item \textsuperscript{854} Ibid at 265.
\item \textsuperscript{855} EC treaty article 249 states: In order to carry out their task and in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty, the European Parliament acting jointly with the Council, the Council and the Commission shall make regulations and issue directives, take decisions, make recommendations or deliver opinions. A regulation shall have general application. It shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all member states. A directive shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved, upon each Member State to which it is addressed, but shall leave to the national authorities the choice of form and methods. A decision shall be binding in its entirety upon those to whom it is addressed. Recommendations and opinions shall have no binding force.
\item \textsuperscript{856} EC treaty art 249 para 2.
\item \textsuperscript{857} Ibid para 3 and 4.
\item \textsuperscript{858} Ibid para 5.
\item \textsuperscript{859} The proposed EU Constitution art 1-6 (on Union law), states that ‘The Constitution and law adopted by the institutions of the Union in exercising competences conferred on it shall have primacy over the law of the Member States’.
\end{itemize}
This implies that although the AU and some RECs have not explicitly made provisions for the supremacy of regional law in Member States, it could still be effective through robust institutions. The PAP and the African Court of Justice could be empowered to play this role. The ECJ, for example, was capable of developing the principle of direct effect because it was empowered to do so by the EU. Article 220 of the EC makes the ECJ responsible for interpreting and implementing the treaty, among others. National courts can refer matters to the ECJ, such as landmark cases and their subsequent enforceability upholds the supremacy of the EU law. The supremacy of EU law was interrogated in the first case, but the ECJ upheld that ‘the Community constitutes a new legal order in international law, for whose benefit the States have limited their sovereign rights, albeit within limited fields.’ This indicates that the court was instrumental in corroborating the principle of supremacy of the EU law, and its jurisprudence contributes to the general body of EU law. In summary, the ECJ used this prerogative to advance the development of the European common market and the overall integration process. The AU and RECs need to revisit the status of regional institutions and provide them with the power and autonomy needed to move the African integration agenda forward.

5.5 The AfCFTA and direct applicability and effect of trade policies

The AfCFTA is operational, and its Secretariat is creating awareness among the African citizenry. Presently, 44 countries out of 54 signatories have ratified the continental free trade agreement. Trading under the AfCFTA regime, initially scheduled to begin on 1 July 2020,

860 The ECJ performs three main functions. First, it hears actions against community institutions (Arts 230–233 EC Treaty). Second, it hears actions against Member States (Arts 226–228, EC Treaty), and third, it provides preliminary rulings on the interpretations and validity of community at the request of Member State courts (Art 234, EC Treaty).
861 Case 26/62, Van Gend en Loos 1963 (ECR) 1 and Case 6/64, Costa v ENEL 1964 (ECR) 585.
863 See Van Gend en Loos supra note 823.
864 Salami 2011 op cit note 862.
only started on 1 January 2021 due to the COVID-19 delay.\textsuperscript{866} Although trading began on 1 January 2021, no trade has occurred under the AfCFTA system.\textsuperscript{867} Negotiations on rules of origin and tariff schedules are still slow to materialise. Rules of origin on automobiles, sugar, textiles and clothing are outstanding. A decision on the 90 per cent tariff lines has not been reached and hence, Member States were hesitant to make tariff offers when rules of origin have not been agreed upon.\textsuperscript{868} Tariff offers were submitted by 29 Member States with 87 per cent tariff lines, but these tariff offers were not even in the same tariff lines.\textsuperscript{869} The AU Assembly Summit of 5-6 February 2022 was expected to launch ‘commercially meaningful trade’ among the 29 countries that had submitted modality compliance tariff offers. The aim was to launch trade for those tariff lines that have agreed rules of origin. However, about 13 per cent of rules of origin were still to be agreed upon, and not all offers of tariff concessions had been presented.\textsuperscript{870}

To show that the AU is committed to the realisation of the AfCFTA, a Council of Ministers meeting was held on 25-26 July 2022 to fast-track the AfCFTA. On 27 July 2022, the meeting launched the AfCFTA Facilitated and Guided Trade Initiative (AFGTI) for a selective number of Member States that have submitted schedules of tariff concessions following the agreed modalities.\textsuperscript{871} As a result, these countries can start trading without being subject to tariff barriers. In addition, useful tools and supportive initiatives to enhance preferential trade under the AfCFTA regime, such as the AfCFTA website, rules of origin manual, and eTariff book, were launched during the meeting.\textsuperscript{872} The AFGTI is to let commercially meaningful trading take place under the AfCFTA and to experiment with the operational, institutional, legal and trade policy environment.\textsuperscript{873} However, this ‘meaningful

\textsuperscript{866} Tralac ‘Status of AfCFTA ratification’ https://www.tralac.org/resources/infographic/13795-status-of-afcfta-ratification.html#:~:text=The%20operational%20phase%20of%20the%20under%20the%20AfCFTA%20regime, accessed on 24 July 2022.
\textsuperscript{867} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{869} H Trudi in a tralac AfCFTA Stakeholder Webinar titled ‘Trade under the AfCFTA – in sight? 29 July 2022. This webinar was co-hosted by Prof Gerhard Erasmus and I was in attendance.
\textsuperscript{870} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{871} These countries are: Cameroon, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Mauritius, Rwanda, Tanzania and Tunisia. The AfCFTA Council of Ministers indicated that the AFGTI intends to demonstrate the AfCFTA is functional and to equally send a political message to states that have not submitted their provisional schedules of tariff concessions in accordance with agreed modalities to do so. An important message is also sent to economic operators that real trade opportunities have been created.
\textsuperscript{872} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{873} Trudi 2022 note 869.
trading’ by the pilot group of countries is expected to commence by 26 September 2022. This ‘meaningful trading’ was later launched on 7 October 2022 by the AfCFTA Secretariat in Accra, Ghana, with the first shipment of Kenyan tea to Ghana. It is important to indicate that the incremental improvement and facilitation of this bold ‘meaningful trading’ step will be addressed by legal harmonisation of NTBs.

The percentage of intra-African trade currently still stands at between 15 to 18 per cent. NTBs, such as the behaviour of customs administrators and poor infrastructure, continue to hinder intra-African trade. It will be difficult for free trade to occur as long as goods continue to be delayed at border posts with the presence of embargoes, levies or quotas. It is understood that progress on implementing customs and border management annexes and removing NTBs will be a lengthy process since it requires national governance enhancement. Some commentators like Shafrir, Hartzenberg, Dingley and Subban believe that concrete benefits from the free trade area can only be noticeable from 2030. There is a need to reconcile conflicts from overlapping FTA agreements from individual states and RECs. For instance, conflicts from individual state FTA agreements such as that of Kenya and the US or UK and RECs such as EU and SADC. These agreements cover similar aspects of trade with the AfCFTA and wide-ranging liberalisation programmes that have to be decisively considered if the AfCFTA has to be attained.

The author contends that the effective implementation of the AfCFTA depends on trade policy options with direct applicability and direct effect. Although the benefit of AfCFTA will accrue from tariff reduction, much of the immediate and long-term benefits will come from eliminating NTBs through the harmonisation of trade policy frameworks. Based on the World Bank report 2020, to successfully eliminate NTBs and technical trade barriers, and achieve trade facilitation with border management measures, among others, there should be
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877 See creamer media 2022 note 868.
878 Ibid.
879 Ibid. See also chapter four of this thesis at 169.
definite policy and regulatory reforms to enhance the AfCFTA implementation. In assessing the unresolved strategic challenges of the AfCFTA, Albert argued that the unharmonised standards of trade of African countries and regions remain a significant barrier to continental trade.882

The implementation of harmonised standards and trade facilitation policies should be a priority to improve cross-border trade. To emphasise this point, reducing tariffs must be accompanied by trade facilitation policies, harmonisation of NTBs and a rise in infrastructural investment.883 Some trade facilitation policies have already been launched, such as the online reporting and monitoring mechanism to eliminate NTBs.884 There is also the Pan-African Payment and Settlement System (PAPSS), intended to facilitate clearing, settlement and payments through borders.885 This harmonised system will eliminate financial borders and synchronise payment systems in Africa. These are, however, not premised on solid legal harmonisation models that will ensure direct enforceability.

Enacting harmonised trade policies with direct applicability and direct effect should be a priority for the AfCFTA. Based on the AfCFTA agreement, the continental FTA is driven by Member States of the AU and RECs FTAs are its building blocks.886 Being the only members of the AfCFTA, State Parties have enforceable rights and responsibilities as they retain trade-related policy space. Firms, commercial companies and economic operators who are the actual traders are not members of the AfCFTA. Direct applicability and direct effect of the AfCFTA laws permit firms, commercial companies, individual traders, and businesspersons to rely on its regulations in national courts. On the part of the RECs being pillars of the AfCFTA, Only four of the eight recognised RECs have FTAs.887 It is doubtful how these RECs will advance the course of the AfCFTA, especially as they are not a party to the agreement. There are no obligations for RECs to form FTAs and even the existing ones are not without flaws.

This thesis recommends regional enactments on legal harmonisation of NTBs to ensure direct applicability and direct effect of regional regulations. The Abuja (AEC) treaty already provided for direct applicability and enforceability of community decisions and regulations.

883 Ibid at 22.
884 See the online reporting and monitoring mechanism to eliminate NTBs at https://tradebarriers.africa.
885 See the Pan-African Payment and Settlement System at https://papss.com/.
886 See art 5(a) and (b) of the AfCFTA Agreement 2018.
887 They are: ECOWAS, EAC, COMESA and SADC.
The AU can make use of this provision. The AfCFTA agreement in article 11(3) mandates the Council of Ministers to ensure effective implementation and enforcement of the agreement and provides for the use of regulations, directives, decisions and recommendations per the agreement’s provisions. Nonetheless, whether these regulations and directives could be directly applicable, have direct effect, or even override national law is not stated. This, therefore, necessitates a protocol on direct applicability and enforceability of regional trade laws to provide economic operators and business persons the possibility to rely on regional instruments.

5.6 Conclusion

The principle of direct applicability and direct effect of regional law has been proposed as a suitable model to be adapted for harmonising NTBs to ensure the realisation of the AfCFTA. The doctrines of direct applicability and direct effect enhance regional institutions. Empowered institutions ensure the supremacy of regional law when national courts apply regional law. It is only when domestic courts give precedence of regional law over domestic law that supremacy of regional law occurs. Therefore, direct applicability and direct effect are a sine qua non for Africa’s legal and economic integration. It should be noted that without enacting a protocol to implement the above-proposed model, the effective realisation of the AfCFTA will not occur even in 2030, as some commentators have predicted. The progress is slow, as exemplified by the movement from the operationalisation of the AfCFTA in January 2021 to the current struggle for the commencement of ‘meaningful trading’ in 2022.

The main focus of the next chapter will be on the conclusion and summary of the thesis and recommendations for further research.
6. CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION

6.1 Introduction

Africa seeks to assert itself on the world stage by playing a significant role in global trade, driving its development and inclusive and sustainable growth for a united and integrated continent. This is demonstrated by its efforts to promote continental integration through its call for unity in Agenda 2063, which commenced with the launching of the AfCFTA in 2018. The establishment of the AfCFTA indicates that Africa intends to address its economic, intra-regional trade and legal harmonisation challenges. In addition, the principle of direct applicability and direct effect has been recommended to address legal harmonisation difficulties, as revealed in the previous chapter. This will equally enhance the supremacy of regional laws and make the community and its institutions credible and autonomous.

This chapter commences with an introduction, addresses the conclusion and summary of each research objective of the study, and recommendations for further research and conclusion.

6.2 Conclusion and summary of the study

This thesis set out to examine the theoretical and conceptual underpinnings of regional integration and legal harmonisation and attempts to legal harmonisation of NTBs by AU and RECs to advance continental economic integration. This was based on research objective one, broken down into research questions one and two. In essence, it examined the theoretical and conceptual underpinnings of regional integration and legal harmonisation. The theory or hypothesis was that an effective legal harmonisation of NTBs practices in Africa significantly impacts achieving the AfCFTA. It is built on the premise that for the AfCFTA to be effectively implemented, the legal harmonisation of NTBs of RECs has to occur. After expounding this notion and interrogating the state of affairs of legal harmonisation in AU and RECs, the thesis concluded that the AU and the RECs have not vigorously considered the significance of legal harmonisation in their integration agendas.

The second research objective and research question three was to analyse the current political, economic, and legal reinforcements to regionalism in Africa and the practices needed to advance intra-regional trade within the framework of Agenda 2063. It was revealed that African politicians or heads of states and governments had not considered a robust
approach to regional economic integration, although such an approach was suggested by the founding fathers of Africa’s regionalism. Again, Africa’s integration organisations have not made unambiguous and concrete provisions for the legal harmonisation of NTBs in their guiding policies. Where some attempts are evident, such as in the EAC, they have been unsatisfactorily implemented, with a lack of monitoring, compliance or enforcement mechanisms. It has been contended that if legal barriers to free trade are not eliminated, even if all other barriers are removed, the effective realisation of the AfCFTA will be hindered.

The last research objective, which comprises research questions four and five, was to ascertain the abilities of three selected RECs (SADC, COMESA and EAC) to drive home the CFTA while advancing a model of legal harmonisation of NTBs. It was revealed that the lack of political will, multiple memberships to RECs, non-implementation of regional policies and the reluctance of states to release some degree of sovereignty were the major impediments to legal harmonisation. Therefore RECs in their current form cannot ensure the effective realisation of the AfCFTA. However, it is envisaged that this scenario can change because some of these countries have relinquished some degree of sovereignty and applied political will to harmonise business law in Africa under OHADA. The deepening of integration and legal harmonisation in EAC and the launching of the TFTA between the EAC-SADC-COMESA are evidence of progress for economic integration in Africa. However, with the advancement of economic integration, legal inadequacies will continually be exposed, and the necessity to address the same becomes paramount with communities longing to become effective in trade relations.

Regarding the design of the constitutive treaties, the AU and RECs have not made concrete provisions for legal harmonisation. The Constitutive Act and the Abuja Treaty indicate that they shall harmonise the policies of RECs and urges the Member States to promote cooperation through harmonisation without deliberate steps on how this should occur. All RECs are aligned in this regard in drafting their founding treaties except for the EAC, which provided an institutional architecture for legal harmonisation. However, the
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888 See chapter three.
889 See chapter four.
890 AU constitutive Act 2000 art 3(l) states that the objectives of the Union shall be to: ‘coordinate and harmonize the policies between the existing and future Regional Economic Communities for the gradual attainment of the objectives of the Union’.
891 Abuja Treaty art 28(2) provides that: ‘The Member States to take all steps required to foster closer cooperation between the communities, principally through coordination and harmonisation of their activities in all fields or sectors to ensure the realisation of the objectives of the community’.
results have not been satisfactory. The EAC has utilised some legal harmonisation models examined in chapter two. However, chapter three revealed that legal harmonisation could still occur if independent, empowered, and robust institutions for proper implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of harmonised trade policies are endorsed. The need for an institutional capacity for trade policies negotiations, harmonisation of NTBs and AfCFTA policy formulation cannot be overemphasised. This implies that the legal harmonisation of NTBs can assist in realising AU Agenda 2063 CFTA.

In addition, the provision of the supremacy of regional law has also been carefully disregarded by the AU and REC treaties, except for the EAC. The implementation of regional law shall be effected through domestic formulation as stipulated in the treaties. Even though the treaties equally made provisions for different classifications of secondary regional legislations with divergent legal effects, these secondary classes of regional laws have been disregarded in formulating secondary regional laws. The AU has not used regulations or decisions as stipulated in the Abuja Treaty, even though they have the force of direct applicability and direct effect. The reasons why most Member States do not implement or partially implement community laws were examined in chapter four. Reliance on Member States' legal schemes for the implementation of regional law would be inadequate, illusionary catastrophic and illogical, as national legal institutions may not give preference to or prioritise regional law. In such circumstances, individuals will find it difficult to rely on regional law, rendering community law immaterial and impeding community progress. There is great expectation from the AU and RECs to harmonise trade facilitation and liberalisation policies to enhance the AfCFTA. Progress in Africa’s economic integration has been slow. Realistic and meaningful advancement remains to be seen.

The AU must work collaboratively with the RECs to harmonise the numerous NTBs that cannot be eliminated. The AU and RECs do not necessarily have to reform their founding treaties to provide for the supremacy of regional law. As chapter five reveals, empowering regional institutions will be sufficient to transform intergovernmental organisations into supranational entities. This means Member States will have to relinquish some part of state sovereignty to that effect. No meaningful integration can occur without

892 See for instance: Abuja Treaty, art. 5(2); SADC Treaty art. 6(5) and COMESA Treaty, art. 5(2); EAC Treaty, art. 8(2).
893 See COMESA treaty in art 10. It makes provision for regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions. The Abuja Treaty also makes provision of regulations and decisions but no allusion has been made to these secondary laws.
empowering regional institutions to decide on behalf of Member States in some fields of economic integration.

Although there has been a lot of progress in the implementation of the AfCFTA, the fact that trade has not yet begun is of great concern. Supplementary efforts still need to be added in trade policy harmonisation. Efforts to liberalise and facilitate continental trade under the AfCFTA are not progressing uniformly. Many countries are slow to comply with one policy requirement or the other even though they signed the trade agreement. For example, only 29 countries had submitted tariff offers, with different tariff lines making it difficult for the 90 per cent stipulated tariff lines to be reached for trade under the AfCFTA regime to commence. In addition, many states have not submitted their provisional schedules of tariff concessions following agreed modalities to enable the effective operationalisation of the AfCFTA. A protocol on legal harmonisation of NTBs measures using the proposed model is recommended as African countries consider their treaty engagements seriously. This is especially essential presently, as many regions of the world are collaborating and forming a resilient force in global trade. African countries should use this unique opportunity to operationalise the largest FTA in the world.

6.3 Recommendations for further research

This thesis focused on the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of legal harmonisation and the different approaches/methods/models of legal harmonisation. It is suggested that further studies could expand on the ‘what’ of legal harmonisation. Specifically, which aspects of trade policies should be harmonised. For instance, border management procedures, investment laws, banking and business transactions laws, and insurance and reinsurance policies. OHADA, for example, continues to identify areas of business law that require harmonisation and work in that regard. In addition, there is a need to identify commercial law areas under the AfCFTA to harmonise.

Another related area for further investigation is the accordance and recognition of the supremacy of regional law by Member States of the AU and RECs. When domestic courts apply regional law, community policies will be supreme. This is the case with the EU, and African integration is modelled on the EU. All State Parties of the EU, irrespective of whether dualist or monist, recognise the supremacy of EU law and implement same.\textsuperscript{894} The

\textsuperscript{894} Salami 2011 op cit note 862.
willingness of states to respect their treaty engagement and defend the integration agenda will assist in fast-tracking African economic integration. It is essential to conduct an in-depth study of why African States do not accord the AU or RECs a supreme status in relevant domestic affairs. Conflict of community and national laws will be avoided if Member States' legislature and executives ensure that transposition processes are established and operational. Recognizing regional policies and their superior status at all levels of government in a Member State and by all states, whether unitary, federal or co-federal and their application in domestic courts will assist in avoiding the redundancy of regional courts. Most regional courts are not functional or semi-functional because of the absence of interaction between them and domestic courts. There is also a need to explore whether AU laws are superior to those of the RECs. What occurs in the case of a conflicting provision between the AEC and that of a REC?

Furthermore, this thesis has revealed various issues impeding legal harmonisation within the AU and RECs. Some of these are: the multiplicity of memberships in the RECs, slow ratification or non-implementation of regional legislation, alignment of the RECs' priorities with the AU and relinquishing some portion of states sovereignty. While the issues cannot be addressed simultaneously, it is essential to examine these challenges comprehensively. For example, with numerous rationalisation programmes implemented by the AU and the launching of the COMESA-SADC-EAC TFTA, what justifies the current joining of the EAC by the Democratic Republic of Congo, meaning that it now belongs to four RECs?

6.4 Conclusion

Legal harmonisation is integral to any successful economic integration project, as exemplified by the EU, OHADA and the EAC. The depth of legal harmonisation depends on the level of economic integration the Member States seek. African countries, in their treaties and other legal documents, have indicated that they wish to establish an economic union (COMESA) and a political federation (AU and EAC) which all require deeper levels of legal harmonisation. It is, therefore, imperative to implement a suitable model of legal harmonisation, with direct applicability and direct effect of regional economic laws. Regional organisations around the globe have recognised the challenges legal harmonisation poses to international or intra-regional commercial transactions. They have used different models of

895 Ibid at 681.
legal harmonisation mechanisms (approximation, formulation of model laws, standardisation, directives, regulations, conventions or treaties) to address these issues. Some African RECs have used some of these approaches but have been hesitant to apply others even when provisions were made in the treaties. As a result, the impact of legal harmonisation has not been felt in African regional integration. It remains to be seen whether the AU and the RECs will effectively use directives and regulations with binding effect. However, the activities of OHADA, EAC and the TFTA in the field of legal harmonisation leave the author cautiously optimistic, and their potential to advance economic integration has been evident.

To a greater extent, the future success of the AfCFTA, its customs union and the common market, and the overall AU objective of a ‘united Africa’ will depend on the model of legal harmonisation pursued to ensure the binding nature of community legislation.
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